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PRECISION
THERMOMETRIC
TITRATION
CALORIMETER
Ia

Introduction

Thermometrlc titration
as an analytical
a calorimet:rl.c
solution,

procedure
procedure

and heats

most recent

thermometr.ic
discussed

for equivalence
for determining

of dilution.

titration

here,

discussion

accuracy

still

of the analytical

applies

the determination
completion

is the

stage in

The use of the
not be

since a complete

9.

procedure

to

as applied

allows in one experimental

run

of the energy change as a :function of' the degree of

of' the reaction(s).

thel'llJ,ometric titration
conventional

of

can be found in reference

titration
it

and as

method will

to calorimetry.

both

heats

procedure

procedureso

applications

First,

is threefold.

of reaction,

as an analytical

The value of the the~metrlc
calorimetry

heats

determinations

in the development

and analysis

procedure

except as it

point

The calorimetric

of these uses and is

terms of improving

have been used extensively

procedures

reaction

This means that

curve corresponds
calorimeter.*

* Conventional

each point

to an experimental

One thermogram is

on the

run in a

thus theoret-

oalorlmetey- is defined as the situation
where the total amount of each reactant is introduced into the calorimeter
be..
only by the
fore reaction and the rate of reaction is controlled
kinetics
of the reaoti@n 11 d:iffusion 9 and the mechanics of stirring.
This is in contrast to themometrl~ titration
where one of' the re..
actants is introduced
into the calor.1.meter ~c»ntinUOlusly er in a
stepwise manner with the degree @f reaction being controlled
by the
rate of addition 0if the titrant.

4

/

5
ically

equivalent

calorimetry

a large

t@

number of determinations

o

Second 0 the the:t'.lllO:metrlctitrati©Jn

procedure

a check on

gives

w be oc@uring in the calorimeter

thought

the precess
ical

by conventional

and the analyt..

procedures used in preparing the rea<lltantso F'.r'Gm
the slopes ot

the various

parts

of the the:rmcgram 9 and the end point(s)

tc obtain

possible

confimaticm

place

simple

example of this

or

is the titration

in F.igu?'e io

acid as illustrated

©Jf the various
a strong

the lower repnsents

dissolved

the titration

carbc:m dicxideo

of the

ti vely the
absent

UWJtmt

(lower

concentrations

©un&

of caroonate

curve)

9

cases

to the enthalpy

be discussed
NaOHwith

method,
nations.

quantities

in Stuey

slope near the end

or the carbonate

n.,

and AG9 ~H 11 and

except

q_uantita-

When carbonate

0

the thel"ll'10metrlctitration

ion is

change for a chemical
the i@nizaticm

t:J.S

values

data were NquiNd
thol!'le obtained

procedure

the free energy and entropy- changes
reaction.

As will

4

of HS0 and the reaction

HPOt' 9 aden©isine 9 and rl.bose have been studied

N@other

or

and base solutions.

prov.ides a method for detem.ning
in addition

but free

can be used tc determine

icn pNsent.

the

the end point is sharp and gives a check on the

of the acid

Third~ in certain

base with a strong

same solution

The regi@n of different

1/Jf the

A

carbon dioxide while

oct the upper curve ~orresp©>nds to the neutralization

ion and this portion

reactantso

The upper the:rmogram represents

of a NaOHsolution that has absorbed

titration

is often

ot reactions

of the number and types

and of the coincentratieins

taking

it

cal©'Ulated

by this

from single

for the evaluation

or

determi-

@f these

f'ffim the thelrmCilg:ram
9 a knowledge

or

~

Base Containing

~

E-t

~

tv

l'z1

H

Carbonate

~

Iv

Carbonate Free Base

TEMPERATURE
Thermograms of NaOHSolutions

c:==;>
Titrated

with HCl.04

1....

°'

7
the type of reacticm

(l)Ccro.:rlng
of d:ilution
9 and heat

data for the ti-

trant.
The thel'D!lmetrlc

titration

ature can be clasdfied
whether the ti trant

trant

as c©1ntinucus or incremental

The incremental

prCllcedu:r>ethe contents

to the initial

returned

temperature

The contin~,is

tion.

tinuous

of a portion

or the

of' the calor.imeter

of the solution

method has the advantage

titrant.

are usually

after

or being

Scllly'ter 11 were among the first

and incremental

ther.m@metrlc titration

or ti-

or points,

each addimre rapid

method but in gmieral is not as accurate.

tb.$.ll the incremental

or Jordan10 and

as a :f'tmction

method gives a series

tc the addition

each one correspond:ing

The con.-

--

on a reccn.•ding potentiometer,

@ne ~ @r trace

the heat procl:uced from the reactions

latter

depending on
..

added or time.

In this

in the liter-

descr.ibed

is added
e@ntinuously or .iru;,~mentally.
.,.
--------- _____
·-

t:inucus method gives
representing

calcrlmeters

Papers

to descr.ibe the oon.calcr.imetry

techniques,

respectively.

cmscrlbed here is based on the oontinuous method

The calorimeter

or titrant
rimeter

deliver,y.

HoQWl"

9

the results

obtained

approach in accuracy those of the better

with this calo-

conventional

reaction

calorimeter~£

IL
The main

pm:pcilSe

mometric ti traticn
the thermometrlc
sign criteria

Design Criteria

~r designing

calorimeter

titratiem

were dietated

a c@ntinuous

was to increase

9

high precision

the overall

pN@edu.re to about Oo)~o

by the nature

ther-

accro.racy of

The following

@Ifthe eqtdpment,

by the

de-

8
chemical
level

sy-steas to be used. 9 or were chosen so as to obtain

of accuracy
1.

the desired

o

The rate

of the reaction

will

be very rapid 0 i.e.

less

than

0 o 1 secend fer CCilmp1etereaction.
2.

The magni t-w:lEtcf the heat effect

will

be between 1 and

50

calorieso

J.

The temperature

4.

The level

5.

The reactions

6.

Glass~ tef'lon~

of accuracy- will

o.:,~ overall.
in the liquid

8.

From 1 to N simultaneous

will

state.
is necessar,r

systems are to be studied.

chemical

The reactions

take place

at 1 atms. pressure.

or consecutive

reactions

will

the high precision

having the following

response

required

(:t:.0.Ji) a calorimeter

A very short

(b)

A very rapid rate of temperature

( c)

A very low heat leakage

time.
equilibration.

modulus.

These three items were of primary importance
of measuring

the true

a function of time.

temperature

The application

procedure to calorimetry

because of the neces-

of the calorimeter

contents

on the premise that

temperature on the thermoan,:mirepresents the true temperature
at that

as

of the thermometric titration

is based entirely

and the calorimeter

was

characteristics.

(a)

solution

occur

a run.

during

sity

~•e.

er poly-eth;ylene conttruction

7.

constructed

be

take place

will

since ma.ny different

To obtain

be a.bout 10 to

range will

point

of time.

each
of the

To attain

the characteristics

the follo'Wing conditions

as possible
i ty will

exclusive

also absorb heat,
thermal

resulting

to temperature,

into

at a specific

the calorimeter

in heat transfer

to be of such a nature
cause of its

place,

changes.

equilibration,

and a tee

as to introduce

Finally~

and contents

are homo-

the titrant,

introduced

the calorimeter

dispersed

sensing

no significant

to increase

de-

bas to be

is very rapidly

mass and has to have a very rapid

temperature

heat capac-

Second, the stirring

and that

heat ca-

has to be as small

Third~ the temperature

the calorimeter.

throughout

and (c) above

to the effective

equilibrium.

geneous with respect

device bas

thermal

rate

lags be-

to

of response

the rate

of temperature

bas to have definite

boundaries

with

to the surroundings.

respect

Much infonnation

Izatt

of solution,

to assure that the calorimeter

very effective

(b),

F.i.rst, the apparent

since any item contributing

lay in reaching

in (a),

are necessary.

of the calorimeter~

pacity

listed

and

ticability

has been obtained

Dr. Christensen

during the past

of using modified~

mometric titration
were identical
was constructed

in this

calorimeters.

silvered,

few years as to the prac-

glass

The modified

to the commercial products

Dewar vessels

for ther.

Dewars previously

except

of glass with a wall thickness

son and Whi te 12 have compared the leakage

by Dr.

laboratory

of

that

used

the inner wall

~ o. 6

mm. Hutchin.-

moduli (k) of thin.walled

Dewars (0.5 mm) with those of commercial Dewars and found that

a

marked decrease

the

wall thickness

in the leakage

modulus is obtained

by reducing

as shown below:

Commercial Dewar

k = 0.0078 min-1

0. 5 mmWall Dewar

k = 0.0012 m1n-1

10
The findings

in this

laboratory

conf:t.m.ed these

results

pas:b to the ad.option of Dewars with - O. 6 mmthick
leakage

a close-fitting
mistor

1•

moduli of 0.002 ~-

The calorimeter

:rubber stopper

leads;

heater

leads~

and titrator

items (aH

walls

Calorimeters

therof this

time of about tour seconds.
set forth

characteristics

(b)~ and (c)~ a new Dewar tlask

having

necks were closed with

tip.

the design criteria.

to obtain the most desirable

inside

through which passed a stirrer~

type have been found to have an equilibration
To more .ful.ly attain

and led in the

possible

and especially

to

with respect

was designed.

Wadso1J have designed

and tested

have obtained

lllOduli vs. time data on them as shown in F.lgure

2.

leakage

Their findings

showed that

tween the calorimeter
rimeter

Dewar tlasks

the more i.J:pe~mtnate

and its

surroundings~

and

the boundary be-

the more slowly the calo-

equilibrates.

m.
A.

a n'1JJJlberof different

Sunn.er and

Details

Description

of Calorimeter

Each calorimeter

wall tbiclmess
' oonstncted

Constra.ction

identical

Three essentially
in F.lgure :,.

of -

of Equipment

calorimeters
vessel

o.6 mmand

were constructed

was made of glass with an inner

a vol'1JJJ1e
of 100 ml.

in the shape or a round bottom tlask

heat leak path and the amount or glass
the calorimeter

and its

age~ the silvering
The water-tight

surroundings.

was discontinuous
closure

using a 29/42 ground glass

The vessels

were

to reduce both the

f'erm:ing the boundary between
To

further

reduce the heat leak.-

between the inner

and outer walls.

at the top of the calorimeter
joint.

as shown

The male member or this

was made by
joint

was

100

80
ORDINARY
DEWARa

Rubber stopper

G6o

~
..-I

STAINLESS
STEELCANa
90 ml water
STAINLESS
STEELCANa

40

110 ml Water

H
)14

THIN-WALLED
BRASSC~

20

--

- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -40

20

60

-

- -

80

MINUTES
Heat Leakage Modulus vs Time for Various Calorimeters

a

b

Smmer and Wadso, ref'erence 13

This Stuc:ly

THERMOMETRIC
TITRATION
CALORIMETERb

100

i
N

...
...

12

29/42

GROUND GLASS JOINT

GLASS

HOOK

SILVER

LEVEL

7"

0.60mm

----2

WALLS

~4"----

EVACUATED

,.I

3 II
Calorimeter Dewar Flask
Figure

J
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modified by extending

the length

of penetratt.cm

to w1thin

1 cm o:t the maximum liquid

the inner

joint

position

w1th polyethylene

leads

leads,

cement. (Dow-Coming).
well,

titrator

Good thermal

contact

between the male joint

and the surroundings

the joint

layers

w1th several

in two .5-ineh discs

angles.

These discs

anetJi,r Plexiglas
top plate

by coating

of s:U vering.

Through
tip~ and
is made

The discs,

of

is centered

each actually

are bolted

together

with the splits

forming 60°

are supported

by three

stainless

rods

larger

dimensions

plate

supports

into

the inside

The male joint

of 3/16 inch Plexiglas.

along a diameter~

split

both e:nds of

These disks were pressed

stirrer

as shown in F.lgure 4o

the calorimeter

and covering

diskso

and held in place with S:tlastic

these disks pass the thermistor
the heater

level

into

of slightly

the stirring

nected to a suitable

steel

(F.lgure

lftp

5).

This

motor! and the whole assembly is co:n.-

to be raised

frame which allows the calorimeter

and lowered ( Figure 5).
The stirrer

is a 3 mmglass

tube supporting

the cal-

This rod in tum is connected to a Gleason Avery synchromus

motor having a speed of 6oO rpm.
thin-wall

and blades

to a 6 mmglass rod outside

as shown in F.1.gure 4~ and connected
orimeter.

propellers

ten.on

tube.

The titrator

The thermistor

by cementing the glass

thermistor

tip is a 0.034 inch

assembly was made water tight

body into

a O. 034 inch ten.on

tube

using Apiezon W cemento
The calorimeter
of the close fit

vessel

of the gro,md glass

assembly wlich connects
of the calorimeter.

is held in place on the assembly by means
joint

and a fls~line

the main assembly to a glass

When in the lowered position

and spring

hook on the neck

the neck

or the

14

Stirrer Shaft, 3mmgloss
tube

inner surface
29/42 Ground Glass Joint

Heater Leads
Titrant Delivery Tube
Heater

Stirrer, side view

Thermistor

Calorimeter
Figure

Insert
4

15

Calorimeter
Figure

Assembly
5
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calorimeter
titrant

is approximately

line

orimeter

leading·from

is completely

The calorimeters
equilibration
lated

6 inches below the water level

the S'llbmerged titrant

reserveir

and the

to the cal-

submerged.
were tested

with respect

ti.me! and time response.

to leakage modulus~

The leakage :moduli! calcu..

from twv, rans on ea.ch of the three

calorimeters~

were 1.1 x 10-3

1 with an average value
m1n-1~ 1.2 x 10-J m1n•1 ! and 1.1 x 10-J m:1.ntor the three

of 1.1 x 10-J m:1n•1 •

as a function

of time atter

showed no variation

with

brati.on time less

than

The leakage

moduli were determined

the met.bed of Sumler and Wadso~ 13 and

time after

3 sec.

and the method or calew.ation

J sec.~ thus indicating

The data used in these calculations
are given in Appendix A.

The time response was taken as the time interval
on the oalibra:t.ion
The thermistor
so that

heater

and the initial

and the stirrer

was a.way from the sensor.

make a complete loop around in the calorimeter
trant

tip before

reaching the sensor.

be between 0 • .5 and 1 second.

requirement

between tuming

response of the recerder.

was placed above the stirrer

the circulation

an equli-

was rotated

The flui.d had to
or ti-

.from the heater

The time response was round te

Thus~ the present

meet the

calorimeters

of a low leakage modulus~ a l•w equilibration

time~ and a

rapid time response.

B.

Constant Temperature Baths
The isothermal.

surroundings

for the calorimeter'i'

titrator!·

titrant

lines

are pn>v.lded by two water baths! nne placed within

other.

The outer bath was constl"llcted from 16 gauge galvanized

and

the
sheet

17
metal and has a length

of

65 inches! a 'Width of 36 inchest' a height ot

28 inches

and a capaci t:r of 280 gall.ons inclusive

of the inner bath.

The outer

surfaces!

w.ith 2 inch tiber

glass batting.

except the top!'' are insulated

ot 3/8 inch Plexiglas

The top is constrncted

cured along the edges w.ith 3/16 inch bolts.
trolled

to ::lOo003°C at a given setting

inches wide and 14 inches

deep.

ing water and the oalerlmeter
containing

the titrlmeter

b;r means of a mercury in glass

14 inches
inches

4.

Relay- No.

from½ inch Ple:xiglas

and is

as shown in Figure

air

tight

and

60

on three plastic

feet which raise

above the bottom of the outer tank and place its

above the water level

20

It has two compartments~ one contain-

assembl;r and the other

The inner bath is supported

is con-

The temperature

thermometer used w.ith a Manostat Electronic
The inner bath is constructed

and se.;.

in the outer tank.

it

top 1 ½

The bath has a heater

coil ot 12.5. watts and cooling is accomplished by having the outer
bath

o.4°c cooler

than the inner one.

bath is controlled
reset

by- a HslJ:lkainen

and proportional

The temperature

The:nnotrol Model No. 1053A with

gain controls.

The temperature

the bath was f'ound to be :cO.00030c during a twent;r-four
When the temperature

ing the calorlmeter

was disturbed
into

to 'Within Oo001°C of its
An overall

by approximately

the bath~ the controller
original

of the inner

setting

"Vi.ewof the equipment is

varlation

ot

hour period.

0.02°c

retumed

in approximately-

by- lower-

the bath
10 minutes.

shown in F.1.gu.re7.

C. Buret and Titrant Circuit
The buptr{8'c1'enmt~l"iaJrt:.tJlt1rg-

..,JkBuret Model 200) has a

To Electrical Outlet

Tit rant.. Reservoirs
Reserve

Reservoir

Buret Compartment
( Dry }
Motors~
Synchronous

To colorimeter
Water Level

Piston
1-4

0,

Mercury Chamber

CalorimeterComportment
Inner

Bath,

Buret,
Figure

and Titrant
6

Circuit

19

Overall

View of Calorimeter
Figure

7

20

capacity

of 6 ml.

The buret was modified by cutting

drive wheel and connecting

it by means of drive

nous motors which turn at 20 rpm.
driving

a stainless

steel

piston

The buret
into

into

the calorimeter.

dry compartment or the inside
by means of glass

reservoirs
Two tttrant

reservoirs

gears to two synchro-

the titrant

from the titrant

This buret was placed on end in the

to two 6 ml titrant

bath and connected
tubing

and two ball

are used to insure

or the water bath.

(F.lgure 6) by

operates

that

and socket joints.
the titrant

from the second one and going to the calorimeter
peratu.re

in the

a mercury eh.amber! displacing

the mercur,yi which in tum displaces
reservoir

teeth

issuing

would be at the tem.

The buret was calibrated

amounts or distilled

water delivered

The rate

was f'ound to be (8.,545 :10.007) x 10.;.3 ml./seo.

or delivery

and to be independent

D.

the

time intern.ls.

of the amount delivered.

Temperature Measuring Circuit
The temperature

wheatstone
iature

bridge

measuring circuit

arrangement

(Figure

8) is basically'

thermistor

(bead o.o6o inches

extra

thin glass

still

water.

microvolt

in diameter!

coating~

The bridge

indicating

ampil:if'l.er p&a&Jesinto

is used because or its

output

amplifier

sensing

element.

extremely

small

body o.040 inches

and small time constant

can be fed into
(No. 983.5-A).

a Brown nEJ..ectffldkn

No. KSY1,53X1lr..:.v.;.I:r.:.:a:r.:.3o.;.N6
(Mi.meapolis

a DC

(VEcoi TX1123~ Min-

using a thermistor

Probe~ 5000 ohm at 25°c) as the temperature

This particular
size

over several

by weighing

in diameterH

of 0.3 second in
a Leeds and Northrup

The output

extended
Honeywell).

fl'om the

range recorder~
This recorder

~----7

LB N MicrovoltindicatingamplifierNo.9835-A

S3
"'""-

I

l

I

To temperatureadjustment:
1
~
circuit
I

t

~-----------'r--r- Input

I1

1

I

:

J

L__O~tpu~
__

r------,

_
;
L Recorder
____
.....J

. t t .
t
CromerControls
T,me o a11zer ype 6335
Corp.

K-3

...f\...

r--,
'L Pot
__ .Ji----fl•

....

Heater

I\)

To temperature
adJustment
circuit .__

r4 ,-,-:
31 I '
I

I

I

2 5,
_j

L ___

0 to 9999.9
..I\..

2.2v

' - ~1
~

10k 15k

- _ ____.

~

I
I

+

Electrical reset time totalizer type 691
Cromer Controls Corp.

Bridge

and Heater
Figure

8

Circuit

110vA.C.
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has a ab.gle

pmltid in 2 m:vsteps to 10. 2 m:vby- using 5 ohal"t widths.
output is appro:ximatel.3' 15 millivolts
when a potential
tier

ef 1.S wlt

The bridge

per 1•0 without amplif'ication

is applied across the bridge.

is capable of amplifying

the output by- factors

100, and 200 but amplification

E.

.Z:.

ohart width range of 2. 2 mv 1rbich is electrom.cal.17

The ampl:L!.

5, 10, 20, SO,

of

above 100 is impractical

(see page 28).

Heater CirC'llit
A heater

of approxLmatel.3' 20 ohms (constructed

wi.:re) was b'milt into a conventional
potential

across the National

ohm :resistor

(Electrical

The

(NBS) standarci 10

The heating period is measved by two t
Type~ 691, readable

Type 6335, :readable to

c»rp.) which are activated

(P'igure S).

a:re mean.red with a Leeds and

Reset Time Totalizer

and a Time Totalizer

circdt

Ba:reau of Standards

and the heater potential

Nerthru.p It,;.J potentiometer.
timers

heater

of No. 34 Ka1"llla

o.1 sec!"

to O.G1 sec

Cram.er c»ntrols

at the same time the heater

cirC'l:J.it is

cempleted.

r,

Temperature Adjustment CirC'llit
The temperature

adjustment

allow the temperature

or the

cirC'llit (F.tgure 9) was :installed

comamts

or the

calorimeter

and accru:ratel.3' brought to the inner bath temperature.
circu::1.t, which uses the thermistor
element!'' raises

the temperature

0.007~0 below that of the water bath,
ntott

switch opens.

t.he initial

temperature

The time required
difference

at which peint

to be rapidly
The adjustaent

in the calorimeter

of the calorimeter

to

as a sensing

contents

to about

an automatic

to accomplish this depends on

between the solution

and baths for

From switch S3

Amplifier

( B

·I

From switch S6

·II
·I----~,

I. 2 K

wvw
I. 2 K

>
>

11

I

LI

2 N 119 Transistor

I

·s4a

)

+

2 N255 Transistor

I

·II

'OlJooooo'

50 .!\farad

~

L3
'000000'

SI

I

L2

nnn

' 0~. ioo
'

·II
·II

S3
Adjustment
Figure

9

t _ 5I b T...---___,
1

I.

Light
Temperature

~,

Circuit

·II

I-__.
6v
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Symbols used in Temperature Adjustment Circuit•

Figure 9

B

Minneapolis-Honeywell low level DC Amplifieri Model 2BLA7

L1

Barber Coleman sensitive

relay - closes at

L2

Barber Coleman sensitive

relay.:. closes at

IJ

6 volt SPST relay - normally closed contacts

L4

6 volt SPSTrelay - normally closed contacts

LS

6 volt DC light

S1

Barber Coleman sensitive

relay - open at 0 • .5 volt DC and 1 ma.

S2

Barber Coleman sensitive

relay - open at 0• .5 volt DCand 1 ma.

SJ

6 volt SPSTrelay - normally closed contacts

o. 5 volt
o. 5 volt

s4a 6 volt SPST relay - normally open contacts

s4b 6 volt SPST relay.

normally open contacts

s4c 6 volt SPSTrelay - normally closed contacts

S5 Momentarily closed push button switch

Note:

L1 and S1 are part of the same relay
L2 and S2 are part of the same relay
LJ and SJ are part of the same relay
L4~ s4a~ s4b~ and s4c are part of the same relay

DC and 1 ma.
DC and 1 ma.

example! a

25

20cdifference

requires

25 minutes.

stirring

immediately

The .final 0.007°c correction
preceeding

When the temperature

the beginning

of the calerlmeter

inner water bath~ additi@n of' titrant
relative

temperature

This circuit

calibratedo
ator

tor other

perature

duties!

A.

reaches

that

of the

is begun by the operator.

which the thermistor

and prevents

The

adjustment~

overshooting

is periodically
frees

the oper.

ot the desired

tem-

judgement.

Calibration

IV.

of the

of each determination.

contents

allows automatic

due to poor opera.tor

is a result

water bath is measured by a 1° Beck-

of the inner

(F.igure 7) against

man thermometer

o.~ocdifference

45 minutes~ while a

requires

of F.quipment

Apparent Heat Capaei ty
Electrical

heat

the volume of liquid
the temperature
orimeter

also

In a titration

as a function

Heat capacity

ml of air-free

dist:1.lled

calculated

calibrations

in the calorimeter~

rise.,

increases

the system.

capacity

water.

titrant

The heat capacities

in heat capacity

The results

thus demonstrating

due to the liquid

also agree with

The maximum increase

of the system was

100 ml of water plus the heat

obtained

similar

in liquid

level

level

or

100 and 106

it was equal to the heat capacity

holding

errorJ

in the cal-

were made using

The heat capacity

of

and ot

period~

the amcunt of liquid

determinations

by assuming that

w.i.thin experimental

of the heating

of time as does the heat capacity

the calorimeter
added.

were made as a function

by these

capacity

of·

of the

two methods agree

no significant

increase

r.tsing in the calorimeter.

:findings

of Gerding!

--

et ai.14

was O. 5 cm~ corresponding

to the

26
addition ot 6 ml of titrant.

The determination• aln

showed that the

heat capao:Lt7ot the s;ystem at some intermediate point in the titre.:.
ti.en oadl 'be approximated. Ter., closely by' talc:1ngit equal to the in.:.
itial

heat capacity plus the heat oapao:Lt7ot the added. titrant.

The

apparent heat capacity ot the 17atem was also found to be indep8i'ldent

et the time and. temperature intern].

onr which it was meanred.

lhowed that Newten•s law ot cooling ( ••• page

temperature intenal

ot

This

31) was obqed. tor a

o.6•c.

The aethod.1' calnl.ations1

and. heat capacity data are giwn :bl

B. Thermistor Calibration
The thermistor was calibrated

against a one degree Beckmanthere!:

maeter which had been calibrated by' the National Bureau et standa:rds
(B-B Instl'mllent Co.

#1093032). The calibration

procedure

consisted ot

lowering the thermistor into the inner water bath~ and noting the
thel"JIDaeter readings on the reoe!der chart as the reoel"d.er traced. the
'br111geoutput.

The bath was allowed to come to a constant temperature

as shownby' the reoorder trace! and thermometer readings were taken
enr a period ot 1':Ln to ten nd.nutes. P'ellowing this period.~ the
Thermotrol setting was changed to rd.se the inner bath temperature
abeut 0.0600 and the process was repeated.
A large scale (1°0
:1ng

i=::::

6 feet) plot of the results

(recorder re~

Ts. corrected Beckmanreading) ove:r the temperature inteI"Tal

25.00°c to 25.66•0 showedno discernible c:urvature. A least squares
The
1':Ltgave a slope of 6.654 :x: 4 •c per chart unit (0.05 inch).

1cr-
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method of calcrnl.ii.tion and the data used are given in Appendix C.

Fur.:.

ther ev.i.dence that

of

temperature

the bridge

output was indeed a linear

over the range studied

is the fact

that

function

the energy equiv.;.

alent

of the cal.ori.meter did not change with the size ot the temper~

ature

interval.

c.

Calibration

of Amplifier

The amplifier

and Recorder

was calibrated

to supply a constant

input

to measure the amplifier

(F.i.gure 8) using

while using another

voltage

limit

were

while the n20n~ n.50nJ n1ooni

were :found to amplify by their

face value within

the

0£ the measurement (,... 0.02%).
The recorder

strip

K,..3potentiometer

Ci>Utputo The n5n and n10 11 amplifications

found to be 5.002 and 10e004 respectively!'
and "200tt scales

a K,.;.Jpotentiometer

chart

recorder

~ 0.02

was checked by comparing the potential

to a voltage

input

supplied

was found to be sensitive

to

by a
~

shown on the

~3 potentiometer.

The

0. 00 5 mv and reproducible

to

mv.

Both the recorder

and amplifier

calibrations

were checked period-

ically.

Vo Performance

A. General
The operation

of the equipment proved to be simple and rapid.

Freshmen chemistry

students

course of a single

day.

have been taught

In Ml

operation!

to operate it in the
an average ran reqllires

an

28
an hour and i"if't.een minutes.
the breakdown difi"icnll.ties

being encountered

Noise Level

The stabilized

DC amplifier

cuit in order to aake possible
actions

w.1th small

b.

angle·r it was found that

ot stirring
that

the st~

in dilute

of the stirrer

trace

spani, so the max:tnmmpossible

mv. Circuit

at 200

change as a result

to fit

the ~

of 100 the noise level

~ 1~

is

uncertainty

noise caused a negligible

and blade

iltho'Ugb. the noise level

in the time reqttl.red tor a run is too large

the envelope of the recorder

and

was low eno'Ugb.to all.ow ampli-

is not excessive•!~ the temperature

factor

ot re-

ot th.end.st.or

shape~ sizei

the noise level

span! sAttlm amplification

in the cir.;.

solutions

B;r proper placement

as high as one hundred times.

fold amplification

corder

(Figure 8) was included

H values.

bu.ret tip and by adjustment

fication

w.tth aux:tlar.y eqtd.pment

motors; water supply'! and power supply'.

such as stirring

B. Circtdt

Maintanenoe has been very low1' most of

of the tetal

due to circuit

uncertainty

is such

recorder

noise is :lO.O;

at lower amplif.lca..:.

tions.

c.

Instroment
As a final

Preoisien

and Aocuracz.:..:.Tb.eHeat of Ionization

check on the eqtd.pment~ eighteen

ma.de of the heat of ionization

of water.

determinations

The value obtained~

Hzt

of

were
1:3.:34

:l0.0:3 kcal/mole!~ is in exact agreement with the two most accurate
recent

determinations

The experimental
Appendix D.

of this

value reported

data!' method;"' and results

and

in the literature.15,16

tor each run are given in

29
The uncertainty!'

:lO.OJ as standard

to be well within

here shows the accuracy ef the instrument
set .forth in the section

on design criteria.

the recorder

(inc1uding

strip

chart

:l:O.01 mv or :1:-1
chart unit)
these determinations

the possib1e

of the heat of ionization

pro:x:tmately 900 chart unitsi
sible

error

readings.

The total

and it

The time measurements!

of water.

is :l::2units

of water given in Appendix Dis

and the heat capacity

systematic!
would u~

constant~

but constant

or :l:.O.~ in both

and since the

for the heat of ion:.

pipeting!

involved

standardization

of the calorimeter

errers).

in the buret de.:.
of solu.-

(other than possible

However! one would expect that

they

tend to cancel one another.

VI.

Data Analysis*

A ther.mogram consists

denoted by lettered
•

the ma:xinmmpos-

thus more th.an accounted for

There must also be some random errors

tions!

rise was ap,-

(:i-0.7%).

by the sum of the above values

rateJ' thermistor

in

caused a mbimum error

spread (:l:.O.
6%)of the values

livery

of

.from which the a.m.ountof reaction

total time was about 400 units these readings
ization

that

could each be made to :0.5 chart unit!

of O.25%. The total

error

Four chart

temperature

is estimated

in each of the two readings

was calcw.ated!f

recorder

taken from

two on the temperature

each chart;

and two on the time scale.

sealei

The readings

the lim1. t

were the major source of ,mcertainty

were made in analyzing

readings

in the value reported.

deviation!"

brackets

of either

three or tour major regions

in F.igure 10~ In region

A definition
of the symbols used in this
of the section!'· pages 34,,:.~.

section

as

(a) the titrant

is given at the end

b

t

81--

--------

-

------a

0
is oft and the temperature
the thermistori'

change is due to stirring!'

and heat transfer.

and the temperature

scribe

(b) the t.1.trant is on

addit.1.on of t.1.trant at a dif'f'erent

from that of the solu.t.1.oni and the effects

(d) the t.1.trant is oft and the temperature
1n (a).

The fol.lowing expressions~
the various

thermometric

by

change is due to heats of react.1.oni- heat of d:UU.:.

t.1.on ef t.1.trant and solution!
perature

In region

I 2R heating

regions

titrat.1.on

(according

1n (a).

In region

change is due to the effects

which are completel.7 general•

to .nbscripts

de.!.

•• b~ er d) of my

curve.

Assuming that the effects

tem.-

of st.1.mng and I2a heating

by the

:,1
thermistor

are constant and that the rate or heat transfer

from the

calorimeter is proporti.onal to the temperature difference

from the

surroundings (Newton's law of cooling)~ equations (1) through (6)
result. 17

ct (d8a/dt)

(dHa/dt)

=

{d8a/dt)

= [w+ k

(dH,ofdt)

=

(d8b/dt)

=

(2)

(8 s - 8a )]/ Ca

(3)

(Ca+ f 1 (t)b)(d8b/dt)

[w + k(8 8

-

(1)

-

-

8b)

p

(I
j,

(8b - 8T)CT(dv/dt)

I [ca+

f(t\J

-

A~(m;,/ dt))b

(4)

(-b - -T)(dv/dt)m]

(5)

(6)

E;quation (4) was derived from the following considerations:
Titrant(8T) -==--Titrant(8a)
dHi/dt

=

(7)

(8b - eT)cT(dv/dt)

Solution I(8b)

+ Titrant(8b) -:-

* Assuming that the dilution

and ionic

of Solution I are negligibleo

Solution II(8b)
(Heat of mixing
no reaction)

strength effects

(8)

on the solute

32
Solution

II(9b)

~/dt

=

Rearranging

=

equationf(J)

-

8b)

-

(

equation

(4) re-

L 61\,(dnp/dt))b

time interval,

(11)

p

+ (-T - ~b)(dv/dt)m

+ (8T -~8b)cT(dv/dt)

equations

into

( 11) •

w + k(9 8

For a finite

(9)

[61\,(~/dt)
p

and substituting

sul ts in equation

(~/dt)

-:::,. Solution III(8b)
(Heat of reaction)

beginning with v = 0 and t = 0 at

(J) and (11) give equations

(12) and (13),

e1

respectively.
(12)

=

(13)

The function

[w + k(8 5

•

8b)]dt must be left

cause 8b is a complex, unlmown function
The value of (
if the ilitegral
[Ca + f(t)b],
erature.
each run.
is-obtained

L 6 ~ 6~)b
p

torm be-

of t.

can now be obtained

can be evaluated.
are obtained

in dif'f'erential

f'rom equatiDn ( 13)

The values of -T• ~•

f'rom separate

experiments

•r•and

or from the lit-

9T is taken to be equal to 8 8 and measured directlyei• 8b• and t are obtained
from equation

(12).

directly-

(The 6n

p

for

from the chart and 6He

values are calculated

from

1

equilibrium constants for an incompJ.ete reaction or from simple stoi,!.:
ehiometr,r if the reactions are simple and complete.)

The value of vb

is given by (14).

(14)
and t(t)b

is given by (1.5).

The value ef the integral~;

f 8b [w +
81

(1.5)

k(0 8 .!.:0b)]dt, can be cal.!.'

cnil.ated by approximating the curve by a series of straight

lines.

For

each segment the integra1 can then be ca1culated and the tota1 'Vilue
found by smnming all of these from e1 to eb. A direct knowledge of the
va1ues of w and k is not necesaar,- for this purpose. The value of'

[w + k(0 8

.::

8c,)] at any point (ebi" t) on the curve in region (b) is

found by using the data from regions (a) and (d) in equation (16).

[w+ k(8 6

~ eb)] =

(16)

(d0a/dt) 1 Ca + [(d0afdt):rCa. ~ (d8a/dt)iCa0[(8b ~ e1 )/(8r ~ 81 )]

If the curve in the interval

line!

J

8b2

8b1

(eb 1 • ~ 1 ) to (8b 2 ,

t,,2 ) is a straight

equation (17) is then true,
st,dt

(17)

=

and, thus, one can obtain (18) :tor the interva1

e1

to 8b

34
b

L

½(Sb1+1 + st,1)(tb1+1
b1-:1.

which gives the heat effects

In practice
{d8d/dt)fi

8f•

the charts

value of' (

(16)i and

A A

L Al\,Anp)b
p

1\,value

p

t
t

'

'

ei• efi

from equation

for each reaction

A}½

general

The

(13).

equations.
+(AH_p
A ~)bi

+••••••••+(AH,A1i,)b2

'
't
'

are calculated

(18).

b;r sol v.lng si-

t:.n2 )b 1 +••••••••

t

t
t

equilibrium

from equation

set of the following

''
t

Def'inition

calculated.

( Affi Arlt)b2 + ( A~An2)b2

•

t

piate

HI;,was

is then calculated

The A 1\,pvalues

(12H a set of values for St,

from equation

1 = ( AH1An1)b 1 + (

((LA~.6.1),\2
p

{d8a/dt) 1 ,

were analyzed tor the quantities

was then obtained

mul taneousl.y- a specific

( L AH_pA~)b

heat leaks~ etc.

(8T - 81 )! and 8b (at one minute time intervals).

e1 !

Then~ AHei was calculated

from equation

of stirring!

(18)

- tb1)

as mentioned before

't
'
'
'

.from the appro-

censtants.

of 8Y'J!b!ls

and. regions

the su.bscr.lpts

a.

(a).

{b)~ and (d) are defined by Figure 10~ and

b• and d~ refer to these regions.

(19)
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t

= ti.me (sec)

8

= temperature ( 0 c)

w

= constant rate of' heat input from external effects
(stirring•
and thel"Jllistor I 2R heating)
(cal/sec)

k

= Modulus of heat exchange between calorimeter
roundings ( cal/ sec 0 c)

H

= enthalpy or heat content

C

=

Total heat capacity-

and sur-

( cal.)

(cal/ 0 c)

= enthalpy change per mole of the pth reaction

(cal/mole)

= moles of product produced by the pth reaction

(moles§

= temperature of surroundings

= temperature of' ti trant

( 0 c)

( 0 c)

= heat capacity of titrant

per unit vol,me

= heat capacity of titrant
tion (cal/ml)

per unit volume~ a.rt.er dil,a.

V

= volume of ti trant added (ml)

m

= concentration

of reacting

species in titrant

(cal/ml)

(moles/ml)

= apparent partial

molar enthalpy- of reacting species
in titrant a.rt.er dilution to the ionic strength at
point b. (cal/mole)

= apparent partial molar enthalpy- of reacting
in t:ltrant
(cal/mole)

TITDR

= titrant

5b

= (Defined by- equation ( 16))

[Ca+ f'(t)b]

= heat capacity at point b

f'(t)b

= (Defined by equation (15))

(cal)

l¾

=

(Defined by equation (18))

(cal)

delivery rate

(ml/sec)
(cal/sec)

species
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SWmnary

VII.

The Dewar flask

vel'T closely

0\Uti and. the

design•

controlled

water bath•

dat.a analysis

procedure

The major contribution~

the overa11 integrated

in a

adjustment

are the specific•

cir-

new contr.L,;.

of thermometric

titration

howeveri is to be regarded. as

unit.,

With the development

of this

the easy~ rapidi and accurate

calorimeter

investigation

whose study has been very labor.ious
procedures.

of the calorimeter

the temperature

study to the field

but.ions prev.1.ded by this

calorimetry.

the placement

the way is opened for

of Jl'Ja.DY
chemical systems

and ditf'ieul

t by other calorimetric

STUDY
II
ENTROPY
TITRATION*
Introduction

Ie
Data from tn

late

the free

associated
lated

different

energy ( AG), enthalpy

constant

are usually

tw& measurements

A G and AH values.

or

( AS) changes

For example~ AG ma.7be calcu.-

measurements,

and AH either

data or from the Gibbs.,;.Helmboltz relationship

at least

needed to calcu-

( AH), and entrepy

a chemical reaction.

with

from equilibrium

orimetric

experiments

AG.

frem cal-

which requires

AS can then be calculated

However! tor certain

classes

f'rom th•

or reactions~

AG!

AH~ .and AS can!· in principle!

be obtained

from calorimetric

data

alone.

This has been attempted

by several

pre'Vious workers,

but the

sutdies

were carried

out at constant

ionic

strength~ 4,5 acti'Vit7

were ignored, 2 , 6 or more than one calorimetric

ficients

was required. 1 i 2 t3~6 Further!

the results

checked because none of the reactions

measurement

of these attempts

studied

coet.

cannot be

have well-known equ:U.i-

brium constants~
A method allowing

orimetric
plexes

calculation

of eq'Ul.librium constants

data should be of general usefulness

(e.g.!

* Definitions

Cl.. ~"Br.:.~

r i and sof-complexes

of the symbols used in this

'37

from cal-

in studying

wale com-

of the first

transition

study are on page 55.

metal ions)~ 7 ac:ids which have pK values

series

than 2~8 and reactions

existing

meaningo

been tested

prev.tously

general

mathematical

seemed worthwhile!

to evaluate

its

treatment

with the present

the reaction

droxide
method.
actions

of

equipment.

cannot be measured

constant

takes place

w.i

ion were chosen to test
There were four reasnns

must be such

and ( 2) the

Fr'"and the reaction
for these

choices.

First•

large

AH values;

mid fourth•

third!

systems with unknown pK, AH~ and AS values
method were adenosine

is lmown18 to have at least

one acidic

site

and ribose.

(pK -

both

one reaction

place in the acid region while the other occurs in the basic

titration

the re-

in the range where the method is applicable;

reactions

by the entropy

H tor

ot the entropy titration

the validity

are simple and well understood;

The first

A

ot ~ with hy-

second! the reactions
have fairly

on the reac-

than zero.

sof-th

have pK values

which

will be essen..

Two lim:l tat.ions

(1) the equilibrium

or reaeticm

of the amount

For reactions

and the degree of completion

amount

It

and dif'ficrulties.

than about 2 • .5 the reaction

must be other

The reaction

has not

the method by using known systems

of heat e-wl ved.

calorimetric

a measurable

titration

method depends on ealcrnlation

tion now become apparent:
that

to test

prec:ision•

greater

quantitative

data are ot

or the resulting

or entropy

cases

of the method has ever been given.

therefore!

titration

have log K values

Ill these

on a system with a well known AG value and no

from the quantity

of reaction

tially

tedious!

However• the method

accuracy•

The entropy

than 12 or less

in nonaqueous or mixed sol vents.

methods are inaccurate~

questionable

greater

takes

region.

to be studied
Adenosine

12 • .5) in aqueous

39
site

is shown in Study IV to be associated

solution.

This acidic

the ribose

:meiet;r of the adenos:Lne.

Thus~ the acid dissociation

beth ad.enes:Lne and ribose were like]Jr

to which •

interest

reactions

of signif'lcanee

apply tee ent:rop;r-ti tration

II.

with

et
and

method.

Theor.y*

Consider the simple reaction:

Reactant (R)

+

tor which log K is less

tained f'or this

Titrant (T)
than -

reaction

=

Product

(P)

2.5 and AH{: O. The thermogram ob,;.

can be described

b;r equations

(20)~ (21)~

(22) and (23).

Q°t, =
lt

=

[P:li,Ypt,
/ [RJi,yl!j,[f)by'rt,

(21)

[&rotal]i,

=

[Rl, + [Pl,

(22)

[TTota11

=

[T1 + [P1

(23)

Simultaneous
sults

(20)

.6I{P ~Vb

in equation

solution

of equations

(20H

(24) which, if one ignores

the y factors

ment, contains

only two unknowns~ AH and K.

*

of the symbols used in this

Def'lnitions

C21H'(22)!

Section

and (23) ~
for the

me.:.

are given on page

SS.
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=

(vJTTota1lJ)trota1iYBtYTb
•

( [TTotalJb

+ [ltrotalJb)

( TRl)TTl, / Tfb} (6.H)

( QCo
TRt,
YTb / YpbVb }

+

The general fol'Jll of equation (24) is equation

.,

(25).
(25)

Since 6.H is constant~

ne~giblei

equation

assuming ionic

strength

Having oalcw.ated
and As calculated

(25) can be solved for AH by combining two equa-

lation

AH~ K (henoe AG) can be obtained
fl-om the relationship

of which may require

a successive

(26).

As=

approxlmations

fl-om equation

(25)

(6.H - AG)/T.

and QCvalues depend on the ionic

Since they

on AH to be

effects

tions of the fe:rm of (25H thus giving equation

culation

(24)

/ T~Qei,} (AH)•

strength~

u~ cal-

a knowledge of the equilibri:um constant~
method may be used.

a value of u is estimated

For the f'lrst

and values of y and QC obtained

calcufrom

Then AH and I are oal111llated as above and K is used to obtain a

it.

value of u and so on until

better
cantly.

A flow diagram tor these calculations

m,

The Formation of H~

to change sign:1.f:.1-

6. H and K tail

is shown in F.Lgure 11.

from W and

sot,

A. Calculations*
The following tour equations~
•

De:f'ini tions

(27), (28),

or the symbols used in this

(29),

and (30}. desoJi'ibe

Section are given on page S.S.

Computer

r----------.:....:;-

Entropy

:For

Titrations
r-----------

Doto from Thermometric
Titration

Heatsof Dilution Doto

ESTIMATE

Calculate

()C [ Trl [ RrJ

Calculate

iJH, K, iJ6, iJS

Diagram

Flo"W"

u,

I ..

I

r-1 I
If

K=I

,_.

U1

= U2

I

Write

JJH, K, JJG,JJS,)I

Calculate

Yes

[TJ[RJ[PJ

Check

Calculate

Ut

llt

Figure

11

......
~

:

Ill

No

~
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the thermogram obtained by titration

of a. sulfate

solution with a

strong acid.
(27)

K

=

[HSO(]b
/ [soE,-Jb[ir-i<rso4)b

ta1] = [sot:h,
[so4-r
0
[&rotai] =

[a+t

+

respectively,

[Hso4:1

(29)

[HSOlWb

+

These equations a.re identical
and (23),

(28)

{JO)

in form to equations

so equation {26) was applied

(20), (21), (22)~

to this

system

directly.,

B.

Experimental
The experimental da.tai the computer program, a sample sheet of

the computer output, and the results

obtained

on the HS~ system are

g:l.ven in Appendix Eo

c.

Results and Discussion

The final

results

along with selected

data. from the literature

are given in Table 1~

The pK value found in this
in Na2SO~HC104 solutions

data shown in Table 1.
son for this;

study for protml ionization

is low oompared to mst

or the

from HSOii,
literature

Immediately the question a.rises as to the rea.:.

does the difference

in pK result

.from the differenc:methods

or is it due to some feature of the system itself?

The exl.stenoe

or

Table 1
pK and .6H values

for Proton

Method

pK (25°C)

Ionization

from HSOi;.

~H

Reference

1o91 ;;i::oOJ

Entropy Titration

.:...5.6:l.0.1

Entropy

Titnticm

-This Work

2 19 :; 08

Entropy Titrati~n
((P4N)2S04!* HCl)

...4.1 ±0.5

Entropy Titration

This Work

1.93

Condu@tivity (HCl! K:zS04)

19

i.99

O'»nductivity (HCl~ K2S04)

20

1.93

H2iPt/HCl~Na2S04/AgCliAg

..,.2.2

pK

= :f'('t,)

21

1.98

Spe@troph@m~tey-

.,,5.2

pK

= f(t)

22

1o99

Re~al@til.at:it1n = Ref 20
(Naso ! K = o.19)

1o99

~lubili

1.94

Solubility

1.99

Recalculation

0

0

(keal/ioole)

(Na2S04! HCl04)

(Na2S04~HCl)

4

Method

23

ty (Ag2S049 H2S04)

24

so4 ~

25

(Ag

2

H so )
2 4

- Ref' 18

* P4N+ = tetra.-n.;.propyl ammoniumion

23

d

pK (25°C)

Table 1 continued
Method
AH
,kcal£mole~

1.99

H2/HCl~IiiSOJAgCl-.Ag

1..96

Recalculation

1e96

Hz~Pt/HCl,H2S04/AgCl-Ag

pK=f(HfotalJ

-5.2

Method

pK = f(t)

23

26

- Ref' 23

Glass Electrode

Reference

..5.6

pK

.:.5.5

Calorlmetry
(u = 2.ooi Ka_=0.084)

27

..5. 7

Calo:rl.metry

28

-5.4

:;!?

f(t)

(NaSOJi.~ H = -1.1,
= 1.10)
pKHSO'lj.

pK = r{i) (u = 1)

26

$
29
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an ~ complex (M = Na+ or
been postulated.

that

ThepK value obtained!

higher than the li teratve

the d:tsorepancies

discrepancy

2.19

has

pK values.

:LO.OS•
is sig.;.

Thus~ it appears

between our pK values and the literature

values are due to some feature

o:f the s;rsto!

pK

and not a difference

in

In an attempt to learn the reason for the pK value being

methods.,

used! a ea1"8ful examination of the literature

by the cation

affected
was made.
erature

could cause this

30~3t Consequently we determined the pit of ~ in

(P4'1)2S04-HCl solutionso
nificantly

rt") which

From this

pK values

it appeared that

are much larger

the disc1"8pancies between lit-

than some rev.l.ewers have indioa'bed.3 2 !33

For example the pK value (1.98) found by Klotz and Singleterr,-22
Na2SOJt,-HCl solutions

was not corrected

been compaNd:33 directly

MSOJi.
complex,

with pK values which were corrected

but has
tor this

pK data in Table 1 can be di v.ided roughly into

The literature
three categor.i.es,

for an

in

(a) values near 1.98 which have been obtained from

_ (

+

tor an MS04 M ==Na or

lower values by correcting

.....,

.J0~:31,20,23

complex~
22 24
(b) values near 1.98 vbt':mok•neaed'.)fetntl.e:lUD~m.•s!
,

and (c) values

pK values

significantly

in different

but by different

lower than 1.98. 19 !21 ! 2

categories

which appears in the

value of the pK at infinite
values of the parameters

dilution

HS04
system

Some ot the

I

is that the

depends! for iliMt methods! on the

"
used in the Debye...Buekel
extrapolation.

dif:f'ioul ty does not occur in the entropy titration
Also!· apparently

5•26

were determined by the same method

workers.

.Another difficulty

1\. •

8 This

method ( see Pflg• 53).

none of the prev.ious workers considered

the effects

46
of a possible
portant

complex of

so4 or H~ with Ag+. This could be an im..

fa@t.or sinc:Je mc»st of the pK values were either

EMF data obtained

solubility

or calculated

OJf these uncertainties

from Ag2s04

in the literature

are able to obtain

essentially

data,

the sam.e pK value f'or HS04 in Na2S04-HCl04

media as othel" workers have obtained

by other

methods.

That the HS04 system is not simple or well understood
Cilbtained in this

the pK results

using still

vide evidence
evidence
ferent

other

cations

for the existence

for the existence
L).H values

Study using (Pq.N)2S04

(i.e.

is

shown by

(2.19).

Further

Li+, K+, ( CH:3)4N+)might pro-

or absence of an MSO'lj.
complex.

such

of an MS04 complex can be seen in the dif-

f0r Na2S04 and (P4N) 2 S04.

The L).H value, for icmization
here agrees with 1.he values

of HS04,in Na2so4 solutions

f©>undin the literature.

6H value found i:n the (P N) so solutions
4 2 4
pK value.

our pK

onl.y se?'Ve to show that we

f:«»m the entN>py titration

(1.91)

studies

from

data.

As a result
results

using Ag-Agel electrodes

calculated

The lal'ger

er:rcrs in these latter

largely

presented

The much lower
reflects

the higher

pK and L\H values

caused by the pK ~ralue being near the upper limit

of resolution

are
of the

methodo
In summary 9 ·:.he results
entropy
by other

titrati~n

metmdso

presented

for the HS04 system show the

meth@d t0 give a pK value comparable to that

obtained

IV. The Reaction

47

of

HPOr
w.i.th

01r

A. Calculations*
The thermogram obtained from a titration

of a Na2HP04 solution

with a NaOHsolution is described by equations (31), (32), (33), and

(34).
= 6.H((POt91vb -

Q~

+ 6~
YbK =

[PO~]ava)

(31)**

([~PO;)ava - [H2PO;)bVb)

[PO~i / [HPOt]JoH-i

[P04'fotal]b= [POt~
[OHAdded]b =

[olii

+
+

('.32)***

[HPOE-]b
+ [H2P04]b
[POi!"°]b
-

[H2P01i.Jb -

[a+]b

(33)
(34)

If one then det.ines the functions given in equations ('.35), ('.36), and
(37),

('.35)

PT~

('.36)

C'.37)
•

**

Def'ini tions of the symbols used in this

page

55.

6. H2 is for the reaction

••• Yb

= (yHPOt°) <roli> /

011 + H2P04
(yPO~)

Section are given on

HPOi+ H20.
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equation (38) can be obtained by substituting
and

equations (35), (36),

(37) into equations (31), (32), (33), and (34) and then solving

silrml taneously" o
K

3H
{ (QCC,,

+

t:,!{~]aVa)

(38)

=
/

[ t:,ll"(PTC)b(OHAC)b~

•

(PT~ + OHACb)(QCCbVbL1H
+ [POt]aVaVbL1H2)

+

(QC<;,+

[~]avaM>2]}

Then defining the three :f'unctions given in equations (39), (4-0), and

(41),

(39)

BOX1b= OHA°'oPT°'oV~
• [POtJavavb(OHACa
+ PTCa)
[P0'.3-]a
4 a vaa

+

BOXZo::

2QC~[~]ava

..

(4o)

QC<i,Vb(OHA~
+ PTC,,)

(41)

::
BOX'.3b
QC~

one may obtain equation ( 42) which is a simplified,

general form of

equation (38).
K

AH

Now~taking two points,b1

::

and b2, on the curve, one may obtain

(42)

equation

( 4:3) by equating

the expNssions

for

K/AH.

(BOX1bt.6.H2 + BOX2bt.6.H+ BOD},1)(QCCc,2+ .6.H(PO~]aVa)(VbV"fb2)
•

(BOX1b2AH2+ BOX2b2.6.H+ B0~2)(QC~1

Putting
equation

(4:3) into

form to simplify

general

(4:3)

+AH(PO(°]a Va)(Vb1f-n,1)
the expression

=O

gives

( 44),

which may be solved f'or the proper root by Newton• s method of succes-

to give a value f'or .6.Ho

ive approximations

In practice,
of'

approximate values of' Kand u aN assumed, values

[¥O~b• [¥0~a'

[H1b,

then .6.H and. K are calcw.ated•
[l½PO~b~ [H~,

[PO~]a,

better

QC~ are calculated.,

values of' u~ Yb~ [H2POiJa,

and QC~are calculated

and the whole pro-

K and .6.H f'ail to change significantly.

cess repeated until
diagram f'or these

[PO~]a, Yb, and

calculations

A flow

is shown in F.lgu.re 12.

B. Experimental
The experimental
tained

C.

on the

data~ the ClmJ)Uterprogrami and the results

BPOt
system

ob.

f'rom each run are given in Appendix F.

Results
The final

results

data from the literature

of the entropy titration
are given in Table 2.

study~ together

with

Computer

Diagram

Flowfor

Entropy
SIGNIFICANT

Ti trations

INITIAL

HYDROLYSIS

Data

Data

11Hhydrolysis
K estimated
Khydrolysis

en
0

CALCULATE
Species

Distribution

at

Initial

and

Two

Calculate

u , l(,QC,

Intermediate

f:)oint•

Kcolculoted
Kestimated=

NI
Calculate

'1H, Kcalculated,'1G,'1S
Write

I '1H,K,tiG, tis, u
fl,'

12

r
4

Check

Kcalculated=
Kestimated

________

Y__,E,S
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Table 2
Log K and AH Values for the Reaction

Oli + HPOt°= ¾O + Pot
Method

Log K

AH
kcal/mole

Method

Reference

-9 o 1::tO.4 Entropy- Titration

Entropy Ti tra ti.on

This Work

1.62.5::!:DoOiO
Spectrophotometry
-9.9::t0.5 Calorim.e:n-y

(2.07)

As can be seen in Table 2 the log K value from. the present
is in excellent
Qu:ist.34
ticulary

agreement with the value obtained

The AH value determined
well with the only other

in this

by Vanderzee and

study does not agree par-

value available.

log K value was used in the previous

incorrect

study

'.35 However! an

study!

and not enough

data were given for a recalculation.
V.

The Reaction

of Oli with Adenos:lne and Ribose

A. Calculations
The thermogram obtained

sodium ~:x:ide
acid,

by equations

by titration

can be described!
( 4.5H (46) 0

(

of adenosine

or ribose

with

assuming each to be a monobasic

47) • and ( 48),

(45)*

* HA =

adenosine

or r.ibcse

52
K =

[!';iT

/ (HA}JOl1\T·

~

(46)

~

'

[J\irow.Jb= [HAi + [Ai

(47)

[OH.rotal]b
= [olri

(~)

These equations

+

[A.:.i

are identical

(22), and (23) respectively!)

in

tom to equations

so equation

(20), (21),

(26) was d:trectl7 applicable

to these systemso
Because the T f'actcrs in equation (46) d:tvide cut, and because
the ionic

it7,

strength

is equal. tc [ 0~

0

tal]

which is alwa7s a known

quan.:.

the recycling procedure used in solving the equat.iens for the

BS0'.4,
and

BPOr
systems

was net necessary

o

Bo Experimental

The experimental data, results

for each run!'' and the computer

program used are given in Appendix G.

c.

Results

and Di.scussicm

The final. results

are given in Table J.

compare the pK value for adenosine
literature

value. 18

of the ,mcerta:in:ties

This latter

basic

acids equations

in this

value is highly

is made to

study with the

questionable

inwl ved in using glass electrodes

The assumpti1>n that rl.~se
seen to be justified

obtained

No attempt

because

to measure

and adencsine are monobas:1.calibis is

by the resul.ts

robtainedo

If' they- were not mono-

( 45) ~ ( 46), ( 47) 0 and ( 48) would not be cerreet,

and hence would oot be expected to give good results.
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Table 3
Log K and 6 H Values for the Reaction

Acid
Adenosine

1.65 ¼0.03

Adenosine

1.5

Ribose

1.86 ±0.03

entropy

titration

-J.6

...4.8 ±0.1

systems have been used to demonstrate
method as developed

here is capable

The method ts

As shown by the results

of eourse

9

data~ the rest

the acti:vi ty ~efficient.

to test

in this

f'ashiono

of an accuracy

@rig:inates

or determining
the

data must be

systems,

it is

of about :l:.O.
05 pK

from the uncertainities

coming from the calculation

.An attempt

source of error by using different
for the activity

z:.

HP04

the

upon the magnitude of the pK being de-

Most of the uneerta:inty

in the calor.i.metric

pression

i

the method is capable

"ll?lits, dependent,
termined.

HSOJi.
and

on the

that

simple and rapid,

being that the oalorlmetric

requirement

of high precision.

estimated that

This Study

Conclusions

"" pK values w:l.th good precisiono
only stringent

This study

::l0.2

18

VI.

Four different

2 Reference

~H ,kcalboole

Lo~ K

0

was made to evaluate

a values

c@e:ffl.dent.

this

of
latter

in the Deby-8.:.Hu.ckele:x;:.

'.36 The HP02..;..system was chosen

4
0
0
A change in the val.ue of a from 5 to 10 A

-oochange the

uni.ts was found

reported

tainty

above.

pK value obtained

final

The reason for this

y.:.f'onction can be seen by ccnsidering

into a slightl,y

converted

and relative

affected

fom which contains

the rati© of ybi

agnitude,

to the diffiru.ty

subject

is highly

tained

parameters. 7 !S

rb2

be e>f the same dir.:.

rb 2 will

t@

small equilibrium

that

not be

the equilibri.u:m constant

It has generally

been believed

-

11

that

been shown not to be correct. 7

entropy titration

method should be particulary

the small dependence tlln the activity
The usef'ulness
tion of pK values

and ribose

in studying

o~

reactions

studies.

basic

difficulty

However

Consequently

valuable

beause

the
of

coefficient.

of the entropy titration
in the highly

this

high i(l)rdC strength.

this has recently

adenosine

are

®nstants

dependent oin the choice or acti:vi ty coeffi.cd.ent

couJ.d be overeeme by using a oonstant

tedious

Tb1 and

appreciably.

Other methods for determining
often

( 43), wbicili is ea~

Si.nee any e:rrors in 'Y'bi and ybZ will

as a ratio.
ection

small dependency on the

equation

different

by- only 0.008 pK

method in the determ:tna..;.

region is clearly

shown by the

The method should al.so be very use.ful

in ncmaqueous sol vents where EMFmethods are

and or questi@nable

meaning.
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Def1nition
Sabseripts
sh.own in Figure

of Symbols Used in Study II

a and b refer

to the regions on the therm.ogram as

10.

[x]

= concentration

QC

= heat produced in the calorimeter

V

=

Yx

= aeti vi ty coef.f'icient

[~tal]

= concentration

u

of species

X (moles/liter)

except heats of dilution

=

( cal)

vol'UDJ.eof solutiDn in calorimeter

ionic

strength

of X

of X in all forms

by chemical reactions
(liters)

STUDYIII

ENTHALPY
ANDENTROPY
CHANGES
VAL.ID
AT258 C ANDu = 0
FORIONIZATIONOF PROTONSFROMCABBOXYLIC
ACIDS IN
AQUEOUS
SOLUTION

Io
Precise

pK values

for several

years!

but

Introduction

f@r :ma.n;ycarbo:xylic
few

reliable

acids have been available

values

for 6.~

or L:::..s•
have been

strengthsoe:t

Consequently1 ioost discussi©ins ci>fthe relative

reported.

carboJcy"lic aioo.s have been based on pK data.

:tor "bN series
different

However~ it is possible

ct acids: to exbibi t the same pK trends for entirely

reasons,

because the magnitude @Jfthe pK is determined

by-

ma.gm.tu.des of L:::..Ii°and 1:::,.s•.

the relative

Three major approaches

have been used in attempts

and eJq)lain the rela:t.i ve ad.di ties

The first

of these approaches

of related

to correlate

acids.

is based on electrostatics.

Its

development,

which began with Bjerrwnt 37 was su.ccessi vely modified

by- Kirkwood,

38 Westheim.er, 38 and Smallwood:39 to become what is now

called

the Kirkwood.:.Westheim.er theory.

quantitative
straight

results

in some systems~ notably

chain dicaroo:xylic

the halogen substituted
theory is that it

This thecey appears to give

leaves

acidsi

the unsubstituted

the amino acid zwitterlonsi

and

carboocy'lic a@ids., A major di:f'ficw. ty of the
t@o many parameters

The seoond approach is based entirely

56

to be ehcsen empirically.
on intramolefflll.ar

effects.

57
meS<»merlc~and hydrogen oonding effects

Inductive,

resonance,

postulated

to correlate

ous solution.

aeid:i:ties

and basieities

One of the diffi.cw. ties

to account for the effects

ability

Both of the above theories
interactions.

w.1th this

acids of a gi van charge type.

to overcome this

objection

relationship

between ~JiO-

The validity

of the acidities

phenols, and

by McCoyand Nachtigall.~

considered

factors

ti tati vely at this

time.

the various

and inductive

effects

have been
constants~

it is possible

to weight ar.;.

so as to be able to "explain"

the topic

discussien

almost

Most of the data and interpre,;.

have been repeated~

and order in which only detail.s
v.Lous from the present

ar-

To quote:

Consequently,

constant.

available
that

in a recent

cannot be or have not been evaluated~

factors

dissociation

and so logically

fer an ,mderstan@ing

with explaining acid dissociation

but most of these

presently

42

such as solvation

in connection

any observed

is sufficient

of caroo.xylici acids was well stated

"Other factors

tation

of related

of this assumption has

systems by work on substituted

That none of these approaches

bitrar.ily

by

41

anilines.

ticle

or solvent.

fer proton ionizat:i.Jm in a series

been shown :for certain

in-

ignore short range solute.:.solvent

assuming in the third approach a linear
0

in aqua..

approach is its

of temperature

Hepler4o has attempted

(lzydration) and T~s

of species

are

has presented
need be filled
that

In accord with the ab@ve qootation

this
11

often~

so clearly,

a picture

of completion

It

should be ob-

in

0

is not the case~

attempts

11

w understand

or

58
predict

the thermodynamic
1n aquecus

bo:x:;rlic acids
alm.Gst total
ionizing

quantities

for proton

ioniza.tion

have been thwarted

Slllution

lack @f lawwledge of the immediate

pro·u1mo Speci:f'ically,

primarily

environment

or the acid,

its

valent

bond energy,

and (d) the way in which the dielectric

of the solvent
the proton

purpose

of this

approaches

as they apply to the earbo:xylic
of the the:rIOOdynamic data,

anion,

and

to explain

the trends

carbo:xylic

aeid pr.ton

f'Nm other

in the corresponding

ionization.,

discussion.

build

a better

aeids

in aqueous solution.

understanding

II.

The pK data (Table 4) ued

Each value

one available

The calorimetric

represents

for each acid at

collect.-1

the prev.tous

were not adequate

.6,HO:and As• values

tor

for tbis are given in

The reasons

here,

should provide

of proton ionization

Calculations

that

pK trends

The data presented

types of measurements,

AHO

above could be

However, after

it became apparent

which had been used to explain

the following

outlined

acids.

approaches

erature.

its

st'Udy was to prov.tde accurate

and .6.S0 data with which the three

tion

the aeid,

eonstant(s)

changes with temperature.

The original

tested

or

vicinity

v.:t..

(o) the proto~o:x:;y-gen cc,.;.

and pNton~

in the immediate

of the

s) in the immediate

cinity

anion,

by an

or (a) the proton.-

knowledge is lacking

(b) tiw.:ti4Q;ec:t.m.c constant(

o:xygen distance,

from ear-

together

a basis

with Cilata

on which to

from carbo:xylic

and Experimental

in this

study were taken from the lit,.;.

what the author

feels

tci,

be the nbestn

2.5°cand u = 0 unless otherwise

equipment and data an.aly:n.s procednre described

noted.
in
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in Study I were used to obtain the .6.li° values reported
preoedure was to titrate

with HCl.04 solutions.

solutions
The materials

and results

ter programs,

ionic

variation

with ionic

The

of each acid

data, com.pa,:.

used, experimental

£or each run are given in .Appendix H.

(Table 18, .Appendix H) were determined

The .6.~ values
different

of the sodium salt

here.

strengths.

The values obtained

strength

at two

showed no significant

so the two values were averaged to ob.:.

tain the final value given in Table 5.
The standard

m0lar solution

state

used in this

Stncly is defined

to be

having the same behav.iour as an infinitely

a

one

dilute

soL.

ution.

Results

III.
A.

General
The results

were calculated
.6.G0

and 298°K, respectively

B.

The .6.G0 values

from pK values given in Table 4 bf' use of the equation

= 2.:30:3 RT (pK).

ship .6.S0

Study are given in Table 5.

of this

The values of Rand T used were 1.987 ca1/m1e
•

.6.So was then calculated

from the relation.-

= ( Ali° .!. .6.GO)/T.

Accuracy

or

Results

The accuracy of the .6.G0 v.alues (Table 5) is ditf'::tcult
because the pK data were taken from many different
acy of mst

of the pK data is~ however, estimated

and :0.02 pK ,mi.ti,:
.6.GO.

0,

This would cause an error

sources.

to estimate
The acc,ur.;.

to be between :0.01

of :!::14to :!::17cal/•le

in
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Table 4
pK Values for the Carbo:xylic Acids Used in This Study.
Values are at 2.5•0 unless Boted 0the:rw'ise.
Acid

PICi

PK1

Reference

(page 69)

(1)

Acetic

4.766

(2)

Adipic

4.418

(.3)

Alard.mum ion

2 • .348
2 • .340

d

(4)

~Alardnium

.3.5.51

e

(.5)

Aspartio

2.05

(6)

Benzoic

4.201

g

(7)

a.-Bromopropionic

2.971(18•0)

h

(8)

~Bromoprlipionic

3. 992(18°0)

h

(9)

Butyric

4.820

i

(10)

a.-Chloropropionic

2.880(18•0)

h

(11)

~Chloropropionic

J.982

j

{12)

Cyclohexane Carbo:xylic

4.906

k

(1.3)

Dt.ethylmalonic

2.211

7.292

b

(14)

Ethylisoamylmalonic

2.1.50

7.310

1

(1.5)

Formic

3.751

(16)

Fwnaric

J.095

4.602

n

(17)

Glutaric

4.344

5.420

b

(18)

Gly-cinium ion

2 • .3.50~
2 • .3.50

ion

( Continued on following

page)

a

.5.412

b
0

J.87

t

m

0

p
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pK1

Acid

p~

Re.lefene.a

t~•s•222

(19)

Gyclolic

,.ae2

(20)

Maleic

1.910

6.:,:,2

n

(21)

Malonic

2.826

5.696

b~s

(22)

Oxalic

1.271

4.268

t,u

(2J)

Pimelic

4.484

S.424

b

(24)

Propionic

4.874

(2.5)

Suberic

4.,512

,5.404

b

(26)

Succinic

4.209

.5.641

w,x

q.r

V

Tab1e
Standard•

Dissociation

Free Energy, Enthalpy,

and Entropy Changes f'or

of Protons from RCOOH
in Aqueous Solution at Zero Ionic

Acid
(1)

2

R

83C-

Acetic

~o•

Strength.

~no

,keallmole2

,keallmole2

6.499

-0.02 :l:.0.05

, ~s•

, •• u. 2

-21.9

(-0.11,a

°'

-0.07,Y

I\)

-0.11 z)
((2)

Adipio
(1st)
(~)

('.3)

.Alanipum

ion

HOOC-(C~)4,-

6.025

-0.37 :0.05

.;.21.5

-ooe-(CH2)4-

7.380

.:.o.64 :1:.0.o5

~26.9

3.195

+0.75:L0.10

-8.2

~~g.

NH!

( +0.72,d
+0.80,

( Continued on the following

* The standard state is an ideal one molar solution.

page)

C

+0.6zid)

Acid
(4)

~Alaninhm

6))

Aspartie

ion

(1st)

(2nd)

R

+H3N.:.C~CHzBOOC-CHz-CB-

'
w;

-ooc..CB-CHzt

,

NH+

(6)

Benzoic

0

. t::.o•

t::.Uo

'kcal£mol•2{kcal{mole2

ASo
, •• u. l

4.842

+1.08 :l().05

-12.6

2. 79.5

+1.85 :iO.70

-3.2

(+1. 7698 )
.5.277

-t-0.96:l:.0.0.5

-14.5

-t<>.15:l:.O.05

5.732

-18.7

(-t0-.10,g
-t-0.09,Y

-t-0.11bb)
(7)

a..:.Bromopropionic

CH~Bt

Br

($)

~Bromopropionic

Br.:.~clii-

°'

~

4.0.51

-1.)1 :l0.20

.:.18.0

5.444

.:.0.32 :0.30

-19.3

( Continued on the following

page)

Acid
(9)

R

n-Bu.tyric

CH3CH2CHz-

~ao

~s•

b. 00
(koal/mele)

(kcal/mole)

(

6.573

-0.64 :l0.05

-24.2

.... )
,e.u
•.

coo
..~.·i

.:..o.
7'J,Y
-0.70, bb
-0.72Z)

(10)

a..Chloropropionic

c~~
Cl

(11)

~Chloropropionic

Cl-C¾C82-

(12)

Cy'clohe:x:aneCarbo::x;ylic

(13)

Dietizylmalonie
(1st)

0

3.927

.:.1• .so:t<>.0.5

.;.1s.2

5.430

.:.0,33 :!.0.15

.:.19.3

(.!.o.~bb)

6.690

.:.0.92 :0.06

.;.25,5

3.015

.;.1.25 :l0.0.5

.:..14.3

9.944

.;.0.82 :iO. 05

.;.:,6.1

CH3CH2
t

HOOC..Ct

CH3CJ½
(2nd)

CH3~

•

-ooc-C-

'

CH3CHz

lContinued on following page)

~

Acid

(14)

R

Etbylisoamylmalonic
(1st)

.6.H9

.6So

2.932

.;.1.31 :l().15

.!.14.2

9.968

.;.o.J6 :l0.1o

.:.:,4.7

.6Go

'kcal£mo1e2,keal£mole2 ,••u.2

CH:3CH2
I

HOOC
.c..
I

(C~) 2CH~CHz
(2nd)

Cll:,CJ½

'
-ooc.:.e,;.

'
(CH:,)
2CHC}½Cliz
(15)

Formic

5.11.5

B-

-+-0.01:l0.05

-17.1

(.;.0.01,m
.0.13,Y'
.:.o.o4z)
(16)

Fmna.ric

(1st)

HOOC

'

HO=CH
(2nd)

,.in

-f-0.11:l0.0.5

6.276

.o.68 :1:0.0.5 -23.J

.:.13.8

I

·ooc

'
HO=CH

'

°'

\.n

(Continued on following page)

Acid

(17)

(18)

Glutaric

R

r)Go
(kcal mole)

.b. }lO

{kcal£mole)

b.So
{e.u.)

(1st)

HOOC,;.(CH2),:.

5.924

.:.0.12 :l0.05

.:.20.3

(2nd)

-00C.:.(CH2):,!-

7.391

.o. 58 :lO.05

-26.7

+i!3No;.CH~

3.206

+0.98 :l().05

.:.7.5

Glycinium ion

0

(-+0.9.5,

+1.16,P
.f0.93,cc
~

+1.1sY)
(19)

Glycolic

HO-CHz-

s.225

+0.11 :lO.07

-17.2

(..0.214)
(20)

Maleic

(1st)

HOOC
'

1

2.605

+0.08 :1.0.10

.:.a.5

t

8.63.5

.0.83 :l0.05

-31.8

HO=CH
(2nd)

-ooc
'

HO=CH

(Continued on following page)

A«ld
(21)

Malonic
(1st)
(2nd)

R

.6.Gt

6}10

.6. s•

,ksal£molel ,kcal£mttle2 ,e.u.l

HOOC..CHz-

:,.854

-+(). 2'

::l().0 _;

.!.'12.0

·ooc..C!ii-

7.771

.:.0.92 ::l().05

.!.29.2

(-1.15s)
(22)

OXalic
(1st)

HOOC..

1.733

.:.1.02 ::lO.o_;

.:.9.2

(2nd)

·ooc..

5.820

.1. So ::lO.o_;

-24.6
~

(-1.5_;,f'f'
.1.66u)
(23)

(24)

Pimelic
(1st)

HOOC-(CH2)s-

6.11.5

-0.33 :0.10

-21.6

(2nd)

·ooc..(c¾>s-

7.396

-0.93 :l().10

.;.z,.9

~c~

6.646

.:.0.14

Propionic

·~~

:lO.o.s

(.:.0.17 t V

.:.0-.08,y
.:.o.18, aa

-0.23
( Continued. on f'ollow.1.ng
page)

11
)

.:.22.8

Acid

(25)

Suberlc
(1st)
(2nd)

(26)

Suocinic

(1st)

R

.6. GO

.6. HO

.6.SO

~kcal£:rr.olel

~kca.llmolel

!e.u.l

HOOC-(CH
2) ~,

6.153

-0.39 ::l-0.05

-21.9

-ooc.( cH2 ) 6-

7.369

-0.64 ::l-0.12

.:.26.9

HOOC..(CH
2 )Z°

5.739

+o.80 ±-0.05

...16.6

(+0.76,w
-+0.6ogg)

(2nd)

-ooc..(cH 2 )2-

7.692

-+0.06:i-0.05
{-+0.11X)

8>
..25.6
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et the

The accuracy

cases te be about :!:Socal/mole.
a cansiderat.1.on

(Table 5) is estimated

~U- values

of the accuracy

This uncertainty

uncertai

:q:t1 es

lations

are thus included

in the estimated

cal/mole.

obtained

procedures,

::,50 cal/mole.

and calcu.The precision

5 is much better

than

~

(See Table 18, Appendix H.)

When the limits
:1:5() cal/mole

effect

given in Table

from

Both rand.em and s,-s-

of ¾O•

caused b,- the equipment,

of many ot the 6. ~ values

was obtained

ot the ~Hit value previously-

(Study I, Appendix D) for the ionization
tematie

in most

there

of ionic

of error
are three

strength

given for ~U- are greater
probable

causes:

than about

(1) an unusually

on .6.H, (2) poor equilibrium

large

constant

data,

l

and (3) impurities
sition

in the materials

in the solution

used (including

deoompo-

/

being titrated.)

The agreement of the .6.U- values
the literature

possible

fl'Om this

study with those

:trom

is general.1,- very good as can be seen in Table 5.

The combined. errors

in .6.G• and. .6.H° will

cause an error of about

'lllJ.2 •• u. in the .6.s• term.

IV.
A.

Discussion

and. Conclusions

Factors Affecting .6.H,Oand .6.S- Values for Carbo25tlic Acid.Proton
Ionization in Agueous Solution.
The .6. HO values

responding

( Table 5) general.1,- are much smaller

T .6.s• values

tor proton dissociation

Thus~ the magnitude of the pK is largel,in comparing any two acids,

differences

from carbo:x;ylic acids.

determined
in either

or .6.s 0 values may be the cause of ditterenees

than the cor-

b,- .6.S•.

However~

or both of the .6.Uo

in acid strength.
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P'or instance,
ues,

maleie

but their

pK values

are :markadly different

in the l:::.s• values.

ferences

a.-halopropionic

have nearly- the same l:::.ll° val-

and f'umaric acids

acids

in the l:::.ll° values.

worthwhile

te examine the major f'acters

magnitudes

of' l:::.s• and 6ll°.
of' l:::.s0 will

The magnit;~e

or disordering

proton.

The cratie

1.4

e.u.)

the relative

portion 43 of l:::.S0 is a resul.t

because

of a

the relative'

by the uni tar;y

diff'eitenees

in or-

of the increase

from one to two for the proton

to 6

s0

will

compared to other

A statistical

of' the

is should be :

facts

largely-

aif-

of the sol vent by the acid and the anion and

the number of particles

This contribution

largely-

which determine

be determined

portion 43 of the entNpy- change, i.e.
dering

differ

In v.iew of these

difference

of large

hand• the pK values

On the other

and f)-halepropionic

because

be negligibly-

in

dissociation.

small (i.e.

Rln2 or abou.t

effects.

term related

to the number of ionizable

and

protons

s•.

proten

acceptor site also partiall.y
determines the va.luerof l:::.
44
Adalas has shown that for a dibasic acid having identical
and inde-

pendent

acid groups,

Ki = 4K2•

Since this

relatiensbip

to assume it will appear as an entropy tel'll

statistical,

it is logica1

of magnitude

Rln4 or 2.8 e. u.

This then would be the difference

jween 6S• for the :t:1.rst and the seoend ionizations
with identical

and independent

determined

iii

effects.

by the differences

see bottomof

page

7J

be.!.

of a dibasic

acid

groups.

The va1ue of l:::.ll° is determined
ergy and (b) solvation

is entirely

by two factors,

The magnitude
in the inner

(a) the bond

of the latter

h1dration

spheres*

~

term is
of the

7:3
acid and its

anion and proton.

The bond energy may be further
electrostatic

term whi.ch i.s determined

lap and other quantum mechanical
The di.f'ficult:ies

involved

1n any attempt

charges

(r).

the electro-

in the applica-

ef' approach of' the

of' magnitude for the electrostatic

bond energy can be obtained

over-

namely, the choice of the d:i-

(D) of' the medium and the distance

An order

by orbital

to calculate

bond energy are the same as those encountered

constant

th.e charges

ef'f'ects.

tion of the Kirkwood..Westheimer theory,
electric

two terms 4 .5 (a) an

to separate

term which is the energy reqllired

and (b) a non.-electmatatie

static

subdiv.i.ded into

by use of the Born equation

part of' the
(49) which

gives the free energy changes (.6.Ge ) for separation of' point charges
1
while immersed. in a contin(Za and ~) from a distance t: ~,o'infinity
'W:>us,isotropic

dielectric

media.

(49)
Using the thermo~amic

relations

( J t:,.G/ d T)

.6.G =.6.H .!. T.6.S one can then obtain

equations

= -b.S

and

(.50) and (.51). 4 7

(.50)
(51)

* The term. "inner hydration

sphere" as used in this discussion is
defined to consist omly of' those solvent mole~
1n the immediate
v.i.cinity of' and which interact
directly with the solute particle.
The physical properties
of the solvent in this "imler hydration
sphere" will differ greatly from the physical properties
of' the
bulk solvent.46
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V@,lues of b.Sel and b.H
able values
this

oi

for

calculated
from these equations using reason.81
r, and ( ~ 1:n.D/
~ T) are given in Table 6. Altheugh
and inaccuracies,

model has severe limitations

of change of .6.li° and .6. s0 expected

direction
siderations.

it does show the

from electrostatic

This should be useftil. in oomparing acids

con.-

or difi'erent

charge types.
Because of the present

limited

meohanicsJ it is not possible
aq

the non.:.electmetatic

to theoretically

di.f'fi.eul t.

to any quantitative
The three

any accur-

(i.e.,

inner

hydration

which make the development of any theory
These qulnti ties

treatment

at the present

major approaches

can now be discussed

iza.tion

with

is swmnarized in Table 6.

shows the two etf'ects

sphere and non.-electrostatic)
of acid strength

predict

of quantlllll

term in the bond energy.

The precieeding discussion
Table 6 clearly-

or development

state

do not appear

amenable

time.

to our understanding

in terms of the effects

of proton ion.presented

in Table

6.
B1

The Inductive

Theory as Applied to Ca.rbox;ylic Ae;lds

The arguments upon which the inductive
based can be S'lllllllla.r.izedas follows.
polarizes
carb~l

will

48 First,

the molecmle, thus decreasing

the group is from the acidic
Third,

be.

the more electronegative

Fourth!" an electron

donating

of acid strength

an electronegative

the electron

group and making removal of the proton

farther
have.

theory

site~

density

easier.

the less

group

on the

Second, the

effect

the group the larger
group will

is

it will
the effect

have the opposite
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Table 6
Factors .Affecting the Values or .6BO and ~so for
Ionization

of Protons from an Acid in Aqueous Soltt.tion.
Magnitude of Term

(e.u,)

+1.4

cratic
unitary
electrostatic

(point eharge)*

uncharged acid

-18

m.ononega.tiveacid

-'.36

monopositi ve acid

0

inner; Jzydration sphere

?

statistical
first

ionization

+1.4

or a di.acid

monoacid

()

second ionization

-1.4

or a di.acid

(Continued on following page)

* see equations (SO)

and (51);

0

D = 80~ r ==1 A, ( d lnD/d 't)

= 0.004)
per

0

c

76
Magnitude of Term
(k~al/mole)
chemical bonding
electrostatic

(point charge)*

,mcharged acid

-1 •.5

mononegative acid

-3.0

mompositive acid

0

non-electrostatic

1

inner hydration sphere

•

see equations (50) and (.51h
d = 80,
( d-1:nD/.).d'f) = 0.004:, per •c

1

r =1

l,

77
effect

of' an:electronegati

has succeeded in correlating

This theory
data;48

ve group.

however, it bases all

the non-electrostatic

part

or hydration

trostatic

differences

42

ascribes
single

effect

which may very well be the least

T~s

(Band

0

1

bll°

to separate

hydration

out by McCoy and

=

bJiO(Hydration)

bli°(Bond

and it is assumed that
as in equation

the relationship

and it

of the pK values
important

to a

of the exist-

energies)

effects

6R9 for the isoionic
into

as in equation

reaction,

two components .6ll°-

(52),

+ bli°(}tydration)

L::.JiO(Hyd.ration) is a linear

has

function

(52)
of bs•

(53),

=
then equation

data,

and intramolecular

HBz+1 + AZ is separated

=

B♦tp.9s):ian~

.6 li°

affecting

as Applied to Carbo:x;ylic Acids

Relat.i.onship

been made by Hepler. 40 If

HAz+1 + BZ

the elec-

6).

(table

.An attempt

in

theory in cone,;.

The theory is not based on quantitative

The Linear

recently

The success of this

the magnitude of the interrelationships

ing effects

c.

Thus, neither

as has been pointed

pIC

on differences

terms in bll9 nor any of the factors

pK data is fortuitous

Nachtigall.

in acidi:ty

of 6 R9. ( Table 6).

6 s 0 (Table 6) are considered.
lating

most of the available

(53)

bli°(}{yrl.ration)

(.54) results
bG 0

by combining equations

= AJiO -

Tbs•.

(52) and (53) with

78
(.54)

Hepler 40 :further
of' Tso

that

deduced that

equation

the value of r, nm.st be close to the value

(55) resul.ts

from equation

(.54).
(55)

Although the relation

J)) as postulated

by Hepler4<> may be true

ha'Ving small acidity

D.

(~G•

41

has observed linear

f'or ionization

of substituted

constant),

~

relationships
paenols

The. Kirkweod-Westheim.er Electrestatic

founclation--the
. theories

related

a great

In this

connee-

between ,6.ae and

as Applied to Carbo:r..

theory :is based on the soundest

theoretical

It is the only one of the

of' acid strength

which has the possiblti

ty of quantitatively

prior

knowledge of the f'act,

the relative

predicting,

without

acid-

and anilines.

Theoq

laws of electrostatics.

acids

deal of

to acids with widely varying

ylic Acids.

The electrostatic

( equation

for very closely

such as are exbibi ted by the earboJCylie acids.

tion Laidler,

~s•

differences

should be used in appl.ying it

caution
it:l.•s

between T .c:.s•
and .b.HO(~ation)

acidities

of' acids.
The major difficulty

to proton ionization
eters

involved

in aqueous solution

which are necessary- for its

possible

to obtaino

the procedure
pK data.

in the application
is that

the molecular

use are either

very difficult

Pre'Vious applications

and used it

The parameters

of this

to calculate
thus calculated,

of this

the molecular

theor.,

theory
paramor im-

have reversed

parameters

from

however, should not be con-
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0
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2
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0

Relation
CARl90XYLIC

•· u.
AG•

.. AS•
Between
ACID

P"OTON
Figure

13

40

30

and

AS•
IONIZATION

for

./

80
sidered

to be very reliable

in v.i.ew of the .f'act that

was made e.f' the ~ation

E.

or non-electrostatic

The Linear Relation

between
'

A plot of ~G• against

effects

The significance

acid ionization

(Table

o.f' this pl.et is that

very near to the theoretical

fall

(Table 6)

and .6.s0

b.S 0 for carbo2Ylic

5) is shown in Figure 13.

ot the points

~ G0

no considera:tien

line

all

( solid line,

Fig-

ure 13, of slope T) defined by aqua.ti.en (57) which is the slope-,;.
intercept

form of allinear

=

~G•
The intercept

the inte:rcept,

from oarbe~lic

equation.

Constant

-

(57) as b.HO.

is de.tined by equation

-

9, is

apparen~

characteristic

acids o.f' the ge:ueal stru.ctrue

This beha:v.i.our of carbo~lie
what different

(57)

T b.s•

I

,//

/

/

/

II)<

X -\ C-C
X

,(,

',

of proton ionization
given in Fig111'8 14.

acids has been prefiov.sly

set of' carbo~lic

X

The magnitude o.f'

' '-

acids.49

/--------.
~

0

"'0-1-t

"---------

I

GENERALSTRUCTUBE
of a CARBOXYLIC
A.CID

Figure 14

noted for a some-

81
The facts
molecular
that

(a) that

structure

but the AH 0 value is largely

the A HO values

derstood

are e:uentially

by a consideration

Table 6.

about four times larger

In fact,

to the electrostatic
F.i.gure 13 follows

0 (
term in t:::,.H

and inner hydration

term.

the predictions

inner
t tt

X

or electrostatics

of the ganeral

one to rationalize
hydration

structure

the effects

in

as given in Table
AS 0 values

of the acids

and the

cause of the similar

structures

part

14)

and
(Xt ~ X" ,

is two carbon atoms removed from

the ox;ygen atom from which the proton ionizes.
changes in the non..eleetrostatic

(Figure

of the non..eleetrostatic

sphere on L:i.HOand 1::::,.so. The variable

, Figure 14) of the structure

hydration

small compared

anions the largest.

A consideration

enables

overshadowed

trend in the /:. so values

6, i.e. , the monoposi ti ve acids have the smallest
mononegative

1 • .5

-

sphere effects.

terms in 1::::,.so
are also

The general

is

among acids or a given

term in .6.H0 is apparently

and cratic

shown in

term in T.6.so ( ,_ S.4 kcal/mole)

as is shown by the scatter

charge type the electrostatic

The statistical

and (b)

(F.igure 13) can be un-

constant

than the electrostatic

by the non-electrostatic

unaffected

of the magnitude of the factors

F.i.rst, the electrostatic

kcal/mole).

by changing the

the AS 0 value is affected

term in

Thus, no significant

I::::,.
HO would

of the acids,

be expected.

Be-

the change in the inner

sphere in going from the a.bid to the anion would be expected

to remain relatively

constant

and thus would not effect

0 or
t:::,.H
.6.S0

from acid to acid.
The existence
carbo:xylic

of a linear

acids of the general

relationship
structure

between .6G0 and .6S 0 for
shown in Figure 14 thus

82
appears

to result

from (1) the mu.eh greater

~HO to electrostatic

effects

and (2) the relatively

tween the proton and the part
14) which varies

or the molecule

shown by the carbox;rlie

a:m-;ds and :the linear

relation

( .6.HOvs

(Table 6) are highly

outside

from substituted

or effects
hydration

sphere effects

in an aromatic

A possible

reason for this

while because of' the higher
matic ring,

is that

transmission

and also much more dependent on the nature
of the aniJines

change markedly with substitution.

in the acid

the charge distribution
14) in an aliphatic

system

in going from :the acid to the anion,

one would expect the difference

th:e..
case

on .6.HOand 1::..s•

ring system than in an aliphatic

between the acid and anion in an aromatic

Thus, in

in an aromatic

to change much more withcehanging

group (Figure
constant

be

system.

structure

should remain essentially

s0 )

phenols and

dependent on the charge distributions

ionizing

~

term for the carbo:icy"lie acids

is much greater

they would also be expected

the actual

~s 0 )

term (Table 6) in ~HO would likely

ring system than in an aliphatic
Because the inner

vs

0

40 ,49

more than the non-electrostatic

because the transmission

system.

be-

Figure

,

(~G

the non-electrostatic

molecular

x'' • X111

relation

In the case of proton ionization

and anion,

long distance

to compare the linear

shown by the phenols and anilines.

affected

(X' •

of .6.S0 than

from acid to acid.

It is of interest

anilines,

sensitivity

of effects

through the aro-

in charge distributions
system to be much greater
of the substituted

and phenols,

41 50
•
.6.li° and

group.

~s 0

The two different

It

as follows.
ate iaportailt,

linear

inductive,
the covalent

relations

ger effects,
a linear
stant.

and inner

hydration

or acids

sphere effects,

the mu.chlarger

t::,.s• th.all on .6.Ii° will

An interesting

of a given charge type.
which are probably

As• relation

two groupings,

effect

the lar-

could be tested

substituted

with

effects

of Hepler40

and other intramolecular

of the electrostatic

relation

te exist

term on

between 1::::.G•

which can be drawn from the i,esul.ts of

i.e.

the acids

studied. to date ap..

those which exhibit

and these which exhibit

This conclusion

and resw.ts

mesomeric,

of' LaidJ.er 41 is that

into

intramolecw.a.r

(Table

manner in both .6HO and .6.s•,

cause a linear

conclusion

this work and that

anilines

ef'.tects

sphere ettects

very- well with the postulates

are small,

pear to fall

now be rationalized

between AHO and AS 0 is fomd and .6,G• remains cC1>n.-

relation

and LaidJ.er. 41 ,.50 If' the inductive,

vs

b;vdration

appear in a compensating

This fits

effects

cu

mesomeric, and other intramoleeular

6) will become dominant in a series
Because the inner

observed

a linear

a linear

&e•

.6.Ii° vs .6S 0 relation.

by st11.dying a series

of phe1»ls and

charged groups because both electrostatic

would be important

.6S• nor .6,G• vs .6.s0 relation

and neither

would. be expected

a linear

.611° vs

among acids of' differ-

ent charge types.
It is of interest
.6HO(Bond energies))
the linear
conclusions

to nete that it Hepler• s 40 reasoning
is applied

.61i° vs .6.S0 relation

only to series
( .6.G0

~

.6.HO(Bond energies)

is approximately-

constant

( .6.G• i::::

of acids which exhibit

Constant),

et this author and Hepler would

and

then the tinal

be the same.

Namely,

tor any given type et

84
acid.

This would imply that

changes in the non-electrostatic

term. in

6,H9 (Table 6) are very small.

F.

Intra.molecular

Rydrogen Bonding

In Table 7 are presented

Study .for some dicarboxylic
tramolecular

acids which might plausibly

acids

are in~luded

considered

in an attempt

to eliminate

effects

in comparing different

divided

into

The group with the higher

mon structural
imity
tion

above 17 e.u.

feature:

to one another.
to the structure
Many o.f the

values

in

are

and b;ydration

The data in Table 7 can be
of the ( L':i.S~- 6.SJ) values,

( 6Si

- 6.St)

the carboxyl

group values
values

all

one

below 10

have one com.-

groups are fixed in close pro:r.-

- 6.Ht)

values

exhibit

no such rela-

of the acid.

systems .for which intramolecular

been postulated48

Differences

than absolute

and the other

The ( 6.~

an in-

Data .for some

anion.

intramolecul.ar

acids.

two groups on the basis

group having values

in this

contain

.for comparison.

.ci.s•values .for each acid rather

6H9 and

data obtained

b;ydrogen bond in the mononegative

other dicarboxylic

e.u.

proton ionization

to explain

negligible

AH9 differences

differences

which largely

the pK differences
in contrast

determine

hydrogen bonding has
are seen to exhibit

to the rather

striking

the pK differences.

6S

0

This is shown

by the data in Table 7 where 6.S 0 differences

are seen to parallel

the

pK differences.

is an intramolecul.ar

hy-

Thus, the effect,

drogen bond or not,

exhibits

In view of' the similarity-

maleic,

succinic,

itself

whether it

a:s an entropy

of the ( 6~

and malonio·acids

- 6HJ)

the possibility

effect.
values

tor :f'umal"ic,

o.f an intramolen.-

Table 7
Values of (pK2-9pK1), ( b.~

- b. Ht),

( b. s 2 - b.SJ), and (T e:.s2 - T6.SI)

for Selected DicarboJcy"lic Acid Ionizations.
Acid

(pK2 - pK1)

- b.!lt)
kcal/mole

(L~

(.6.S~.

e.u.

b.St)

(Tb..S~ - Tb.St)
kcal/mole

Malonic

2.870

-1.21

.;:.17.2

5.13

SU.ccinic

1.432

-0.74

- 9.0

2.68

Glutaric

1.076

-0.46

- 6.4

1.91

SU.beric

o.a92

-0.25

- 5.0

1.Q9

Maleic

2.692

-0.91

-2.3• .3

6.94

Fumaric

1• .507

-0179

- 9.5

2.8.3

D:lethylmalonic

,5.081

+o.4.3

-21.8

6.,50

Ethylisoamylmalonic

5.160

+o.95

-20.5

6.11

CX>

\J\
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lar hydrogen bond existing
The reversal

in the latter

three seems rather

in sign in going to the disubstituted

then be construed as indicating

data are interesting

hydration or electrostat1c

malonic acids might

such a hydrogen bond•

they should be interpreted
51 effects

remote.

.Although the

with caution,

since

could easily account tor the dif-

ferences noted here.
It has also been indieated 42 that the trends in the 6.G• values
for the first

dissociation

well with the postulate

of' most diearboJCylio acids do not tit
of' an intramolecular

hydrogen bond.

very

STUDY
IV
THESITE OF PROTON
IONIZITIONFROM
ADENOSINE
Introduction

I.

.Adenosil'le (Figure

15) is known to have at least

one acidic

site

NH2

N

~

7

N

N

)

N

1-lOlH~

~o

.,e

sy

i'

H2.C-0H
ADENOSINE
Figure 15

(pK

::=:::12.

biologically

5) in aqueous solution.
reactive

site

18 This would be expected

and would likely

87

be involved

to be a

in hydrogen

88

Zamecnik5 2 has recently

bonding.

postulated

1

gen bond between the 2 1 and .3 positions
biosynthesis

adenosine
the acidic

site.

'

occurs at the 2 position

However, McLaughlin and Ingram,

Rammler, and Lipmann55 have shown that
tween the 2
suggesting

'

'

similarity

The purpose of this
ionization

a rapid

from adenosine

the
in a

metb;ylation

suggesting

of

this

as

.54and Wolfenden,

equilibrium

and .3 aminoacyl isomers in neutral

a close

to explain

of adenosine

of water and 1,2-dimethoJcy"ethane,

by diazomethane

}zydro-

Broom and Robins 53 have shown that,

of proteins.

homogeneous solution

an intramolecular

exists

and basic

be..

solution

'

'

of the 2 and .3 positions.

Study was to determine
and, ,if

possible,

the site

of proton

deduce the reason fer this

acidity.

n.
The chemicals
fornia

Biochemical

Experimental

used were the highest
Corporation

purity

available

(Grade A r.:tbose, adenine,

and Sigma Chemical Company ( Sigma grade deo:xyadenosine)
thesized

1

thermograms obtained
solutions

-

'

thermometric

by titration

of adenosine,

ribose,

0.002 F 2 -0-metb;yladenosine,
thermograms were obtained

adenosine)
or

were syn..

.31 -deo~denosine).*

(2 -0..metlzy-ladenosine,

In Figure 16 are plotted

from Cali-

titration

2 -deoxyadenosine,

data taken from

with 0.6 F NaOH solution

1

-

and 0.004 F

and sodium adenate,

.
.3' -deoxyadenosine.

using the precision

-

of' 0.01 F

thermometric
1

The
titration

The author greatly appre~ates
the loan of SO mg of 2 -0-metlzy-ladenosine and 100 mg of .3 -deoxyadenosine by Dr. Roland K. Robins
,>>:for use in this stud;y'.
*

NH2 N

N

•.

••

H07f
H2C-OH

0:

..
L.

:J

11

Ho\~

0

•

Ribose

60)
¼

0.030

2'-Deoxyadenosine

r

0.015

--~3•

...;,;.____..- - Deoxyad
~~~,---~
_ ~Sod.
enosine

0

---:::._--:.,.----·····
--- - --

•a. 0.010
E
•
...
L.

-~--~~c~--~-

,.-,::;:;?-~ - - - - - - - ~//~·

/',,~;,...---

I~_...,

--

2

Ml.

Thermograms
and Related

z'-0-M

-------

3

F

Na

OH

for Titration
of Adenosine
Compounds
with NaOH
Figure

16

,um Adenate

'ethyladenasine

5

4
0.6

___

- - .....,_

6

&
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ca1orimeter

described

in St'U.dyI.

The observed temperature

increase

16) during the titration

(Figure

of 3' -deOJt;Yadenosine, 2 t -0-me~ladenosine

and 2 f -deo:x;radenosine

quantitatively

accounted

for by heat of dilution

from stirring,

and other

external

served among the indivi.dua.l
t:ively

accounted

st:irring.
tial

(adenine

Assumtng that
calculations

indicate

detectable

substitution
causes a loss

that

provided

extst.

Two possible

ductive

effect

indicates
structural

explanations

of the Wieinal

anien is stabilized

used in this

the pK is less

is ionized

of' H for OH in either

groups are a necessar,-

large

ini-

Study

13. S.

than approximately

Results

subsiitt.1ltion

of acidity

or heat inp11t from

amount of reaction,

that under the conditions

the proton in adenosine
the fact

are quantita...

shows a relatively

The curves for sodium adenate and ribose

ther,

ob-

pK = 9.8).

III.

that

heat

or a small amount of the hydrolyzed

10~ is an easily

is detectable

ionization

substances

for by small changes in the rate

due to the reaction

species

of' the titraim,

The small dif'f'erences

curves for these

The curve for sodium adenate

increase

adenate

effects.

is

16) clearly

(Figure

f'rom the ribose

show

Fur-

moiety.
r

of CH:3.for H on the 2 .hydro:xyl

or

the 2 t or 3' position

in adenosine

that

hydroJl:1'1

the two adjacent

feature
for this

for that

acidic

character

to

are (1) the combined in-

2 t and 3 ' hydro:icy-1groups and (2) the

by a hydrogen bonded ring

(e.g.

-

I 2'
1 J'
C-C).
I

I

0-,-+
1,,.,,,o

91
It would now be of interest
acidic;

however, this

The data presented
the ribose

should result

pected
ical

cmnpound is not yet available
here suggest

in RNAis a resu1t

hydroxyl groups.

activity

to determine whether Jcy"losyladenine is

Substitution

in loss

of this

functions

di.££erences.

the acidity

the known acidity 18 ,55 of

of the combined effect

ot the 2'

of H f•r OH in the 2 1 position
acidity.

of the 2' and 3' positions

to parallel

that

tor study.

and

J'

(DNA)

Since the known chemical rein these

substances

of the OH groups,

0£ INA and RNAmay be closely

would be e:x-..

the different

related

biolog-

to these acidity

APPENDIX
A
Heat Leakafe Moduli f'or the Thermometric ~:':i.t
Titration Ca or.imelers Descrlbed in st§ I.

The heat leakage moduli were calculated.

A derivation

or this

by use of the equation:

equation is given in reference

15.

The symbols

are the same as those given and defined in Chart Analysis - St~

The heat leakage moduli data are given in Table 8.
(ded/dt)

units,
~e

values are given in chart temperature
the (ef' -

e1 )

The (dea/dt)

units

I.
and

per chart tii1e

values are given in chart temperature

units,

and

values of' k are in m1n-1.
$ample calculation:

k =

( ((1.5/226)

- (-1.0/185)

chart

cfui.rt

(40 chart time uni ts/minute )

92

ii!•
unitsJ/[704
e units .
= 0.68

X

1o-J

chart temp.
uni ts
JDin• 1

J}

93
Table 8
Heat Leakage Moduli Data

Calorimeter

(d8a/dt)

(d8d/dt)

2R

(1.5/226)

(-1.0/185)

704

0.7

(2.5/220)

(

296

1.5 X 10•J

o/195)

X

10•3

Average•••

1.1

X

1o•:3

(2.0/260)

(-4•.5/190)

896

1.4

X

10-J

(1.0/180)

c 0/110)

207

1.1

X

10-.'.3

A'Verage...
4

k

(8~- 8~

1.2 x 10-3

(2. 7/220)

(-.5.3/180)

89.5

1.9

X

1o-3

( 0/100)

(O.J/180)

208

0.,3

X

10-3

Average...

1.1 x 10-3

APPENDIX
B

Cancil
Calibration of the
on Calorimeters.

Electrical Heat
Thermometric Ti ra
Voltage Dtvider

Because the veltage drop across the calibration

heater at the

heating rates exceeded the range of the K.,:.Jpotentiometer,

a nltage

divider as shown in F.!.gure9 was included in the circuit.

This vel-

tage divider was calibrated
resisters

by connecting a dry cell across the two

and then measuring the voltage drop across both. resistors,

the 10K resistor

alone, and the .5K resistor

the cell potential
6, the difference

alone.

The oonstanc;r of

of the measurement in indicated

and consistency

by'

between EMF of 1.5K and (EMF of 10K + EMF of SK).

The veltage divider calibration

Table

data are given in Table 9.

9

Voltage Dtvider Calibration
Detn. No. EMF.:. 12!

EMF.. 10K EMF.:. ~

Data
6

EMF- 1~EMF-

1

1.4217.5

0.94722

o.474.54 0.00001

2.99606

2

1.34634

0.89707

o.449.500.0002:,

2.99519

3

0.70730

o.47124

0.23600 0.00006

2-9970J

94

Average••••••••••••

2.991>2·

S

9.5
The voltage divider also constitutes

a resistor

in parallel

with

so the heater aurrent must be corrected for the amount of

the heater,

current which nows through the voltage di'Vider.

The total

resistance

is gi.ven by

and,

since the GUrrent is given by I

= V/!R , the fraction

of' the to..

tal current which :flows through the heater is given by
Ii~

= (V/R.ii)/ ( V/[RHRvn/(RH+ R.vn)]) = Bvr/(RH + &vn)•

Tlm.s, for this

Ig/-:tr =

circuit
1.5000/(22 + 1,5000) = 0.998.53 :1: 0.0001.5

where the :l:.0.00015represents

the total

error possible considering the

~-5~ tolerance limits on the 5K and 10K resistors.
De:fini tion of symbols used.-

I = current
V = voltage
R =

resistance

Su.bscripts-.
T refers

to total

H refers

to heater

VDrefers

to voltage di'Vider
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Heat Capacity
The apparent heat ea.pad.ties of the calorimeters
by the following procedure.

An

stirring

initial

then the heater and timers were activated

tained,

Oiring the heating period the wltage

were determined

slope was first

at the same time.

drop across tee heater (wltage

were measured. three to f'ive times

div.lei.er) and the NBS 10.fl resistor

each, then the heater and timers were deactivated. sinmltaneou~,
then a f'1nal stirring
~

ob-

slope was obtained.

and

The heating period was us-

f'rom ten to twelve minutes.

The corrected temperature deflection
by extrapolating

the initial

and final

was obtained from the chart

stirring

slopes to the mid.point

of the heating period. and determining the llltstance between them.
The following method was used to calculate

the apparent heat ca-

pacit7 from the data obtained !rem the procedure above.
EMFof Heater in volts

Current in amps =

= (2.9962)(EMF of Voltage Diuder)

(EMFof NBS 10 !\.. ) / ( 10. 000 .n.)

Heater Current in amps

=

(Current)(0.998.53)

Heater Wattage in joules/sec

= (EMF of Heater)(Heater

Apparent Heat Capacit7 in cal/

0

C

=

(EMFof

c =

of
)
66c2, 1t62l~

v,n

(10.0. .n- 4.

/ [( ~8)(THERM)].

Current)

NBS10..0..)(0.99853)(t)

97
Combining the constants

together gives

C = (107.46)(EMF of

v.D.)(EMFOf NBS10..J'L)(t)/(

b.8).

In Table 10 are given the apparent heat capacities et the calo:r:tmeters,

exelusive

ef water.

These values were obtained. from the iaeanl"ed

heat capaoi.tieis ot the qstems by nbtracting

the li11m'bel'of miJJUi ters

ot wate1" centained in the vessel hem the measured. Yalue.
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Table 10
Apparent Heat Capacity of Calorimeters E:xcluaive of Contents
Calorimeter

2R

Run

No.*

Al?,EarentHeat Ca:e!citz

C18

3.ll4

C19

3.52

C21

3.~

C23

3.75

C25

3.6o

C26

3• .55

Average••••••••••

3

3.59 :t0.11

C22

4.33

C24

4.27

C28

4.34

CJO

4.4-0

C33

4.36

C36

4.16

CJ7

4.46

CJ9

4.26

C41

4.21

Average•••••••••

Applies to run
nU111bers
1-5.S*

-4.31 ::l-0.09

Applies to run
numbers 1-55

{Continued on next page)

•Run numbers preceded by C refer to heat capacity runs, other run
numbers refer to heat of reaction titration

runs.
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Calorimeter
4

Run

No.

A:pParent Heat Capacity

027

3.29

C;a9

3.28

CJ2

J.29

C35

3.15

C38

3.26

c40

J.19

c42

3.14

c44

-

,.27

Average••••••••••

a'

J.23 :l::0.06

c66

4.61

c68

4.75

c:'10

4.34

C73

4.71

C75

4. 51

C77

4.56

c:'19

4.41

Average•••••••••

(Continued

-·
4.56 :l::0.15

on following page)

Applies to run
numbers 1-55

Applies to run
numbers 56.127

100
Calor.imeter

41

Run

No.

Apparent Heat Capacity

C65

.'.3.50

C67

.'.3.55

C69

.'.3
• .5.'.3

C71

.'.3.48

C72

.'.3.52

C78

-

3.55

Average••••••••••

.'.3"

C108

4.74

C110

4.89

C112

4.55

C114

4.64

Average••••••••••

4"

.'.3.52:l:.0.0.'.3

4.71 -ll).14

C107

.'.3.64

C109

J.67

C111

.3.69

C113

-

Applies to run
numbers 128-.3.500

3.65

Average••••••••••

3.66 :0.02

2R11 (calculated from values for .'.3and 4)
( Continued

Applies to run
numbers ;6..127

on following

page)

Applies to run
numbers 128-.3500

.'.3.97:0.10

101
Calorimeter

41 "

Run No.

Apparent Heat Capacity

C117

Average••••••••••

-

C118

'.3.74

C120

3.80

C122

J.87

C119

2R'"

Average••••••••••

'.3.59:t0.20

-,.so

:10.06

Applies to run

numbers after

3500.

to ran
numbers after 3500.
Applies

APPENDIX
C
Thermistor Calibration
Table 11
Thermistor Calibration

Data

BeckmanReading BeekmanReading(correeted)*

(y) Recorder Reading (x)

~~.;

0.2610

114.o

0.3110

0.3043

180.;

o.44Jo

o.434o

37.5.5

0.5168

0.,5084

486.0

0.6120

o.6040

629.0

0,6714

o.6631

718.5

0.76.38

0.7550

s6o.o

o.s1s;

o.o~4

939.0

o.84:,o

o.8388

974.5

Slope from graph = 6. 6,56x 1~4 ~£,f "bbar,t;' mdt
(Continued on following page)

* The Beekmanthermometer was calibrated
standards.
tions.

by the National Bureau o:f'
The readings were corrected according to their instruc-

102

103

Least squares treatment:

[x

LY

Ix2

=

= 4.5656

=

[Jcy' =
'!:i-Gm,i

( [x>2
( }:x }:y)

4364.5

=

THERM=

3. 0246oB x 106
2. 818274 X 103

.L'rs-

=

= 1.904886

X

= 1. 992656

X

r..'x2 = 9.0807
I:'
= 6.0421
Jcy"

6 ..654 x 10-4oc/ chart un:i t

107
104

X

10.5

X

102

.APPENDIX
D

The procedure was to titrate

,...,0.0,5 N NaOHwith 0.991 N BCl.0
4•

The NaOHsolution was standardised. using the end-point t.rom the the1"11111f1Pa.:.

The apparent heat capacity of the calorimeter and contenta was

taken to be equal to the electricall7

determined heat capacity ot the

oalol"imeter containing an equal vol'UJlleot water.
1:3.43 kcal/mole is corrected to infinite
value, 1:3.34 kcal/mole, is obtained
Vanderzee 14 obtained.

104

dilution,

as Bale,c•'t.'.·il

It the average value,
exactly the same
1
, :3 and SWansonand

10.5
Table 12
The Enthalpy

Change tor Ionization

Run Number

of H2o
8 HHzc,kca1/mo1e

2

1J.4J

3

1J.40

4

1J.42

5

13.40

6

13.42

108

13.42

119

1J.46

120

13.40

121

13.49

128

1J.42

129

13.43

130

13.41

146

1J.42

147

13.4.'.3

148

13.46

242

1.'.3.46

3149

13.48

31.50

1J.4.5
Average•••••••••••••••••••••
standard

Deviation ••••••••••

1J.4J
::l-0.0J

APPENDIXE

The data used to obtain the values in Table 13 aN given in the
form of IBM704<>computer input

Table

data on pages 108-121.

13

Log Kand ~IH Values Determined by- the Entropy Titration
Meth@d for the Reaction
a+ + so -> BSOJ;. in
Aqueous Solution li 2.5°c.,

4

Run No.

Range of
Covered

VU

Average ag K
from Entropy Titra:ticn

(Na2S04, HCl04)

Average ~H
from Entropy Titration

1.89 :0.0.'.3

5.66 :.-0.26

"

1..87 ::l-0.08

5.s8 :1:.0.10

"

1o89 ::l-0.06

5.63 :J:.0.47

3175

.25

.'.3177
.'.3178
.3179

ft

1.97 ±0.0.'.3

5.20 ::0.16

3180

ft

1.89 :J:.0.06

5. 73 ::0.48

"

1.84 :!:.0.08

6.10 ::L-0.68

,'.3182

ii

1.96 :t0.04

5.21 ::l0.28

.'.31.31

ll

1.89 ::l-0.07

5.71 :l:.0.53

"'. 11'1
...
.31.'.34 • 1,...._,"tfl

1.,0 :0.04

5.66 :t0.29

3135

1.92 ::l0.02

5•.54::l0.16

1..88 ::1:0.02

6.02 :t0..1.'.3

1..90 :!:.0.01

5.73 :().,08

3181

~

176
177

n

.1;.....2.3
ft

(C'A>ntinuedon following page)

106

107
Run

No. Range or -{u

178
179

Covered

Average Log .K

f:rcm Entropy Titration

.15,,,.23

"

Average .6H

from EntrcpY Titration

1o90 ::l0o01

5Yl3 :l0.0.5

1o9.3 :f:.0.04

.5.33 ::l0.26

181

029

1. 92 :ID.02

~Jf. :l0.12

182

1.93 :l0.07

;.41 :l0.46

183

"

.13,...,22

1.89 ::t.0.01

s.a5 :hO.a,

184

ft

1.88 ::l0.03

5.89 :h().21

"

1.88 :l0.02

;.92 :h0.14

185
168
169
171

.20-.25

"
"

Average • • .&.:vi;,~'~.;••••••••

;.;,·.

standard Deviation ••••••••••

1.92 :h0.01

;.so :h0.08

1.93 :0.01

5.50 :t:.0.0.5

1. 93 :h0.01

,5.4.5::f::0.04

io91

,5.64

:J:.0.01

:i0.08

((P4N)2S04, HCl)
3.542 .1s...20

2.,16 ::l0..09

4.44 ::f::0.36

.3~3

"

2.16 :0.04

4.30 :0.19

3.545

tt

2.22 ::f::0.07

4.12 :h0.29

3.546 o1.3-o17

2 10 :!0.01

4.48 :l:0.07

3.547

"
39'9
"
35.50 .oa...14

2.30 ::f::0.08

3.33 :0.30

2o14 ±0.05

4. 20 :l:O.24

2.13 :0.02

4.24 :h0.11

3.551

n

2.26 :h0.11

3.63 :10.44

3.552

"

2.,11 :Oo12

4.66 ::f::0.63

3.5.53

"

2.~ ::l:.0008

3.3.5 ::l0.23

Average••••• .,•••••••••o•••

2.19

4.1

Standard Deviation ••••••••

0.08

0

o.s

SIBFTC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
11111

101
102
103
104
106
107

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES
PK AND DH FOR H+ + A--=
HATHERMISTER CONSTANT
DEG
THERM
CPCAL
CALORIES/DEGREE
HEAT CAPACITY OF THE INITIAL
SYSTEM
CAL/ML
HEAT CAPACITY OF THE TITRANT
CPTIT
SLOPO
TEMP UNITS/TIME
UNITS
FINAL STIRRING
SLOPE
SLOPA
TEMP UNITS/TIME
UNITS
INITIAL
STIRRING
SLOPE
HDILT
CAL/MOLE
PARTIAL MOLAR ENTHALPY OF TITRANT
MOLES/LITER
FIRST GUESS IONIC STRENGTH
UG
TOTAL TIME
TIMET
UNITS
TEMPT
UNITS
TOTAL TEMPERATURE RISE
MOLES/LITER
CONCENTRATION OF TITRANT
CTIT
AMP
AMPLIFICATION
INITIAL
CONCENTRATION IN CALORIMETER
CCAT
MOLES/LITER
A IN DEBYE EQUATION
DCA
ANGSTROMS
TITRANT DELIVERY RATE
TITDR
LITERS/SECOND
INITIAL
VOLUME
LITERS
VOLi
T{N)
TEMPERATURE AT 40 UNIT INTERVALS
UNITS
RUN NUMBER
RUN
TEMP OF SOLN - TEMP OF TITRANT AT TIME ZERO
UNITS
DEL TI
ZA
NOT USED
TEMPRISE FROM H+ +OH- =H20
UNITS
TE
UNITS
TIE TIME T/TE
TP(12).WP(12),CCL(12)
DIMENSION
DIMENSION ZYX(13)
DIMENSION
BX(15,15).GK(15,15),DHX(15,15),DFX(15,15),
1DSX{15.15),S01(15915),SQ2(t5.l5).GQ1(15,15),GQ2(15,15),
2G1{15,15),G2(15,15)
DIMENSION AAQ(2),BBQ(2),CC0{2)
,AZY(l2)
DIMENSION XVGK(40)
FORMAT(8E10.6)
FORMAT(12F5ol)
FORMAT(lH0,8El4o5)
FORMAT{13A6)
FORMAT(12F5.5)
FORMAT{12F4el)

'··"

tJ,

G

a,

109

DIMENSION T(12).W(l2},W0(2).T0(2),A(3).AS(12),5(12).HL(12)
1,SLOP(2).CAL(2),DIL(2)oQ(2).
TF(l2).QL(12).VOL{2).CAT(2},
2CHT(2),CNA{2),CCL04(2),X(2),CH(2),CA(2).CHA(2),U(2).U1(2),EQ(4)
3oSOMU(12)oTDIL(12)oCORR(2)oPIL(2),T0(2),Z(2),Y(2),R(2),GMM(2),
4EQL(2)oDF(2),DS{2),TEQ(2),E01(2),QPD(2)
,GQ(2)
C
SQUARE ROOT OF MU CORRESPONDING TO TOILS
8 REA0(5,106)SQMU(l},SQMU(2),SQMU(3),SQMU{4),SQMU(5),SQMU{6),
1SQMU(7),SQMU(8),SQMU(9),SQMU(10),SQMU(11),SQMU(l2)
C
APPARENT PARTIAL MOLAR ENTHALPY CORRESPONDING TO SOMUS
9 READ(5,107)TDIL(l),TDIL(2),TDIL(3),TDIL(4),TDIL(5),TDIL(6},TDIL
!{7),TOIL(8)oTDIL(9),TD1L(lO),TDIL{11),TDIL{12)
1 GOES IN COLUMN 1
ZYX IS TITLE CARD
C
110 READ(5,104)ZYX
10 READ(5.101)THERM,TITDR,CPCAL,CPTIT.HOILToVOLI
11 REA0(5,lOl)SLOPAoSLOPO,AMP,CTIT,TEMPT,TlMET,UG,CCAT
12 READ(5,102)T(l)oT{2),T(3},T(4),T{S).T(6),T(7),T{8),T(9),T(lO),
lT(ll)gT(l2)
14 REA0(5gl02)RUN,OELTlgQCA
,ZA
1>TE,,TIE
OCA=3o050
NUR=RUN
J PHYS CHEM 68,,1579
(1964)
V -SEE DEBYE-HUCKEL EXPRESSION
C
V=+Oe730
IJK=O
LXL=l
140 00141N=l•2
ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT
GMM
C
470 GMM{N)=l.O
IONIC STRENGTH
u
C
U(N)=UG
141
FIND NOo OF REAL T(N) VALUES
C
1400 NUMB=O
1401 001403N=1,12
1402 IF(T(N)-0.0)1403,1404,,1403
1403 NUMB=NUMB+l
1404 001406N=l.NUMB
1405 APP=N

.....

0

'°

C

C

1406
1407
1408

1409
1410
1411
14110
142
1412
1413
15
16
17

C
C

18
19

W = TIME
W(N)=40.0*APP
MUM=NUMB-1
00742NA=1oMUM
MA=NA+2
TD AND WO ARE TEMPERATURE AND TIME
TD(l)=T(NA)

DATA POINTS

WD(l)=W{NA)

D07410JA=MAoNUMBo2
IF{JAoGTaNUMB)GOT0742
KOOL=l
T0(2)=T(JA)
W0(2)=W(JA)

A(l)=WD{l)/4000
A(2)=WD(2)/40o0
A(3)=TIMET/40e0
18-46
CALCULATE Q CORRECTED
18-28
STIRRING
AND NEWTON°S LAW HEAT LOSS CALCULATIONS
D019N=l.,12
S(N)={SLOPA*CPCAL)+((((SLOPD*(CPCAL+(TIMET*TITDR*l500e*CPTIT)))l(SLOPA*CPCAL))*T(N))/TEMPT)
HL(l)=((SLOPA*CPCAL)+S(l))/2.0
D022N=2ol2
HL(N)=(S(N-l)+S(N))/2.0
00281=102

20
21
22
23
24 N=A(I)
25 QL(l)=O.O
26 0028J=l,N
28 QL(I)=QL(I)+HL(J)*40eO*(THERM/AMP)
42 0045N=lo2
TP(N)=TD(N)-TE
43 TO(N)=(TP(N)*(THERM/AMP))
44 Q(N)=-TO(N)*(CPCAL+(WO(N)*TITDR*1500.0*CPTIT))+QL(N)
45 Z ( N ) =SORT ( U ( N) ) ·
450 0046N=le2
451-455
HEAT OF DILUTION
C

....
"""'

0

451
452
453

C

454
455
456
457
46
47

C
C

48
49

00455KBU=1912
IF(SQMU{KBU).LT.·Z(N))GOT045S
OIL{NJ=(((Z(N)-SQMU(KBU-l))*(TDIL(KBU)-TDIL(KBU-1)))
l/(SQMU(KBU)-SQMU(KBU-l))J+TDIL(KBU-1)
GOT0456
CONTINUE
PIL(N)={01L{N)-HDILT)*WD(N)*lo5*TITOR*CTIT
CORR(N)=DELTl*(THERM/AMP)*TITDR*1500.0*CPTIT*WO{N)
Y
HEAT DUE TO THE REACTION ONLY
Y(N)=Q{N)=PIL{N)-CORR(N)
0052N=lo2
GMM(N)=10o**(IC-2o034*ZCN))/(lcO+(Oc328l*DCA*Z(N)l))+V*U{N))
VOL
VOLUME
CAT
A TOTAL
VOL(N}=(WO{N)*le5*TITOR)+VOLI
CAT(N)=(CCAT*VOLI
)/VOL{N)
WP(N)=WO{N)-TIE

CHT
TITRANT TOTAL
CHT{N)=(WP(N)*loS*TITOR*CTIT)/VOL{N)
CCL(N)=(WD(N)*lo5*TITDR*CTIT)/VOL(N)
52 CCL04(N)=CCL(N)
CALCULATE DELTA HANO EQUILIBRIUM
53-61
C
0055N=lo2
53 AAQ(N)=VOL(N)*CHT(N)*CAT(N)*GMM{N)/Y(N}
54 BBQ(N)=-(CHT(N)+CAT(N))*GMM(N)
55 CCO(N)=Y(N)*GMM(N)/VOL(N)
AQ=AAQ{l)-AAQ(2)
BQ=BBQ{l)-880(2)
CO=CCQ{l)-CCQ(2)
IF{(BO*B0-4.*AO*CO).LToOeO)GOT04573
DDOH=(-BO+SQRT(BQ*B0-4o*AO*CQ))/(2.*AO)
57 DH={-BQ-SQRT
(BQ*B0-4e*AO*CQ))/(2.*AQ)
58 00601N=l•2
59 X(N)=Y(N)/VOL(N)
EO{N)=OH/(AAQ(N)*DH*DH+BBQ(N)*DH+CCQ(N))
601 IF(EQ(N).LT.O.O)GOT04573

C

MOLES/LITER

MOLES/LITER

50

CONSTANT

.....
.....
.....

61

C 61-66
62
63
64
65

C

66
660
661
67
68
69
690
70
71
710

C

72

4573

D066N=le2

SPECIES
DISTRIBUTION
GQ(N)=EQ(N)*GMM(N)
CHA(N}=CAT(N)+CHT(N)+(l./GO(N))
CHA(N)=(CHA{N)-SQRT{CHA{N)*CHA(N)-4o*CHT{N)*CAT{N)))/2o0
CA(N)=CAT(N}-CHA{N)
CH(N)=CHT{N)-CHA{N)
CNA(N)=2o*CAT(N)
Ul(N)={CNA{N}+CHA(N)+CH{N)+4e*CA{N)+CCL04{N))/2o0
IF(KOOLeEOol}GOT070
CHECK SUCCESIVE
APPROXIMATIONS
D067N=l o2
R(N)=ABS{(EQ(N)-EQl(N))/EQ{N))
IF(R{l}-o001)69o69o70
IF(R(2)-o001)690o690o70
IF{ABS{(XXDH-DH}/DH)oLToOe001)GOT0720
0071N=1!>2
U(N)=Ut(N)
EQl(N)=EQ{N)
Z(N)=SQRT{U(N))
KOOL=KOOL+i
XXOH=DH
GOT0450
CONSTANTS
4573
FF
ZEROS CALCULATIONS
IF EQUILIBRIUM
G2 (NAo.JA)=OoO
Gl (NAoJA)=OoO
GQl{NA,,JA)=o.o
GQ2(NAoJA)::O.O
SQl(NAoJA)=OeO
SQ2(NA9JA)=O.O
BX (NAoJA)=O.O
GK (NAoJA)=O.O
DHX(NAoJA)=O.O
DFX{NA!>JA)=o.o
DSX(NAo.JA)=O.O
EQ{2)=10.**2

I-"-

~

N

ARE NEGATIVE

C

720

721

722

7220
7221

723
724
725

726

7410

742
7420
7421
7422
7423

111

EO(l)=l0•**2•0
GOT07410
722-7410
STORING INFORMATION
D0721N=li,2
Z(N)=SQRT(Ul(N))
B={Z(l)+Z(2))/2.0
BX{NA11JA)=U
D0726N=li,2
QPO(N)=Y(N)/(CHA(N)*VOL(N))
EQL(N)=ALOGlO(EQ(N})
DF(N)=-lo9873*298el6*2e3026*EOL{N)
DFX(NAoJA)=DF(l)
DS{N)={DH-DF(N))/298016
DSX(NA9JA)=OS(l)
EOL(N)=ALOGlO{GQ(N)}
GQl(NAgJA)=EQL(l)
GQ2{NA~JA)=EOL(2)
TEQ{N)=EQ(N)
DHX(NAoJA)=DH
GK(NAoJA)=ALOGlO{EQ{2))
Gl(NA9JA)=GMM(l)
G2(NA.,JA)=GMM(2)
SQ 1 ( NA o JA) =Z { l )
SQ2(NA,.JA)=Z{2)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
FORMAT(lHOo50Xo
19HH+ + S04-= HS04--)
FORMAT(lHOo47Xo8HRUN
NO. oI4olX.,llHAT
25 DEG~C)
FORMAT(7Xol2i>1Ho,.I2,.
F9G4,.4X,r7,4,4X,F7o094X,F7oOo4XoF6el,
1F9o4o
F9o4,4X,F7o4.,4XoF7e4•
F9e4,
F9o4)
FORMAT(8Xo4HOATA93Xo7HAVSQMUS,4Xo5HLOG
Ke5X.7HOELTA
Ho4X•
17HOELTA Fo4X,7HDELTA
S,3X,5HSQMU1,4X,5HSQMU2,5X.5HLOG01e6X,
2 5HLOG02o5Xf6HGAMMA193X96HGAMMA2/8X.4HPTSo•24X.8HCAL/MOLE,3X,
38HCAL/MOLE.5X,4HEeUe)
WRITE(6.104)ZYX
WRITE(6,7420)

1--'>

\..>
'"""'

C

7424
7425

7426

7427
7428
7429

C

C

7430
7431
7432

WRITE(6.7421)NUR
WRITE(6.7423)
STATISTICAL
TREATMENT
7424-7441
007428NA=l•NUMB
MA=NA+2
IF(MA.GToNUMB)GOT07429
007427JA=MA.NUMB.2
WRITE(6.7422)NA.JA.BX(NAoJA),GK{NA,JA)oDHX(NA,JA),OFX(NA,JA),
lOSX(NA.JA),SQl(NA,JA)9SQ2(NA,JA),GQl(NA,JA),GQ2(NA,JA),
2G1(NApJA),G2(NA.JA)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
VOB=OeO
SGK=OoO
SDHX=OoO
SOFX=OoO
SOSX=O.O
007431NA=l»NUMB
IF(IJKeEO~l)GOT074350
MA=NA+2
IF(MAcGToNUMB)GOT07432
007430JA=MA.NUMB.2
IF(GK(NA,JA)oEO.OeO)GOT07430
SUMMING PK, DH, OG, OS
VDB=VDB+l.,O
SGK=SGK+GK(NA,JA)
SOHX=SDHX+OHX(NA,JA)
SDFX=SDFX+OFX(NA,JA)
SOSX=SDSX+OSX(NA,JA)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
AVERAGING
AVGK=SGK/VDB
AVOH=SDHX/VOB
AVOF=SOFX/VOB
AVOS=SDSX/VOB

....

~

C

C

7433
7434
7435

C

7437

SOEGK=OoO
SOEOH=O.O
SDEDF=OoO
SDEDS=O.O
LXL=l+LXL
IF(LXLoGEo4l)GOTO11O
XVGK(LXL)=AVGK
OO7434NA=l~NUMB
MA=NA+2
IF{MAoGToNUMB)GOTO7435
OO7433JA=MA9NUMB92
IF(GK(NA9JA).EQ0OoO)GOTO7433
SUMMING (DEVIATIONS**2)
SDEGK=SOEGK+((AVGK-GK(NA,JA))**2)
SOEOH=SOEDH+((AVDH-OHX(NA9JA))**2)
SOEOF=SOEOF+((AVDF-OFX(NAoJA))**2)
SDEDS=SDEDS+((AVOS-OSX(NAoJA))**2)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
STANDARD DEVIATIONS
SIGGK=SQRT(SOEGK/(VOB-loO))
SIGPH=SQRT(SDEOH/(VOB-t.O))
SIGDF=SQRT(SOEOF/(VOB-loO))
S~GOS=SQRT(SDEOS/(VOB-loO))
SSS=2.,O*SIGGK
DO7438NA=1,NUMB
MA=NA+2
IF(MAoGTeNUMB)GOTO7439
OO7437JA=MA,NUMBo2
ELIMINATING
BAD POINTS
IF(ABS(AVGK-GK{NA9JA)).LT.SSS)GOTO7437
GK (NA,JA)=o.o
OHX{NAs,JA)=O.O
DFX(NA11JA)=O.O
DSX{NA11JA)=O.O
CONTINUE

....
....
\A

7438
7439
7440

C
C

C

7441
7436

7442
74350

CONTINUE

IF(LXLeGE.41}GOT0110
IF(LXLoEOo2)GOT07429
IF(ABS{(XVGK(LXL)-XVGK(LXL-l})/{XVGK(LXL))).GE.(SSS/(VDB-1.0}})
1GOT07429
IJK=l
LV=95
11l=VOB
CALL DEVPNT(SIGGK»III»LV»CNFLK)
CALL DEVPNT{SIGDH,III»LV.CNFLH)
CALL DEVPNT(SIGDF.111,LV.CNFLF)
CALL OEVPNT{SIGDS,III»LV.CNFLS)
SUBROUTINE
TO COMPUTE THE
90

CONFIDENCE.LIMITS
REFERENCE FORT-TABLE
OSTLEe

GOT0111

STSTISTICS

OR 95

PERCENT

IN RESEARCHeAPPENDIX

FORMAT(lOX»8HAVERAGES»8X,F7.4.4XeF7.0.4X.F7.0e4XeF6.1//
110Xo9HSTOo
DEVo.7X»F7o4o4X.F7.0»4X.F7.0s4X,F6el//
210X.14H95
CONFo LIMIT.2XeF7.4.4X»F7.Q.4X.F7.0,4XoF6.1}
FORMAT(25X.8H--------e4Xe8H--------.3X.8H--------.3X.8H--------/)
WRITE{6,7442)

WRITE{6o7436)AVGKeAVOHoAVDFeAVDS.SIGGK.SIGDHeSIGDFeSIGDSoCNFLK»
lCNFLHeCNFLF.CNFLS
77 GOT0110
78 ENO

$ENTRY
000000100002-0000400006000080001000015000200002500030000
+000+048+096+192+290+380+480+710+93011401340
1
{NP4)S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103620+03+100000+01+253000+03+999600-01
+634706+00+627407+00+200000+02+374500+00-267100+03+476300+03+200000-01+107500-0l
-0240-0822-1290-1686-2002-2255-2439-2574-2660-2680-2682+0000
35420+0160+0030+0020+0276+0090
1
(NP4)S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+253000+03+999600-0l
+598857+00+598636+00+200000+02+374500+00-277300+03+476400+03+200000-01+107500-0l

5

.....
.....

°'

-0269-0846-1325-1733-2047-2301-2490-2627-2725-2771-2786+0000
35430+3250+0030+0020+0295+0085
1
(NP4)S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+253000+03+999600-01
+155538+01+150571+01+500000+02+374500+00+685900+03+477800+03+200000-01+107500-0l
-0611-2062-3286-4305-5091-5702-6186-6532-6754-6880-6901+0000
35450+0400+0030+0020+0687+0107
1
(NP4)S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103620+03+100000+01+253000+03+999600-0l
+155077+01+148429+01+500000+02+374500+00+748000+02+476300+03+100000-01+537500-02
-0377-0892-1226-1391-1385-1289-1093-0817-0476-0093+0348+0000
35460+0000+0030+0020+0270+0037
1
(NP4)S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+253000+03+999600-0l
+146143+01+145357+01+500000+02+374500+00+336000+02+475800+03+100000-01+537500-02
-0446-1000-1361-1550-1582-1506-1327-1066-0777-0412-0280+0000
35470+0400+0030+0020+0296+0044
1
(NP4)S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+253000+03+999600-01
+149571+01+145714+01+500000+02+374500+00+535000+02+476500+03+100000-01+537500-02
-0322-0867-1210-1380-1417-1331-1151-0903-0596-0237+0141+0000
35490-0600+0030+0020+0326+0049
1
(NP4)S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+253000+03+999600-0l
+154385+01+145714+01+500000+02+374500+00+813100+03+476200+03+200000-02+107400-02
+0550+1110+1719+2405+3101+3799+4514+5232+5952+6651+7372+0000
35500-0600+0030+0020+0098+0014
1
(NP4)S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103620+03+100000+01+253000+03+999600-0l
+621714+00+576667+00+200000+02+374500+00+323900+03+476400+03+200000-02+107400-02
+0213+0440+0692+0947+1231+1517+1809+2105+2393+2708+2984+0000
35510+0300+0030+0020+0036+0016
1
(NP4)S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103620+03+100000+01+253000+03+999600-0l
+563056+00+576071+00+200000+02+374500+00+303200+03+476000+03+200000-02+107400-02
+0200+0422+0641+0901+1164+1416+1692+1953+2214+2505+2777+0000

....
....

--.J

35520-0400+0030+0020+0057+0055
1
(NP4)S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+253000+03+999600-01
+666129+00+648621+00+200000+02+374500+00+350900+03+475200+03+200000-02+107400-02
+0228+0481+0772+1055+1369+1680+2003+2317+2626+2935+3253+0000
35530-0210+0030+0020+0057+0062
SIBSYS
000000668713470146402016021140232602583028340293403174032960
000270440470555560570610620620630630
1
HS04
+665400=03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01
+605400+00+654050+00+200000+02+393100+00-788000+03+476000+03+400000=01+200700-0l
-1050=2020=2930-3735-4480=5160-5760-6290-6780-7210-7590+0000
31310+0150+0030+0020
1
HS04
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-0l
+623180+00+648640+00+200000+02+393100+00=354600+03+475000+03+200000-01+100100-0l
-0882-1265=1774=2180=2530=2815-3050-3222=3360-3455-3510+0000
31350+0000+0030+0020
1
HS04
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01
+648130+00+691170+00+200000+02+393100+00=345600+03+478500+03+200000-01+100100-0l
-0661-1252=1751=2156-2498-2583=2996-3166=3306-3396-3441+0000
31340+1906+0030+0020
1
HS04
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01
+690450+00+718518+00+200000+02+991000+00-372300+03+438800+03+!40000-01+499000-02
-1263-2083-2639-3002-3272-3493-3563-3654-3703-3731+0000+0000
+1760+0200+0000+0020
1
HS04
+665400=03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-0l
+648064+00+656896+00+200000+02+991000+00-369300+03+438900+03+140000-01+499000-02
-1218-2031-2576-2951-3207-3445-3523-3605-3662-3686+0000+0000
+1770+0150+0000+0020
1
HS04
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01

....
....
0,

+661000+00+688666+00+200000+02+991000+00-364500+03+439100+03+140000-01+499000-02
-1230-2034-2576-2947-3193-3373-3494-3579-3623-3644+0000+0000
+1780+0000+0000+0020
1
HS04
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-0l
+313809+00+356896+00+100040+02+991000+00-963300+03+439600+03+700000-01+250900-01
-1654-3150-4421-5484-6412-7197-7867-8413-8899-9388+0000+0000
+1790+0065+0000+0020
1
HS04
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-0l
+271562+00+327428+00+100040+02+99!000+00-975000+03+439300+03+700000-01+250900-0l
=1665-3133-4424-5534-6454-7265-7939-8513-8998-9413+0000+0000
+1810+0100+0000+0020
1
HS04
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-0l
+332692+00+400000+00+100040+02+991000+00-963700+03+438800+03+700000-02+250900-0l
-1688=3153-4430-5526-6447-7438-7902-8454-8930-9326+0000+0000
+1820+0100+0000+0020
1
HS04
+665400-03+854500=05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-0l
+156148+01+157333+01+500000+02+991000+00-357500+03+438700+03+700000-02+249300-02
-1633-2548-3092-3414-3616-3720-3768-3771-3730-3659+0000+0000
+1830+1300+0000+0020
1
HS04
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-0l
+163280+01+167083+01+500000+02+991000+00-333200+03+437800+03+700000-02+249300-02
-1665-2533-3032-3329-3480-3558-3574-3543-3485-3387+0000+0000
+1840+0550+0000+0020
1
HS04
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-0l
+158222+01+160273+01+500000+02+991000+00-348600+03+439000+03+700000-02+249300-02
=1657-2548-3075-3396-3588-3684-3711-3709-3660-3578+0000+0000
+1850+0670+0000+0020
1
HS04
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-0l
+651851+00+693548+00+200000+02+991000+00-102200+04+339300+03+250000-01+125200-0l

....
'°
11-L

-2358-4230-5678-6841-7719-8414-8976-9409-9722-0000+0000+0000
+1680+0300+0000+0020
1
HS04
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-0l
+346136+00+348409+00+100000+02+991000+00-513100+03+438800+03+250000-01+125200-01
-1190-2129-2860-3421-3863-4220-4498-4714-4897-5033+0000+0000
+1690+0250+0000+0020
1
HS04
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-0l
+318571+00+342727+00+100000+02+991000+00-514700+03+438800+03+250000-01+125200-0l
-1188-2131-2853-3426-3875-4220-4497-4712-4895-5034+0000+0000
+1710+0050+0000+0020
1
NA2S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-0l
+616666+00+705833+00+200000+02+393100+00-797900+03+474200+03+410000-01+204700-0l
-1086-2059-2991-3820-4580-5267-5872-6425-6921-7365-9725+0000
31750+0500+0030+0020
l
NA2S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01
+623529+00+707200+00+200000+02+393100+00-800100+03+474600+03+410000-01+204700-0l
-1087-2063-2988-3738-4576-5276-5906-6441-6935-7375-7742+0000
31770+0450+0030+0020
l
NA2S04
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01
+583333+00+632500+00+200000+02+393100+00-804600+03+474000+03+410000-01+204700-01
-1064-2054-2973-3797-4563-5256-5871-6436-6913-7373-7766+0000
31780+0260+0030+0020
1
NA2S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-0l
+684091+00+731111+00+200000+02+393100+00-793000+03+473900+03+410000-01+204700-0l
-1080-2075-2988-3817-4564-5244-5848-6394-6888-7299-7677+0000
31790+1900+0030+0020
1
NA2S04
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-0l
+603030+00+656875+00+200000+02+393100+00-806700+03+475300+03+410000-01+204700-01
-1072-2061-2983-3807-4575-5271-5877-6445-6946-7387-7768+0000

'

f-0,

~

31800+0600+0030+0020
1
NA2S04
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01
+625600+00+702857+00+200000+02+393100+00-796800+03+475600+03+410000-01+204700-01
-1055-2028-2963-3784-4549-5232-5835-6400-6892-7327-7692+0000
31810+0690+0030+0020
1
NA2S04
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-0l
+586897+00+635789+00+200000+02+393100+00-812200+03+475200+03+410000-01+204700-01
-1086-2081-3012-3824-4598-5303-5906-6473-6985-7423-7813+0000
31820+0740+0030+0020
SIBSYS

.....
~

t-S04
H+

= HS04--

le l AT 25
DEL TA s
E.U.
o.o
o.o
27,4
21.1
OoO
OoO
27o0
26o9
26.5
26o7
26,7
26o4
26o5
26o5
26o9
26o7
26o5
26,6
26.6
2606

--------

Oo
5468,
54llo
52530
5349,
5.322,
5?35.
52580
52740
542lo
53450
52760
52tJ8,
5284.
521190

--------

RUN NO.
DELTA F
CAL/MOLE
o.
o.
-2563.
-2585.
Oo
Oo
-25910
-2603.
-2642.
-26210
-26270
-26490
-26440
-26400
-26040
-26210
-2639,
-26360
-26370
-2633.

AVERAGl::S

1,9184

5364,

-26170

STD.

0,0206

1200

280

o. 3

000436

254.

60.

co1

DATA
PTS.
1• 3
l • 5
I• 7
l • 9
2, 4
2, 6
2, 8
2, 10
3. 5
3, 7
3, 9
4, 6
4, 8
4.l 0
5, 7
s. 9
6.

+ S04--

8

6, l 0
7, 9
8, l 0

95

AVSQl'LS

LO<,

0.2194
0.2810
0,2847
0 ._2f'9 I
0,2815
002834
002873
002920
0,2808
o.2a54
0,2900
Oo2e39
002885
002936
0,21:'9C
0.2-.33
0.2923
002973
0,296<;
0,3019

o.cooo
o.cooo
1,8783
loH',49
OoCCOO
o.coou
l.8'i94
lo<J077
1,936.3
lo921U
1,9252
I• -.416
1,9377
lo9351
lo9086
lo9208
lo9J42
l,9321
l.'l327
lo',299

DEV,

COIIIF.

L II' IT

K

Df:LTA H
C/IL/1-'CLE

o.

o.
5602.
54&4,

o.

--------

DE"GoC
SCMUl
0.2764
0,2754
0,2752
002750
0.2783
002769
002765
0.2 763
002778
002782
002780
002803
002804
002805
002848
002844
002e1a

002879
002922
002969

-------2608

SOMU2
o.2a24
0.2866
Oa2943
003032
0.2847
002899
002981
0,.3077
002839
002926
0,3020
002875
0 o 2966
003066
002931
0.3021
002967
003067
0.3011
~03068

LOGQl

LOGQ2

1.3624
1.4721
1,494 7
lo5ll5
lo4095
l .4921
105147
1.5232
lo5505
l 05349
l 05392
105537
l 0549?
la5470
lo5170
1 05296
105402
l 05380
lo5351
lo5287

l • 35 74
,l ,4629
la479l
l .4889
l 04042
lo4814
l 04972
l .4983
l 05455
lo5231
la5201
l a54 77
lo5367
lo5265
la5103
lo5156
lo53.31
l 05234
l .5278
lo 5212

GAMMA!

Oa•U24
0.4133
004134
004136
004109
004121
004124
0.4125
004114
004111
004111
004093
o.4093
004092
0.4059
004062
004036
004036
004004
Oo.3970

GAMMA2

0.4077
o.4045
003989
o.3926
Oa4060
004020
0.3961
0.3896
0.4066
004001
0.3935
004038
003972
0.3903
0.3997
003933
Oo3971
0.3902
003937
003902·

N
N

Table 14
Ma.ter.ials
Compound

Company
and Grade

Na2S04. 10H20

Baker and AdamsonReagent

(~~)4,N0H

Eastman Wbite Label

H2S04

Baker and AdamsonReagent

HCl

duPont Reagent

Na0H

Baker•Analyzed1 Reagent

APPENDIX
F
the va1ues in Table 15 are given in the

The data used to obtain

f"orm.of" IBM 7040 computer input data on pages
Table

12,S-138

0

15

Log Kand ~H Values Determined ithe
Ent~py Titration
Method for the Reaction
OH""+ HPO -=- P0 - + H~ in
3
Aqueous Solution at 2 °c.
Ran No.

Range of"~
Covered

Average Log K
from EntropyTitration

Average t:::..H
from EntropyTitration

3119

.10... 15

1.693 ¼0.08

..9.30 :t0.88

3121

.1;?.;..16

1.641 :i:.0.05

-8.77 :l0.55

3122

•

1.593 :i:.0.10

-9.78 :::1.16

3123

"

1.605 :i:.0.06

...9.75 :l0.74

3124

n

1.632 ::l0.07

-8.94 :t8..?4 ~·0.'7

3091

• 1.5-.20

1.592 :l0.03

...9000 :l0.31

3092

"

1.606 ::l0.01

-8.97 :0.16

:3093

"

1.584:10.02

-9.14 ::l0.24

3094

11

1• .587 :0.02

..9.10 ::l0.24

1.614 :l0.07

...a.90 :1:.0.64

n

1. 608 :l:.O.09

...8.97 :1:1.11

3089

"

1 ...583:l0.04

...9106 :0.38

3090

"

1.578 ::l0.,03

...9.12 ::l0.29

1.609

...9.14

'3088

Average••••••••••••••••••

Standard deviation ••• .,••• ;;0 0J2
0

124

.J!).J1

..

SIBFTC
C
CALCULATES PK AND DH FOR HA--+
OH-=
A---+
H20 OR A+++
H+ = HA+++
C
THERM
THERMISTER CONSTANT
DEG/UNIT
HEAT CAPACITY OF THE INITIAL
SYSTEM
CALORIES/DEGREE
CPCAL
C
CAL/ML
CPTIT
HEAT CAPACITY OF THE TITRANT
C
PARTIAL MOLAR ENTHALPY OF TITRANT
CAL/MOLE
HDILT
C
TEMP UNITS/TIME
UNITS
SLOPA
INITIAL
STIRRING
SLOPE
C
TEMP UNITS/TIME
UNITS
SLOPD
FINAL STIRRING
SLOPE
C
AMP
AMPLIFICATION
C
MOLES/LITER
CTIT
CONCENTRATION OF TITRANT
C
UNITS
TEMPT
TOTAL TEMPERATURE RISE
C
UNITS
TIMET
TOTAL TIME
C
FIRST GUESS IONIC STRENGTH
MOLES/LITER
UG
C
MOLES/LITER
INIT1AL CONCENTRATION IN CALORIMETER
CCAT
C
ANGSTROMS
A IN DEBYE EQUATION
DCA
C
TITRANT DELIVERY RATE
L1TERS/SECOND
TITDR
C
INITIAL
VOLUME
LITERS
VOLI
C
T{N)
TEMPERATURE AT 40 UNIT INTERVALS
UNITS
C
TEMPERATURE AT TIME ZERO
UNITS
TZO
C
RUN NUMBER
RUN
C
TEMP OF SOLN - TEMP OF TITRANT AT TIME ZERO
UNITS
DELTI
C
ZA
NOT USED
C
UG
FIRST GUESS IONIC STRENGTH
C
DIMENSION BOX3(2}.XQX{2}»DOQ(2)
DIMENSION
BX(15.15).GK{15.15)~DHX(15915)9DFXC15915}9
1osx<1s~1s>~sa1<1s.1s1~sa2<1s.1s>.Ga1c1s.1s>,Ga2<1s.1s>.
2Gl(l5915).G2{15el5)
DIMENSION AAQ(2),BBQ(2)iCCQ{2)
11111
DIMENSION ZYX(l3)
101 FORMAT(8Et0.6)
102 FORMAT(12F5ol)
103 FORMAT(1H0,8E14.5)
104 FORMAT(13A6}
105 FORMAT(lOHOOELTAH = .Fa.1.sx.lOHOELTAFl
= .Fa.1.sx.10HDELTASI
= 9
1Fa.1.sx.10HLOG
EQl = 9F8.4,5X,8HSQMU1
= »F7.6/11HOAVSQMUS
= »F7.6,
25X.10HDELTAF2
»F8el»5X,10HDELTAS2
,F8.1»5X»10HLOG
EQ2 = ,F8.4

=

=

.....

{':

3,5X,8HSOMU2
= 9F7.6/1H0,42X,13HTHERMO
EQl = .FB.3,4X,11HCONC
EQl
4 •
F7o3,BX.6HMU1
= ,F8.6/7HORUN
= .F4o0,32Xs13HTHERMO
EQ2 = ,F8.
EQ2 = ,F7.3,8X.6HMU2
= .F8e6)
53,4X,11HCONC
1005 FORMAT(l7HODELTAH(O,K,1)
.F8ol•5Xs16HOELTAH(Q,K.2)
.FBol)
106 FORMAT(12F5e5)
107 FORMAT(l2F4ol)
108 FORMAT(1H-.40X,29HCOMBINATION
OF DATA POINTS=
.I2,1H,.I2)
109 DIMENSION T{12),W(l2).WD(2},TD(2},A{3),AS(l2).S(12),HL{l2)
1,SLOP(2).CAL(2),DIL(2).Q(2).
TF{12),QL(12).VOL(2).CAT(2)•
2CHT(2),CNA(2),CCL04(2),X{2),CH(2).CA(2),CHA(2},U(2),U1(2).EQ(4)
3oSOMU(12),TDIL(12)oCORR(2)oPIL(2).T0(2).Z{2)eY(2)•R(2}oGMM{2),
4EQL(2).DF(2),DS(2).TE0(2),EQ1(2),QPD(2)
,GQ(2)
1009 DIMENSION DHEX{2),G8(2).G9(2).G3(2),C1(2loC2(2),CW(2).AAA(2).
18BB{2).CCC(2).000(2),EEE(2),Hl{2),H(2).P(2),HP(2),H2P(2),0H(2),
2SR(2),PTC(2),0HAC(2).BOX1(2),BOX2(2)
SQUARE ROOT OF MU CORRESPONDING TO TOILS
C
8 READ(5,106)SQMU(l)oSQMU(2).SQMU(3),SQMU{4),SQMU(5)»SOMU(6),
1SQMU(7).SQMU(8)pSQMU(9),SOMU(lO).SQMU{ll)9SQMU(12)
APPARENT PARTIAL MOLAR ENTHALPY CORRESPONDING TO SQMUS
C
9 REA0(5,107)TOIL(l)QTDIL(2)9TOIL(3),TOIL(4)9TOILCS),TDIL(6)pTDIL
1(7).TOIL(8),TDIL{9),TDIL(10),TOIL{ll)•TDIL(12)
ZYX IS TITLE
CARO
1 GOES IN COLUMN 1
C
110 REAO(S.104)ZYX
10 READ(5,101)n-lERM,TITDR,CPCAL,CPTIT,HOILT,VOLI
11 REA0(5~101)SLOPA,SLOPD,AMP,CTIT,TEMPT,TIMET.UG,CCAT
12 READ(5,102)T{l)pT(2),T(3),T{4),T(5),T(6),T(7),T(8),T(9),T(lO),
1T(ll),T(12)
,ZA
14 REA0(5,102)RUN,DELTl,DCA
IJK=O

=

=

=

.....
~

LXL=l

C
C
C
C
C

NUR=RUN
CORRECTS
EQ(l)

ow

FK2
DHI

HEAT FOR HYDROLYSIS
ESTIMATED EQUILIBRIUM
CONSTANT TO BE CALCULATED
WATER CONSTANT (IONIZATION)
H+ = H2A- OR A+++
OH-=
FORMATION CONSTANT FOR HA--+
DELTA H FOR H2A- +OH-=
HA--+
H20 OR AOH+ + H+ =A+++

AOH+
H20

EQ(1)=10o**(la6)

OW=lOo**(-13.9982)

C
C

C

C

140
470
141

1400

1401
1402
1403
1404
1405
1406
1407
1408
1409
1410
1411

14110

142

1412

FK2=10o**(7o20)
DHI=-1260000
00141N=l,2
GMM(N)=l.O

IONIC STRENGTH
U(N)=UG
NUMB=O
FIND THE NUMBER OF REAL T{N)
001403N=lsi12
IF(T(N)-Oo0)1403ol404ol403
NUMB=NUMB+l
D01406N=lsiNUMB
APP-=N
W = TIME
U

W{N)=40o0*APP

MUM=NUMB-1
D0742NA=loMUM
MA=NA+2

TD AND WD ARE TEMPERATURE AND TIME DATA POINTS
TO(l)=T(NA)
WO(l)=W(NA)

007410JA=MAoNUMBo2
IF(JAoGToNUMB)GOT0742
KAK=lo0

KOOL=l
TD(2)=T(JA)

1413 W0(2)=W(.JA)
15 A(l}=W0(l)/40

A(2)=W0(2)/40o0

C
C

VALUES

.. 0

A(3)=TIMET/40o0
CALCULATE Q CORRECTED
18-46
18-28
STIRRING
AND NEWTON'S LAW HEAT LOSS CALCULATIONS
18 0019N=1,12
19 S(N)={SLOPA*CPCAL)+{(((SLOPO*{CPCAL+(TIMET*TITOR*ISOO.*CPTIT)))17

....

~

20
21
22
23
24

25
26

28
42
43

44

C
C
C
C

45

47
48
49

52
450
4570

l(SLOPA*CPCAL))*T(N))/TEMPT)
HL(l)=((SLOPA*CPCAL)+S(l))/2e0
D022N=21112
HL(N)=(S(N-l)+S(N))/2e0
00281=1.2
N=A(I)
QL(l)=O.,O
0028J=111N
OL(I)=QL(I)+HL(J)*40.0*(THERM/AMP)
0045N=1112
TO(N)=(TO(N)*(THERM/AMP))
Q(N)=-TO(N)*(CPCAL+(WO(N)*TITDR*1500eO*CPTIT))+QL(N)
Z(N)=SQRT(U(N))
GMM
ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT
VOL
VOLUME
A TOTAL
CAT
TITRANT TOTAL
CHT
0052N=l,2
VOL(N)=(WO(N)*le5*TITOR)+Ool000
CAT(N)=(CCAT*OelOOO)/VOL(N)
CHT{N)=(WD(N)*loS*TITOR*CTIT)/YOL(N)
UI1=3o*CCAT
SMUI=SQRT(Ull)
FKl=leO/(EQ(l)*DW)
FK12=FK1*FK2
OHEXI=(-.5092*SMUI)/(le0+0CA*Oo3281*SMUI)
GlI=lOo**(OHEXI)
G2I=l0o**(4.0*0HEXI)
G31=10•**{9.0*0HEXI)
Dl=FKl*Gll*G3I/G21
02=FK12*G1I*G3I
EW=OW/{Gll*Gll)
AA=D2
BB=Ol+CCAT*02
CC=l.O-EW*D2
00=-CCAT-EW*D1

MOLES/LITER
MOLES/LITER

...
~

4571

4572

460
C

C

451
452
453
454
455
456
457
16

EE=-EW
HX=l0.,**{-7)
H2=HX-{({HX*HX*AA*HX*HX)+{HX*BB*HX*HX)+(HX*CC*HX)+(HX*OD)+EE)
1/l(HX*HX*AA*HX*4G0)+(HX*BB*HX*3e0)+(HX*CC*2c0)+0O))
IF{ABS({HX-H2)/{H2))oLTcOe00l)GOT04572
HX=H2
GOT04571
PI=CCAT/(loO+H2*D1+H2*H2*D2)
HPI=Dl*H2*PI
H2PI=D2*H2*H2*PI
OHI=EW/'H2
Ul2=(9oO*PI+OHI+4oO*HPI+2.,0*CCAT+H2PI)/2oO
IF{ABS{(Ul2-Uil)/UI2)oLTeOoOOl)GOT0460
UIJ.=UI2
GOT04570
CONTINUE
0046N=lP2
451-455
HEAT OF DILUTION
D0455KBU=1912
IF{SOMU(KBU)eLTeZ{N))GOT0455
DIL(N}=({(Z(Nl-SOMU{KBU-l))*{TDIL{KBU)-TDIL{KBU-1)))
1/(SQMU{KBU)-SQMU(KBU-l)))+TDIL(KBU-l)
GOT0456
CONTINUE
PIL{N}=(OILCN)-HDILT)*WD{N)*l.,5*TITDR*CTIT
CORR(N)=OELTI*«THERM/AMP)*TITDR*lSOO.O*CPTIT*WO(N)
16-46
SPECIES
DISTRIBUTION
DHEX(N»=(-Oo5092*Z(N))/(l.O+OCA*Oo328l*Z(N))
G8(N)=l0o**(DHEX(N))
G9{N)=lO~**(DHEX(N)*4eO)
G3(N)=l0e**(DHEX{N)*9o0)
Cl{N)=FK1*G8(N)*G3{N)/G9(N)
C2(N)=FK12*GS(N)*G3{N)
CW(N)=DW/(G8(N)*G8(N)}

AAA(N)=C2(N)
B8B(N)=Cl(N)+CAT(N)*C2{N)+CHT(N)*C2{N)

t-.a-

~

CCC(N)=lo0-CW(N)*C2(N)+CHT(N)*Cl(N)
OOD{N)=-CAT(N)-CW(N)*Cl(N)+CHT(N)
EEE(N)=-CW{N)
Hl(N)=lOo**(-7)
44571
H{N)=Hl(N)-((((Hl(N)**2)*AAA{N)*(Hl{N)**2))+((Hl{N)**2)*BBB(N)*
1Hl(N))+(CCC(N)*(Hl(N)**2))+DDD(N)*Hl(N)+EEE(N})/
2((4.0*(Hl(N}**2)*AAA(N)*{Hl(N})}+(BBB(N)*3oO*(Hl(N)**2))+
3{2oO*CCC{N)*Hl(N})+OOO(N)))
IF{ABS((Hl(N)-H(N))/(H{N)))oLToOo001)GOT044572
Hl(N)=H(N)
GOT044571
P(N)=CAT(N)/(l.O+H(N)*Cl{N)+H(N)*H(N)*C2(N))
44572
HP(N)=Cl(N)*H{N)*P(N)
H2P{N)=C2(N)*H(N)*H(N)*P(N)
OH(N)=CW{N)/H(N)
Ul(N)=(9oO*P(N)+4.0*HP(N)+H2P{N)+2.0*CAT(N)+OH(N)+CHT(N})/2eO
IF{ABS((UlCN)-U(N))/Ul(N)).LT.O.OOl)GOT044599
U(N)=Ul(N)
Z(N)=SQRT(Ul(N))
GOT0451
SR(N)={VOLI*H2PI-H2P(N)*VOL(N))*DHI
44599
C
Y
HEAT DUE TO THE REACTION ONLY
Y{N)=Q(N)-PIL(N)=CORR{N)-SR(N)
46=601
CALCULATE DELTA HAND EQUILIBRIUM
CONSTANT
C
46 CONTINUE
D0550N=l112
GMM{N)=G8(N)*G9{N)/G3(N)
PTC(N)=CAT(N)-H2P(N)
OHAC{N)=CHT(N}+H2P{N)+H(N)
BOXl(N)=OHAC{N)*PTC(N)*VOL(N)*VOL(N)-{Pl*VOLl*VOL(N))*(OHAC(N)+
lPTC(N))+PI*Pl*VOLI*VOLI
BOX2{N)=2.0*Y(N)*PI*VOLl-{Y(N)*VOL(N))*{OHAC(N)+PTC(N))
BOX3(N)=Y(N)*Y(N)
XQX(N)=VOL(N)/GMM(N)
550 CONTINUE
D055N=l,2

....

\A)

0

55

57

58

601
61
66
660
6601
C

661
67
68
69

690
70

IF(NeEOel)JJ=2
IF(N.EOo2)JJ=l
AAQ(N)=XQX(N)*(PI*VOLI*BOXl(JJ))
BBQ(N)=XQX(N)*(Y(N)*B0Xl{JJ)+Pl*VOLI*BOX2(JJ))
CCQ(N)=XQX(N)*{Y(N)*BOX2{JJ)+PI*VOLI*BOX3(JJ))
DOQ(N)=XQX(N)*(Y(N)*BOX3(JJ))
CONTINUE
AQ=AAO{l)-AAQ(2)
BQ=BBO(l)=BBQ(2)
CQ=CCO(l)-CCQ(2}
DQ=ODO(l)-DOQ(2)
DHG=-10000.,0
DH=DHG-({AO*{DHG**3)+BO*(DHG**2)+CO*DHG+DQ)/(3oO*AO*(DHG**2)
1+2oO*BO*DHG+CQ))
IF(ABS((DHG-OH)/DH)oLToO.OOl)GOT058
DHG=OH
GOT057
CONTINUE
00601N=1•2
EQ(N)=(VOLCN}*DH/GMM{N))*(Y{N)+Pl*VOLl*DH)/(BOXl(N)*DH*DH+BOX2(N)
1*0H-+BOX3(N})
IF(EQ(N)oLToOeO)GOT04573
D066N:;::l112
GQ{N)=EQ(N)*GMM(N)
IF(KOOLoEOal)GOT070
KAK=KAK+l
IF(KAKoGTo50)GOT04573
0067N=l.,2
CHECK SUCCESIVE
APPROXIMATIONS
R(N)=ABS((EQ(N)-EOl{N))/EQ(N))
IF(R{l)-o001)69e69o70
IF(R(2)-o001)690•690.,70
IF (ABS((XXDH-DH)/OH)oLT.O.OOl)GOT0720
0071N=l,2
U(N)=Ut(N)
EQl(N)=EQ(N)

.....
.....

\A

71
710
C

C

72
4573

720
721
722
7220
723
724
725

Z(N)=SQRT(U(N))
KOOL=KOOL+l
XXDH=OH
GOT0450
4573 FF
ZEROS CALCULATIONS
IF EQUILIBRIUM
G2 (NA.,JA)=o.o
GI (NA.,JA)=O.O
GQt(NA.,JA)=O
.. O
GQ2(NA.,JA)=Q.,O
,.
SQl{NA.,JA)=OoO
SQ2(NAs,JA)=o.o
BX (NA.,JA)=OoO
GK (NA.JA)=OoO
OHX(NAs,JA)=O.O
DFX(NA.,JA)=OeO
DSX(NA.,JA)=o
.. o
EQ(2)=10o**2
EQ{l)=10o**2e0
GOT07410
00721N=1
.. 2
722-7410
STORING INFORMATION
Z(N)=SQRT(Ul{N))
B=(Z(l)+Z{2))/2e0
BX(NA.,JA)=B

00726N=lll2
EQL(N)=ALOGlO(EQ(N))
DFCN)=-le9873*298ol6*2e3026*EOL(N}
OFX(NA.,JA}=OF{l)
0S(N)=(OH-OF(N))/298.16
OSX(NA.,JA)=OS(l)

EQL{N}=ALOGlO(GQ(N))
GQl{NA.,JA)=EQL(l)

726

GQ2{NA.,JA)=EOL(2)
TEQ(N)=EQ{N)
GK(NA.,JA)=ALOG10{EQ{2))
OHX{NA.,JA)=OH

CONSTANTS

ARE NEGATIVE

.....

~

N

7410
742
7420
7421
7422
7423

111

C

7424
7425
7426

7427
7428
7429

Gl(NAsiJA)=GMM(l)
G2(NA11JA)=GMM{2)
SQl(NA11JA)=Z(l)
SQ2(NAsiJA)=Z(2)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
FORMAT(lHOsi47Xsi26HOH+ HP04-= P04--+H20)
FORMAT(lHOD47Xsi8HRUN
NOe 11l411lX1111HAT 25 DEGoC)
FORMAT(7Xol211lH11012o2XoF7o4•4X11F7e4114X11F7o0114X11F7.0.4X.F6el•2X•
1F7o4112X11F7e4114X11F7o4si4XsiF7o4•3X11F7o4si2X11F7o4)
FORMAT(7Xo4HDATA.4Xsi7HAVSQMUSo4Xo5HLOG
KoSX117HDELTA H.,4Xo
17HDELTA F~4X.7HDELTA
So3Xsi5HSQMUt.4X.SHSQMU211SX.SHLOGQl116X11
2 5HLOG0211SX116HGAMMAl113Xo6HGAMMA2/8Xo4HPTSosi25X118HCAL/MOLE113X.
38HCAL/MOLEo5Xsi4HEoUo)
WRITE{6.104)ZYX
WRITE(6.,7420)
WRITE(6e7421)NUR
WRITE€6117423)
7424-7441
STATISTICAL
TREATMENT
007428NA=loNUMB
MA=NA+2
IF(MAoGToNUMB)GOT07429
007427JA=MA11NUMB.,2
WRITE(6117422)NA.JAoBX(NA11JA)11GK(NA11JA).OHX(NA.JA)sOFX(NA11JA).
lOSX(NA11JA)11SOl(NA11JA).S02(NA11JA)11GOl(NA.JA)~GQ2{NA11JA)11
2Gl(NAoJA)11G2(NAs,JA)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
VDB=OoO
SGK=OeO
SOHX=OoO
SOFX=O.,O
SOSX=O.O
007431NA==l.NUMB
IF{IJK.EQ.l)GOT074350
MA=NA+2

.....

~

C

C

7430
7431
7432

C

C

7433
7434

IF(MAoGToNUMB)GOT07432
D07430JA=MA.NUMB.2
IF(GK(NAvJA).EOoOoO)GOT07430
VDB=VDB+l.O
SUMMING PKo OH9 DGv OS
SGK=SGK+GK(NA.JA)
SDHX=SDHX+DHX{NA9JA)
SOFX=SDFX+OFX{NA.JA)
SDSX=SOSX¼OSX{NAoJA)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
AVERAGING
AVGK=SGK/VDB
AVDH=SDHX/VDB
AVOF=SDFX/VOB
AVDS=SDSX/VDB
SDEGK=O.,o
SDEDH=OoO
SDEDF=O.,o
SOEDS=O .. O
LXL=l+LXL
IF(LXLoGE»4l}GOT0110
XVGK{LXL)=AVGK
D07434NA=loNUMB
MA=NA+2
IF(MAoGTcNUMB)GOT07435
007433JA=MAoNUMBo2
IF{GK(NA.JA).EOoOoO)GOT07433
SUMMING (DEVIATIONS**2)
SDEGK=SDEGK+((AVGK-GK(NA9JA))**2)
SDEDH=SDEDH+{(AVDH-DHX(NAoJA))**2)
SDEDF=SDEDF+((AVDF-DFX{NA,JA))**2l
SDEDS=SOEDS+((AVDS-DSX(NA,JA))**2)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
STANDARD DEVIATIONS

&..a.

""

7435

SIGGK=SQRT(SOEGK/(VDB-1.0))
SIGDH=SQRT(SDEOH/(VOB-loO))
SIGDF=SQRT(SDEOF/(VOB-leO))
SIGDS=SQRT(SDEDS/(VOB-leO))
SSS=2oO*SIGGK
007438NA=ls,NUMB
MA=NA+2

IF(MAoGT.NUMB)GOT07439
ELIMINATING
BAD POINTS
007437JA=MA,NUMB,2
IF{ABS{AVGK-GK(NAs,JA))oLTeSSS)GOT07437
GK (NA,JA)=OoO

C

OHX(NAs,JA)=OeO

7437
7438
7439
7440

OFX{NAgJA}=OoO
OSX(NA,JA)=o.,o
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
IF(LXLGGEo4l)GOT0110
IF(LXLeEOe2)GOT07429
IF(ABS((XVGK{LXL)-XVGK(LXL-1))/(XVGK(LXL)))oGEo(SSS/{VDB-loO)))
1GOT07429

....

\.,)

""

IJK=l

LV=95
IIl=VOB
CALL DEVPNT{SIGGKs,lllS>LV,CNFLK)
CALL DEVPNT(SIGOHs,llls,LVs,CNFLH)
CALL DEVPNT{SIGOFs,III,LV,CNFLF)
CALL DEVPNT(SIGDSeIII,LVoCNFLS)
7441
GOTOlll
C
SUBROUTINE
TO COMPUTE THE
90 OR 95 PERCENT
C
CONFIDENCE LIMITS
OSTLEo
STSTISTICS
IN RESEARCH,APPENOIX
C
REFERENCE FORT-TABLE
7436 FORMAT{lOXs,8HAVERAGESs,8X,F7.4,4X,F7.0,4X.F7.0,4X,F6.1//
110X,9HSTO.
DEVos,7XPF7o4o4X,F7.0,4X,F7.0,4X,F6el//
210X,14H95
CONFo LIMIT,2X,F7.4,4X,F7.0,4X,F7.0,4X,F6.1)
7442 FORMAT{25X,8H--------,4X,8H--------,3X,8H--------,3X,8H--------/)

5

74350

WRITE(697442)
WRITE(6.7436)AVGK9AVOH9AVDF9AVOS9SIGGKsSIGDH9SIGOFsSIG0S9CNFLK9
lCNFLH9CNFLF9CNFLS
77 GOTOllO
78 END
SENTRY
000000663008030111401215013080155301739018630199802486027460
000002900340045004900520060006500690072008400900
1
HP04-ENTROPY TITR.
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+118000+03+999000-0l
+610000+00+557368+00+200000+02+339700+00+638500+03+477000+03+400000-02+214000-02
+0881+1557+2185+2771+3320+3832+4332+4796+5215+5630+6038+0000
31220-0010+0048+0000
1
HP04-ENTROPY TITRe
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+118000+03+999000-01
+610000+00+602353+00+200000+02+339700+00+628800+03+477300+03+400000-02+214000-02
+0861+1542+2169+2757+3320+3823+4303+4750+5170+5560+5961+0000
31210+0170+0048+0000
1.
HP04-+665400-03+854500=05+104610+03+100000+01+118000+03+999000-0l
+259259-01+268907-01+100000+01+339700+00+798000+02+475900+03+200000-01+946400-02
+0109+0200+0291+0367+0437+0502+0564+0618+0671+0718+0760+0000
30870+0000+0048+0000
1
HP04-+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+118000+03+999000-0l
+310588+00+277381+00+100040+02+339700+00+806300+03+476800+03+200000-01+946400-02
+1088+2043+2924+3726+4665+5132+5747+6306+6815+7281+7702+0000
30880-0100+0048+0000
1
HP04-+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+118000+03+999000-01
+303095+00+265208+00+100040+02+339700+00+795400+03+476700+03+200000-01+946400-02
+1072+2017+2780+3665+4402+5062+5660+6221+6724+7181+7601+0000
30890+0000+0048+0000
1
HP04-ENTROPYTITR
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+118000+03+999000-0l
+321070+00+269120+00+100040+02+339700+00+806700+03+476500+03+200000-01+946400-02

i-"

\.»

°'

+1088+2043+2924+3726+4467+5138+5750+6313+6826+7290+7790+0000
30900-0160+0048+0000
1

HP04--

ENTROPYTITR

l

HP04-=

ENTROPYTITR

1

HP04--

ENTROPYTITR

+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+118000+03+999000-01
+310240+00+281210+00+100040+02+339700+00+547900+03+476100+03+100000-01+564400-02
+0770+1418+2004+2549+3040+3484+3898+4273+4624+4944+5236+0000
30910+0100+0048+0000
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+118000+03+999000-0l
+298840+00+290430+00+100040+02+339700+00+556200+03+476400+03+100000-01+564400-02
+0777+1446+2041+2590+3094+3551+3960+4341+4691+5006+5310+0000
30920+0030+0048+0000
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+118000+03+999000-01
+313000+00+281200+00+100040+02+339700+00+551900+03+476600+03+100000-01+564400-02
+0769+1427+2012+2557+3060+3510+3917+4299+4646+4969+5267+0000
30930+0060+0048+0000

1

HP04--

ENTROPYTITR

l

HP04--

ENTROPYTITR

+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+118000+03+999000-01
+335710+00+300000+00+100040+02+339700+00+562300+03+476500+03+100000-01+564400-02
+0785+1439+2053+2614+3125+3580+4005+4392+4749+5073+5363+0000
30940+0100+0048+0000
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+!00000+01+118000+03+999000-0l
+678242+00+634167+00+200000+02+339700+00+492700+03+476500+03+200000-02+934000-03
+0635+1125+1597+2040+2472+2864+3252+3617+3971+4307+4632+0000
31190+0000+0048+0000
1
HP04-ENTROPY TITR.
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+118000+03+999000-0l
+630588+00+603667+00+200000+02+339700+00+636600+03+477900+03+400000-02+214000-02
+0872+1546+2194+2770+3~22+3847+4337+4778+5219+5626+6006+0000
31240+0000+0048+0000
1
HP04-ENTROPY TITRe
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+118000+03+999000-01
+664688+00+619677+00+200000+02+339700+00+673300+03+477300+03+400000-02+214000-02
+0900+1621+2294+2910+3499+4055+4561+5044+5479+5921+6357+0000
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Table 16
Materials

Co5?!&and Grade
NoBoSostandard Sample Number 186..ll-b
Baker '.Analyzed' Reagent. Carbonate
Free 50~ Solution

APPENDIX
G
The da.ta used to. obtain

the values in Table 17 are given in the

form of IBM 704o computer input

data on pages 142-152.

Table 17
Log K and .6..H Values Determined by the Entropy T1tration
Method for the Reaction
OH'"'+ HA A· + H2o in
Aqueous Solution at 25°c.
(HA = Ribose or Adenosine)
Run No.

Range of -..[u"" Average Log K
Covered
from Entropy Titration

Average ,6H
from Entropy Titration

(Ribose)

3421

0.10-0.17

1.85 :0.02

-4.8.3 :l().08

3422

"

1.84 :0.0.3

-4.88 :0.11

It

1.89 :i.0.05

-4.69 :0.21

Average••••••o••oo•oooe•o

1.86

-4.80

standard

:0.0.3

:t.-0.10

.342.3

deviation •••••••

(Continued

on next page)

140

141
Run

No. Range of-{u
Covered

Average Log K
from Entropy Titration

Average .6.H
from Entropy Titration

(Adenosine)

3448

0.09-0.17

1.64 :t0.0.5

-3.83 :0.25

1.64

-3. 57 ±-0.19

3449

,:n

34.50

H

1.62 :t0.05

-J. 70 :lO. 21

.3451

ft

1.6, :t0.1,

-J.56 :0.is

.3.525

ti

1.69 :t0.10

-.3.51 :tO• .3.5

.3526

t1

1.67 :t0.11

-J.64 :t0.42

.3.527

it

1.65 :t0.08

-.3.6.5:t0•.32

J.528

ti

1.71 :t0.14

-.3•.32:tO• .50

.3.529

It

1.67 :t0.06

-J.58 :t0.25

.3.5.30

H

1.71 :t0.0.5

-J.42 :t0.16

3.531

H

1.64 :t0.11

-J.70 :t0.4.5

.35.32

"

1.62 :l().08

-J.85 :tO.33

3.533

ft

1.64 :t0.06

-3. 64 :tO.23

3534

It

1.63 :t0.07

-3.66 :t0.26

3.535

Ii

1.66 ±-0.09

-J. 52 :tO.34

3536

n

1• .59:t0.08

-J. 95 :t0.40

Average••••oooo•ooo•oo••o

1.6.5

-3.63

Standard deviation •••••••

:l:0.03

:t0.16

:l().0.5

SIBFTC
C
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES PK AND DH FOR HA+ OH-=
A-+
H20 OR A+ H+ = HA+
C
THERM
THERMISTER CONSTANT
DEG/UNIT
HEAT CAPACITY OF THE INITIAL
SYSTEM
CPCAL
CALORIES/DEGREE
C
CAL/ML
CPTIT
HEAT CAPACITY OF THE TITRANT
C
CAL/MOLE
HOILT
PARTIAL MOLAR ENTHALPY OF TlTRANT
C
INITIAL
STIRRING
SLOPE
SLOPA
TEMP UNITS/TIME
UNITS
C
SLOPD
FINAL STIRRING
SLOPE
TEMP UNITS/TIME
UNITS
C
AMPLIFICATION
AMP
C
CONCENTRATION OF TITRANT
MOLES/LITER
CTIT
C
TOTAL TEMPERATURE RISE
TEMPT
UNITS
C
TOTAL TIME
TIMET
UNITS
C
FIRST GUESS IONIC STRENGTH
MOLES/LITER
UG
C
CCAT
INITIAL
CONCENTRATION IN CALORIMETER
MOLES/LITER
C
A IN DEBYE EQUATION
OCA
C
ANGSTROMS
TITOR
TITRANT DELIVERY RATE
LITERS/SECOND
C
VOLi
INITIAL
VOLUME
LITERS
C
T(N)
TEMPERATURE AT 40 UNIT INTERVALS
UNITS
C
RUN NUMBER
RUN
C
TEMP OF SOLN - TEMP OF TITRANT AT TIME ZERO
DELTI
C
UNITS
NOT USED
ZA
C
11111
DIMENSION ZYX(13)
eXEQX(2)
DIMENSION
BX(15915)eGK{15e15)eDHX(l5915)pQFX(l5e15)e
10SX(l5915)9SQ1(15P15)pSQ2(15e15)eG01(15e15)eG02(15e15)e
2G1(15915).G2(15.15)
DIMENSION AAQ(2)gBBQ{2)oCCQ(2)
9AZY(12)
DIMENSION XVGK{40)
101 FORMAT(8El0o6)
102 FORMAT(13F5ol)
103 FORMAT(1H098El4.5)
104 FORMAT(l3A6)
106 FORMAT(12F5o5)
107 FORMAT(12F3el)
109 DIMENSION T(12).W(12).WD(2)eTD(2).A{3)eAS(12)•S(12).HL(12)
1,SLOP(2).CAL{2).DIL(2),0(2).
TF{12),QL(l2}.VOL(2).CAT{2)•
2CHT(2)9CNA{2)9CCL04(2)eX(2).CH(2).CA{2).CHA(2}.U(2).U1(2}.EQ(4)

.....

t

3,SQMU(l2),TDIL(l2),CORR(2),PIL(2),T0(2).Z(2)sY(2),R{2).GMM{2)•
4EQL(2),DF(2),DS(2),TEQ{2),EQ1(2),QP0(2)
,GQ{2)
C
SQUARE ROOT OF MU CORRESPONDING TO TOILS
8 READ(5,106}SQMU(l),SQMU(2),SQMU(3),SQMU{4),SQMU(5).SQMU(6),
1SQMU(7)oSOMU(8),SQMU{9),SQMU(l0),SQMU{ll),SOMU(l2)
C
APPARENT PARTIAL MOLAR ENTHALPY CORRESPONDING TO SQMUS
9 REA0(5ol07)TOIL(l),TDIL(2),TOIL(3),TDIL(4),TDIL(5),TOIL(6).TDIL
1(7),TDIL(8),TDIL{9),TDIL(10),TOIL{ll),TOIL(12)
C
ZYX IS TITLE CARD
l GOES IN COLUMN 1
110 READ(5,104)ZYX
10 REA0(5,10l)THERM,TITDR,CPCAL,CPTIT,HOILT,VOL1
11 READ(5,10l)SLOPA,SLOPD,AMP,CTIT,TEMPT,TIMET,UG,CCAT
12 READ{5,102)T(l),T(2),TC3)9TC4),T(5),T(6),TC7),T{8),T(9),T(l0).
14

C
C

1400
1401
1402

1403
1404

1405
C

C

1406
1407
1408
1409

1410

1T(ll),T{l2)

READ{5ol02)RUNoDELTI,DCA
NUR=RUN
IJK=O
LXL=l
CORRECTS HEAT FOR HYDROLYSIS
H2AD=(CCAT*l0o**{-10.55))**0•5
SR=H2AD*VOLI*(-10000o0)
FIND THE NUMBER OF REAL T(N)
NUMB=O
001403N=1912
IF(T(N)-Oo0)1403ol404o1403
NUMB=NUMB+l
001406N=l~NUMB
APP=N
W:: TIME

,ZA

....

~

VALUES

W(N)=40oO*APP
MUM=NUMB-1
00742NA=loMUM
MA=NA+2
TD ANO WO ARE TEMPERATURE ANO TIME DATA POINTS
TD(l)=T(NA)
WD(t)=W(NA)

1411
14110
142
1412
1413
15
16
17
C
C

18

19

C

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
47

C
C
C
C

48
49
50
52
42
43

44

D07410JA=MA'l}NUMB.2
IF(JAoGT.NUMB)GOT0742
KOOL=l
T0(2)=T(JA)
W0(2)=W{JA)
A(l}=W0(1)/40o0
A(2)=WD(2)/40o0
A(3)=TIMET/40o0
18-46
CALCULATE Q CORRECTED
STIRRING
ANO NEWTONus LAW HEAT LOSS CALCULATIONS
18-28
0019N=l'll12
S(N)=(SLOPA*CPCAL)+((({SLOPD*{CPCAL+(TIMET*TITDR*lSOOo*CPTIT)))l(SLOPA*CPCAL))*T(N))/TEMPT)
HL(l)=((SLOPA*CPCAL)+S{l))/2.0
D022N=2'1>12
HL(N)=(S(N-l)+S(N))/2o0
00281=1'1>2
N=A(I)
QL(I)=O .. O
0028J=l'l>N
QL(l)=QL(I)+HL(J)*40oO*(THERM/AMP)
0052N=l•2
GMM
ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT
VOL
VOLUME
MOLES/LITER
A TOTAL
CAT
MOLES/LITER
CHT
TITRANT TOTAL
u
IONIC STRENGTH
GMM{N)=leO
VOL(N)=(WD(N)*lo5*TITDR)+VOLI
CAT{N)={CCAT*VOLI
)/VOL(N)
CHT(N)=(WO{N)*le5*TITDR*CTIT)/VOL(N)
U(N)=CHT{N)
CONTINUE
0045N=1•2
TO(N)={TD(N}*(THERM/AMP))
Q(N)=-TO{N)*(CPCAL+(WD(N)*TITDR*lSOO.O*CPTIT))+QL(N)

.....

f

C

45
450
451

452
453
454
455

456

C
C

457
46
53
54

55

57

58

601

C

72

4573

Z(N)=SQRT(U(N))
CONTINUE
0046N=ls,2
451-455
HEAT OF DILUTION
00455KBU=ls,12
IF(SQMU(KBU)oLT.Z(N))GOT0455
OIL(N)=(({Z{N)-SQMU{KBU-l))*(TDIL(KBU)-TOIL(KBU-1)))
1/{SQMU(KBU)-SQMU{KBU-l)))+TOIL(KBU-1)
GOT0456
CONTINUE
PIL(N)={OIL{N)-HOILT)*WO(N)*lo5*TITDR*CTIT
CORR{N)=OELTI*(THERM/AMP)*TITDR*l500.0*CPTIT*WO(N)
Y
HEAT DUE TO THE REACTION ONLY
Y(N)=Q{N)-PIL(N)-CORR(N)-SR
CONTINUE
53-601
CALCULATE DELTA HAND EQUILIBRIUM
0055N=ls,2
AAQ{N)=VOL{N)*CHT(N)*CAT(N)*GMM{N)/Y(N)
BBQ{N)=-{CHT(N)+CAT(N))*GMM(N)
CCQ(N)=Y{N)*GMM{N)/VOL(N)

CONSTANT

&--1-

&

AQ=AAQ(1)-AAQ(2)

BQ=BBQ{1)-BBQ(2)
CQ=CCQ{l)-CC0(2)
IF{{BO*B0-4e*AO*CO)eLToOoO)GOT04573
DODH=(-BQ+SORT{BO*B0-4e*AO*C0)}/(2o*AO)
DH={-BQ-SQRT
(BO*B0-4o*AO*C0))/(2o*AQ}
D0601N=1102
EQ(N)=DH/{AAQ(N)*DH*DH+BBQ(N)*DH+CCQ{N))
XEQX(N)=(Y(N)*DH*VOL(N))/(CAT(N)*CHT(N)*DH*DH*VOL(N)*VOL{N)l{CAT(N)+CHT(N})*
Y{N)*DH*VOL(N)+Y{N)*Y{N))
IF(EQ(N}aLTo0•0}GOT04573
GOT0722
4573 FF
ZEROS CALCULATIONS IF EQUILIBRIUM
CONSTANTS
G2 (NA9JA)=o.o
Gt (NAoJA}=O.O
GQl(NA,JA)=o.o

ARE NEGATIVE

C

722
7220
723
724
725

726

7410

742
7420
7421
7422
7423

GQ2(NAs,JA)=O.O
SQl{NAs,JA)=O.O
SQ2(NAs,JA)=O.O
BX (NAvJA)-=O.O
GK (NAs,JA)=o.o
OHX(NAvJA)=OoO
OFX(NA1>JA)=o.o
DSX{NAs, J.A) =0• 0
GOT07410
722-7410
STORING INFORMATION
B=(Z(l)+Z(2))/2e0
BX(NAoJA)=B
00726N=ls,2
EQL{N)=ALOGlO(EQ(N))
DF{N)=-lo9873*298ol6*2Q3026*EOL(N}
DFX{NAs,JA)=DF(l)
DS(N)=(OH-DF(N))/298016
DSX(NAs,JA)=DS(l)
GQl{NAs,JA)=EQL{l)
GQ2{NAoJA)=EQL(2)
CONTINUE
DHX(NAoJA)=OH
GK{NAs,JA)=ALOGlO(EQ(2))
Gl(NA9JA)=GMM{l)
G2(NAs,JA)=GMM(2)
SQl(NAs,JA)-=Z(l)
SQ2(NAs,JA)=Z{2)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
FORMAT(lHOs,50Xs,
19HHA +OH-=
H20 + A-)
FORMAT(lHOs,47Xv8HRUN
NO. s,l4,1X.11HAT
25 DEG.Cl
FORMAT(7Xs,l2glHs,gI29
F9o4.4X9F7.4v4X.F7oOv4X.F7.0,4XeF6.1,
1F9.4,
F9o4.4X.F7.4v4X,F7•4•
F9o4•
F9a4)
FORMAT(8X94HOATA.3X97HAVSQMUS.4X95HLOG
K,5X.7HOELTA
H,4X,
17HOELfA Fs,4X.7HOELTA
S,3X,5HSQMU1,4X,5HSQMU2.5X,5HLOGQ1,6X,
2 5HLOGQ29SX1>6HGAMMA1,3X,6HGAMMA2/8X,4HPTSov24Xv8HCAL/MOLE,3X.

g_

II-"

111

C

7424
7425
7426

7427
7428
7429

C

7430

C

7431

7432

38HCAL/MOLE,SX,4HEoUo)
WRITE(6,104)ZYX
WRITE(6,7420)

WRITE(6,742l)NUR
WRITE(6,7423)
7424-7441
STATISTICAL
TREATMENT
007428NA=1,NUMB
MA=NA+2
IF(MAoGTeNUMB)GOT07429
007427JA=MA,NUMB92
WRITE(6,7422}NA,JA,BX{NA,JA),GK{NA,JA),DHX(NA,JA),DFX{NA,JA),
10SX(NA,JA),SQ1(NA,JA),SQ2(NA,JA),GQ1(NA,JA),GQ2(NA,JA),
2Gl(NA,JA),G2(NA,JA)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
VDB=OeO
SGK=OoO
SOHX=O .. O
SDF X=Oo 0
SOSX=OoO
007431.NA=lc,NUMB
IF(IJKoEOol)GOT074350
MA=NA+2
IF(MAoGT.NUMB)GOT07432
007430JA=MA,NUMB,2
IF(GK(NA,JA)oEOoOeO)GOT07430
VOB=VOB+t.O
SUMMING PK, OH, OGo OS
SGK=SGK+GK(NA,JA)
SOHX=SOHX+DHX(NA,JA)
SOFX=SOFX+OFX(NA,JA)
SOSX=SOSX+OSX(NA,JA)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
AVERAGING
AVGK=SGK/VOB

1-4

~

C

C

7433
7434
7435

AVOH=SOHX/VOB
AVOF=SDFX.IVOB
AVOS=SDSX/VOB
SDEGK=O .. O
SDEDH=o.,o
SDEOF=OoO
SDEDS=O.,O
LXL=l+LXL
IF(LXLoGEc4l)GOTOllO
XVGK(LXL)=AVGI<
007434NA=l\lNlJMB
MA=NA+2
IF(MAcGToNUMB)GOT07435
D07433JA=MA\lNUMB\l2
IF(GK{NA\lJA)oEOoOoO)GOT07433
SUMMING (DEVIATIONS**2)
SOEGK=SDEGK+((AVGK=GK(NA,JA))**2)
SDEDH=SDEDH+((AVDH-OHX(NA\lJA))**2)
SOEDF=SDEDF+{(AVDF-OFX(NA\lJA)l**2)
SDEDS=SDEDS+({AVDS-OSX{NA9JA)l**2l
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
STANDARD DEVIATIONS
SIGGK=SQRT{SDEGK/{VDB-loO})
SIGDH=SQRT{SDEDH.l(VOB-loO))
SIGDF=SQRT(SDEDF/(VDB~l.O))
SIGOS=SQRTCSOEOS/(VDB-loO))
SSS=2oO*SXGGK
007438NA=l\lNUMB
MA=NA+2

C

IF(MA.GT.NUMB)GOT07439
ELIMINATING
BAO POINTS
007437JA=MA.NUMBg2
IF(ABS(AVGK-GK(NA.JA)).,LT.SSS)GOT07437
GK {NA.JA)=O.O
DHX(NA9JA)=o.o

g;
f--0,

OFX(NA"JA)=O.O
DSX(NA"JA)=0.0
7437
CONTINUE
7438
CONTINUE
IF(LXLoGEo4l}GOT0110
7439
IF{LXLoEOo2)GOT07429
7440
IF(ABS«(XVGK(LXL)=XVGK(LXL-1)}/(XVGK(LXL))).GEe(SSS/{VOB-loO)))
1GOT07429
IJK=l
LV=95
III=VDB
CALL OEVPNT{SIGGK9IIloLV"CNFLK)
CALL OEVPNT{SIGDH"IIIoLVeCNFLH)
CALL DEVPNT(SIGDFolll9LV9CNFLFJ
CALL OEVPNT(SIGDS91119LVgCNFLS)
SUBROUTINE
TO COMPUTE THE AVERAGE VALUE ANO 90 OR 95 PERCENT
C
CONFIDENCE
LIMITS
C
C
REFERENCE FOR T=TABLE
OSTLE9
STSTISTICS
IN RESEARCHeAPPENDIX
7441
GOT0111
7436 FORMAT(lOXo8HAVERAGESo8XoF7o4o4XoF7o094XoF7e094X9F6ol//
110Xo9HSTOo
OEVoo7X"F7o4o4XQF7oOo4XoF7eOo4XQF6ol//
210Xol4H95
CONFo LIMlT92X9F7.4o4XgF7oOo4XoF7oOo4XoF6.t)
7442
FORMAT(25Xo8H=----===g4Xo8H==-=====o3Xo8H-=======g3Xo8H===-====/)
74350
WRITE(6o7442)
WRITE{6o7436)AVGKoAVDHoAVDFoAVOSoSIGGKoSIGOH9S1GDF"SIGOSoCNFLKo
lCNFLHoCNFLFoCNFLS
77 GOT0110
78 ENO
$ENTRY
000000663008030111401215013080155301739018630199802486027460
000290340450490520600650690720840900
1
ADENOSINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-0l
+281690-01+290556-01+100000+01+596700+00+451000+02+477000+03+101900-01+101900-0l
+0064+0120+0167+0212+0253+0291+0321+0353+0379+0408+0425+0000
34480+0002+0000+0000

I-'"'

5

~

l

ADENOSINE

1

AOENOSINE

1

ADE NOS I NE

+665400-03+854500-0~+103620+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-0l
+337468+00+311951+00+100000+02+596700+00+448200+03+476700+03+101900-01+101900-01
+0639+1174+1656+2092+2489+2849+3167+3468+3750+4015+4262+0000
34490+0200+0000+0000
+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-01
+335714+00+311707+00+100000+02+596700+00+451500+03+477200+03+101900-01+101900-0l
+0645+1186+1659+2094+2495+2858+3190+3481+3772+4040+4293+0000
34500+0080+0000+000C
+665400-03+854500-05+103620+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-0l
+340000+00+319130+00+100000+02+596700+00+453600+03+477100+03+101900-01+101900-0l
+0652+1203+1677+2120+2517+2882+3213+3510+3794+4061+4312+0000
34510+0050+0000+0000

1

AOENOSINE

1

ADENOSINE

+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+!05000+03+999600-0l
+282250+00+267925+00+100000+02+596400+00+424500+03+476900+03+983400-02+983400-02
+0658+1163+1615+2022+23~4+2728+3040+3307+3569+3820+4054+0000
35250-0020+0000+0000
+665400-03+854500-05+103620+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-01
+303455+00+273571+00+100000+02+596400+00+434000+03+477000+03+983400-02+983400-02
+0664+1194+1639+2012+2440+2787+3104+3384+3639+3901+4137+0000
35260+0000+0000+0000
1
ADENOSINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-0l
+347381+00+333947+00+100000+02+596400+00+456300+03+475900+03+983400-02+983400-02
+0662+1205+1672+2119+2522+2885+3225+3526+38!3+4089+4342+0000
35270+0030+0000+0000
1

ADENOSINE

+665400-03+854500-05+103620+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-01
+269535+00+286875+00+100000+02+596400+00+418600+03+477200+03+983400-02+983400-02
+0629+1124+1577+1990+2351+2579+2965+3238+3497+3746+3987+0000
35280+0130+0000+0000
1
ADENOSINE

i-.a.

~

+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-0l
+292444+00+266170+00+100000+02+596400+00+423900+03+477000+03+972600-02+972600-02
+0630+1150+1604+2018+2387+2725+3029+3318+3560+3809+4034+0000
35290-0010+0000+0000
1

ADENOSINE

+665400-03+854500-05+103620+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-0l
+273913+00+279524+00+100000+02+596400+00+422700+03+476700+03+972600-02+972600-02
+0633+1158+1605+2012+2387+2720+3023+3302+3545+3782+4020+0000
35300+0000+0000+0000
l
AOENOSINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-01
+304468+00+290233+00+100000+02+596400+00+432700+03+476100+03+972600-02+972600-02
+0633+1155+!596+2020+2398+2700+3062+3357+3627+3880+4115+0000
35310+0320+0000+0000
1
ADENOSINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103620+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-0l
+3419~1+00+319545+00+100000+02+596400+00+457400+03+476700+03+972600-02+972600-02
+0657+1207+1676+2116+2516+2880+3221+3518+3805+4096+4355+0000
35320~0038+0000+0000
l
ADENOSINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-01
+321795+00+279189+00+100000+02+596400+00+436400+03+475900+03+100400-01+100400-0l
+0643+1166+1639+2064+2447+2803+3107+3401+3676+3928+4166+0000
35330-0090+0000+0000
l
ADENOSINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103620+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-0l
+343182+00+334054+00+100000+02+596400+00+460500+03+476800+03+100400-01+100400-0l
+0655+1185+1676+2118+2524+2895+3217+3530+3825+4096+4380+0000
35340-0130+0000+0000
1

AOENOSINE

+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-01
+372647+00+324762+00+100000+02+596400+00+444100+03+477200+03+100400-01+100400-01
+0651+1181+1662+2071+2466+2818+3148+3445+3728+3978+4222+0000
35350+2100+0000+0000
l
ADENOSINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103620+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-01

~

~

+378055+00+347250+00+100000+02+596400+00+475700+03+475900+03+100400-01+100400-01
+0659+1228+1710+2172+2588+2969+3322+3638+3946+4259+4535+0000
35360+0140+0000+0000

1

RIBOSE

+665400=03+854500-05+103620+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-0l
+360000+00+335333+00+100040+02+596400+00+634200+03+474400+03+103500-01+103500-01
+1035+1892+2643+3287+3850+4338+4778+5164+5500+5815+6113+0000+0000
34210+0150+0000+0000
1
RIBOSE
+665400-03+854500-05+103920+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-0l
+336889+00+318140+00+100040+02+596400+00+626800+03+476200+03+103500-01+103500-0l
+1022+1874+2607+3234+3788+4281+4712+5081+5430+5738+6026+0000
34220=0070+0000+0000
1
RIBOSE
+665400=03+854500-05+103620+03+100000+01+105000+03+999600-0l
+347143+00+320000+00+100040+02+596400+00+628500+03+476200+03+103500-01+103500-0l
+1053+1912+2643+3278+3832+4317+4743+5126+5452+5758+6046+0000
34230+0010+0000+0000

SIBSYS

~

~
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Table 18
Materials
Compound

Company
and Grade

Adenosine

CaL,.Bio-Chem,Grade A

Ribose

CaJ.,.Bio-Chem,Grade A

Na.OH

Baker 1 .Analyzed' Reagent, Carbonate
Free 50'1,Solution

APPENDIX
H
For explanation
~ =

o,

of the method used to obtain

see page

S9o The data used to obtain

6.H values

given for

the values

19 are given in the :f'orm of IBM 704o computer program input

1n Table
data on

pages 177.188 and 189-207.
Table
Enthalpy

Changes for Proton Ionization
1n Aqueous Solution at

from Carbo:x;ylic Acids

25°c.

6H1 is for the reaction

~+AZ

~¾

g+ + HA(Z + 1 ) _

is

for the reaction

.All values
Run

19

are given 1n units

--

HA(Z + 1)

o:f' calories

H~(Z + 2)

per mole.

No.
Acetic

Acid

8,3

.'.30:l8

o.2.3

84

.34 :J:7

0.2.3

8.5

.3.5:r1

o.2.3

Averageo•••••

33 :r1
(Continued

on the following

page)

155
Run No.

~Hi

~H2

-y-;:

2.510

- 7 :1::21

0.14

2.511

17 :1: 9

0.14

2512

6:7

0.14

Average ••••••••

5 =12

(19 :J:50)

(0)

Adipj.c Acid

152

618:: 7

314:: 8

0.23

1.53

631 =11

377

:i:: 9

0.23

1,54

633

386

:!:

7

0.23

114

689 :1::24

413 :!:17

643 :J:31

373 ±42

(643 :J:50)

(373 :!:50)

Average ••••••

:1: 8

0.23

(0)

dl.-Alanine

109

-665:: 9

0.10-0.22

73

-6o9

0.10-0.22

91

-680 =13

0.10-0.22

92

-675

0.10-0.22

Average •••••••

:1: 6

:!:

7

-657 ::1:33
(Continued on following page)

156
Run

No.

6H

6H 1

2

yu

3215

-854 :!1-J9

o.1""-0.17

3216

-840

:1: 8

o.1""-0.17

'.3217

-843

:1: 9

o.1""-0.17

:3218

-824

:1: 9

o.1""-0.17

Average••••••

-840 :l:12
(-749 :l:100)

(0)

dl-S-Alanine

88

-1088 :1:2

0.10-0.22

89

-1082 :l:3

0.10-0.22

90

-1071 :1:2

0.10-0.22

Average•••••••

-1080 :9

:3251

-1112 :1:28

0.06..0.15

3252

-1064

0.06..0.15

325:3

-1062 :l:34

'.3254

-1103

Average••••••

-1085 :1:26

:1: 8

:1: 6

(-108:3 ±50)

0.06..0.15
0.06..0.15

(0)

157
Run

No.
dl-Aspartic

Acid

3239

.. 963 ~

-2723 ::t::199

0.12

.'.3240

-914 :tll-0

• 248.3 :i:124

0.12

3241

-922 :1:.36

...2523 ::t::131

0.12

Average.......

-926 ::1:26

-2579 ::t::140

77

-997 ± 6

-1125

:1: 9

0.18

78

-1000 :1:.3

-1113

::1::8

0.18

79

-997 :1: 8

-1143 :(J4

0.18

-998 :l:.0.2

-1127 :t:15

(-962 :f:.50)

(-18.53 :t:700)

Average••••••

{O)

Benzoic Aci.d
86

-132 :1:2

0.22

87

-136 :1:2

0.22

Average••••••

-134 :1:2

(Continued on following page)

1,58

Run No.

6Hj_

6Hi

-vu

2506

-175 ::f:20

0.14

2507

-1.50 :1: 4

0.14

2508

-156

:1: 3

o.14

2509

-1.51 :1: .3

Average••••••

-1,58 :t:11
(148 :1:50)

0.14

(0)

tl-BromoEroEionicAcid
259

1506 :J:75

0.23

26o

1.506±.69

0.23

1.515::J:.88

0.2J

1481 :.83

0.2J

~'261
259a
Average••••••

1502 :t:14

3188

1136 :35

0.15

3189

1110 :36

0.15

3190

1118 ~2

0.15

Average••• .,••

1121 :ciJ
(1312 ::f:200)

(0)

159
Run

No.
~Bromo;ero;eionic Acid

251

5.54=37

0.22

252

616 ::1:8

0.22

'.~~.:53

59.3::c9

0.22

254

577 :i:10

0.22

Average ••••••

.585::1:26

3192

.39 :l:10

0.14

.319.3

.58 ::1:16

0.14

.3194

48 :1:16

0.14

Average, •••••

48

::1:9

(0)

(.317 ::l:;300)
n-Butync

Acid

209

0.22

?2!l0

0.22

211

0.22

Average ••••••

625 ::1::3

(Continued on following page)

16o
Run No.

681_

6H 2

-yu

3048

641 :1:11

0.14

3049

657 ::1:20

0.14

3050

639 :l:12

0.14

Average.,.... .,.. 646 :l:10

(636 =.50)

(0)

a.-Chloro;ero;eonic Acid

190

1535 ::1:21

0.23

193

1535 ::1:-21

0.23

194

1.549 :l:19

0.23

195

1,543 ::t:20

0.23

Average .......

1,541 ::i: 6

3051

1481 :1:166

0.15

3052

1448 ::i:80

0.15

3054

144-0:i::::'34

0.15

Average ••••••

1456 :: 21

(1499 :l:.50)

(0)

161
Run

No.
~Chloro;ero;eionie Acid

200

444~

0.22

22G1

4Jl8 :i:12

0.22

202

493 ::i:12

0.22

203

486 :l:12

0.22

Average ••••••

478 ::1::23

J06o

161 :1-83

0.14

.:,061

21'.3:f:28

0.14

3062

160 ::1::27

0.14

Average••••••

178 ±30
(328 :l:1.50)

(0)

9Zolohe:xane Carbo3t:lie Acid

3207

909 :J:90

0.14

.3208

1005 :i:94

0.14

3209

8,56 :l:11

0.14

3210

894 :l:11

0.14

Average••••••

916 :i:63
(916 ±63)

(0)

162

Diet!!zlmalonic

Acid

3228

820 :1:.5

12.50:l::17

0.15

.3229

824 :.3

1211 :l::10

Oo15

.32.30

814 ~

1259 :l::12

0.15

3214

828 :6

1286 ::1::21

0.15

Average •••• o.,

822 :1:6

1252 :,31

(822 :l:.50)

(1252 :l:.50)

Et!!llisoam;y;lmalonic

(0)

Acid

.318.3

459 ±41

1292 :82

0.14

3185

477 ::1:28

1631 :.37

0.14

.3186

443 :,30

1476 :,36

0.14

Averageo•••••

460 :l::17

1466 :170

Etb.vlisoamylmalonic

Acid in O. 06F KNOJ

3260

225 :.4

1165 :l::14

0.29

3261

268 =3

1158 :l::1:3

0.29

.'.3262

266 :t!4-

1140 :l::17

0.29

Average ......

., 263 :6

(362 ::i::100)

11.54:l::13
(1,310:1:1,50)

(0)

163
Run No.

Formic .Acid

161

9
-2 ::i:2.

0.22

162

+1 ::i:2.
6

0.22

12.5

-38:13

0.22

127

-4 :,5.1

0.22

Average••••••

-11 ::1:18

2.51.5

-18

:1:2"

0.14

2,516

-36

::1:8

0.14

2.517

+12 :t: 5

0.14

Average ••••••

-14 ::l::14
(-13 :t:.50)

(0)

Fumaric Acid

3236

670 :t:10

-1.59 ::i:22

0.15

3237

6.50 :10

-170 ::i:20

0.1.5

3238

669:t: 8

-167 ::i:20

0.1.5

663 :11

-16.5 :t: 6

Average ••••

a.

( Continued on following

page)

164
Run No.

.6.Hi

,6.~

-vu

71

715 ::L8

..44 ::12

0.2J

72

698±7

-57 ± 9

0.23

76

698::L8

~71 ::11

0.2'.3

694 ::1:22

-57 ::13

(679 :l:.50)

(-111 :l:50)

Average••••••

Glutaric

(0)

Acid

158

564 :1:.5

120 =2

0.20

159

571 ~

109 =2

0.20

16o

570 :J:.6

117 =2

0.20

Average ••••••

568:i:;3

115 :J:.6

'.3244

600 :J:.6

132 :l9

0.15

'.3245

.588:!:.5

107 :J:.6

0.1.5

'.3246

591 :J:.6

106 ±7

0.15

Average••••••

.59'.3:J:.6

11.5::14

(.580:J:.50)

(115 :l:50)

(0)

16.5
Run No.

Glycine

110

-9.50 :t:19

0.10-0.2:,

111

-1012 =6

0.10-0.23

112

-1031:l:13

0.10-0.23

7.5

..,,991::1:.5

0.10-0.23

Average••••••

..996 :3.5

3196

-987 ::f:16

0.06..0.1.5

3197

-938

::1:8

0.06..0.1.5

3198

-9~~ :26

0.06..0.1.5

Average••••••

-967 ::f:26
(0)

(-982 :J:.50)
Glycolic Acid

148

-70 :39

0.22

149

-)~ :1:11

0.22

1.51

..32 :1:18

0.22

Average ••••••

-39 ::f:28

( Continued on following

page)

166
Run

No.

~¾

~Hi

~

30.39

...142:i.42

0.14

304<>

....
197 :: 4

0.14

J041

-186::: J

0.14

J042

-220 :!::20

0.14

Average••••••

-186 :J3
(0)

(-113 :!:70)
Maleic Acid

3248

867 :9

..102 :!:37

0.1.5

3249

82J :!:3

-177 :!:1.5

0.1.5

3250

837 d

-111.l::!::l$

0.15

Average••••••

844 :i:20

-131 :W+O

237

831 :1:.5

-24 :!:10

0.2,

238

820 :!:3

+1:!:7

0.23

239

814 :l4

-42 :!:.1.0

0.2.3

818 :!:3

-22 :1::21

(8.31:l:.50)

(-77 :!:100)

Average••••••

(0)

167
Run

No.
Ma.lorrl.cAcid

3024

913 :#0

-283 ::i:55

0.15

3025

935 :27

-286 =34

0.15

3026

902 :l:;32

-311 :t43

0.15

Average••••••

917 :l:17

..293 ::i:15

165

924 ::i:16

..278 ::i:17

0.23

166

92.5 :l:12

-301 :1:13

0.23

167

932 :J:14

-283 ::i:15

0.23

927 ::i: 3

-287 ::i:11

(922 ¼SO)

(-290 :l:.50)

(0)

1276 ::i:191

0.1.5

10~7 :1:166

0.1.5
0.15

Average••••••

Oxalic Acid

2S19

1.522

2520

1,502::i:9

2521

1495 ::i:11

677 :l:173

Average••••••

1.506::i:14

1007 :l:;304

::i:14

( Continued on following

page)

168
Run No.

6H 2

6.H1

80

1517 :1:5

81

1484 :4

Average.......

-vu

1110 :i::35

0.,23

962 =30

0.,23

1,501:l:16'.
. ,

1036 :74

(1.504:!60)

(1022 :!60)

•

(0)

Pimelic Acid

3004

959 :181

318 :62

0.14

320.5

935 :188

311 :6.5

0.14

3206

941 :!8.5

318 :64

0.14

3232

901 :67

334 :i60

0.14

32.33

923 :J:78

341 :J:.58

0.14

3234

903 ±76

337 :1:57

0.14

Average••••••

927 :J:19

32:7:J:12

(927 ::l:100)

(.32:7:J:100)

(0)

Propiom.c Acid

15.5

125 :1:3

0.22

1.57

117 :1:5

0.22

170

138 ::iii.

0.22

Average ••••••

127 ::t:10
(Continued on .following page)

169
Run No.

AHz

AJ!i

vu

J044

169 :1::1.5

0.14

:304.5

122

:1::17

0.14

Average, •••••

146 :1:24
(0)

(1:37::1:.50)
SUberic Acid

)200

633 :!:.53

266 ~s

0.14

3201

641 :1::15

503 :l::10

0.14

3203

6,S ~1

394 =2.5

0.14

Average, •••••

637 :1::7

388 :1::118

(6.37::1:.50)

(388 :1::118)

(0)

170
Ran No.

SU.ccinic Acid
192

-90 ,J9

-795 ::t:11

0.2.3

206

-95 :l:B

-808 :t 6

o.2.3

207(

-78 ~

-812 :f: 5

0.2.3

208

.;63 :f:5

-80.3 :t 7

0.2.3

Average ••••••

-87 :f:7

-805 :9

3027

-47 ::t:12

-813 ::t:14

0.14

3028

-39 :1:24

-766 ::t:17

0.14

3029

.JO :f: 4

-776 :f: 6

0.14

JOJO

-47 :f: 4

-782 :f: 6

0.14

Average ••••••

-41 :t: 8

-784 :!:20

(-64 :f::.50)

(-79 5 :f:50)

(0)

C
C

SIBFTC

+

A{ZA)

THERM
CPCAL
CPTIT
DCA
TITDR
VOLi
T(N)
RUN
OELTI
TIMET
TEMPT
CTIT
AMP
SLOPD
SLOPA
HDILT
AUi

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C
C

C
C
C
C

C
C

11111

100
101

102

104

106
107

1111
11110

110

C

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES DELTA H FOR H+
NO HYDROLYSIS AT INITIAL
POINT

1110

=HA(ZA+l)

THERMISTER CONSTANT
DEG
HEAT CAPACITY OF THE INITIAL
SYSTEM
CALORIES/DEGREE
HEAT CAPACITY OF THE TITRANT
CAL/ML
A IN DEBYE EQUATION
ANGSTROMS
TITRANT DELIVERY RATE
LITERS/SECOND
INITIAL
VOLUME
LITERS
TEMPERATURE AT 40 UNIT INTERVALS
UNITS
RUN NUMBER
TEMP OF SOLN - TEMP OF TITRANT AT TIME ZERO
UNITS
TOTAL TIME
UNITS
TOTAL TEMPERATURE RISE
UNITS
MOLES/LITER
CONCENTRATION OF TITRANT
AMPLIFICATION
FINAL STIRRING
SLOPE
TEMP UNITS/TIME
UNITS
INITIAL
STIRRING
SLOPE
TEMP UNITS/TIME
UNITS
PARTIAL MOLAR ENTHALPY OF TITRANT
CAL/MOLE
FIRST GUESS IONIC STRENGTH
CHARGE ON ANION
ZA
ABS.MAGNITUDE
DIMENSION SQMU(12),TDIL(12),T(12},S(12),HL(l2),ZYX{14)
FORMAT(1H~.6Ell.4)
FORMAT(8El0e6)
FORMAT(l2F5.l)
FORMAT(l4A6)

FORMAT(l2FS.5)
DIMENSION XHA(12).XQC(l2),XOH(l2)
FORMAT(12F3.1)
FORMAT(lH0.7X,8HDATA
PT •• 3X,7HDELTA
H,4X,4HSQMU,7X.
17HPERCENT,2X97HPERCENT,2X97HPERCENT/19X,8HCAL/MOLE,16X,
22HHA,8X,1HA,5X,7HH-BOUND)
DIMENSION EH(l2),ES(12),EHA(l2lsEA(l2).EB(l2)
FORMAT(lH0.7X,8HRUN
NO. ,I4,2X,11HAT
25 DEG.Cl
FORMAT(tHo.10x.12.sx.F7.1,3X,F7.4,6X.FS.t,4X,FS.l,4X.F5.1)
SQUARE ROOT OF MU CORRESPONDING TO TOILS

...
...

-,;i

C
C
C
C
C

803
800

804
805
806
807

READ(5.106)SQMU(l).SQMU(2).SQMU(3),SQMU(4),SQMU(5),SQMU(6).
1SQMU{7).SQMU(8).SQMU(9).SQMU(l0),SQMU(l1),SQMU(12)
APPARENT PARTIAL MOLAR ENTHALPY CORRESPONDING TO SQMUS
READ(5.107)TDIL(lltTDIL(2),TDIL(3),TDIL(4),TDIL(S).TDIL(6).TDIL(
17),TOIL{8),TDIL(9),TOIL(lO).TOIL{ll)tTOIL(12)
TITLE CARO
1 GOES IN COLUMN 1
READCS.104)ZYX
EO
IS FORMATION
K
CBT IS CONC BASE INTIAL
CAT IS CONC TOTAL ACID INITIAL
REA0(5,10l)THERM,TITDRtCPCAL,CPTIT,HDILT,VOLltEO.CBT
READ(S,lOl)SLOPAtSLOPD.AMP.CTIT.TEMPT,TIMET,AUI,CAT
READC5,102)T(l).T(2).T(3)tT(4).T(5).T(6),T{7).T(8),T{9),T(lO}.
1T(ll).T(12)

REA0(5tl02)RUN.DELTltDCA,ZA
NRUN=RUN

..,.

"

AAT=CAT

HE=O.O
IF(CBToEQ.O.O)GOT0808
HE=AAT-CBT
808 SUMB=o.o
SDEV=O.O
C
FIND NO. OF REAL T(N) VALUES
NUMB=9
D06003N1=9
• 12
IF(T(Nl)eEO.O.O)GOTOl
6002 NUMB=NUMB+l
6003 CONTINUE
INITIAL
SPECIES DISTRIBUTION
C
1 TIME=O.O
SPECIES DISTRIBUTION
C
NUMB=NUMB-1
2 OK=EQ
VOL
VOLUME
C
A TOTAL
CAT
C
TITRANT TOTAL
CHT
C

N

MOLES/LITER
MOLES/LITER

6 VOL=VOLl+(l.5*TIME*TITOR)
8 CHT=(le5*TIME*TITDR*CTIT+HE*VOLI)/VOL
10 CAT=(AAT*VOLI)/VOL
12 AU=AUI
14 SMU=SQRT(AU)
G
ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT
C
16 GA=l0o**((-Oe5085*ZA*ZA*SMU)/(1.0+0.328l*DCA*SMU))
17 GHA=l0•**((-0.5085*(ZA-1.0)*(ZA-1.0)*SMU)/(1.0+0.328l*DCA*SMU))
170 GH=10•**((-0e5085*SMU)/(le0+0.3281*DCA*SMU))
WRITE (6e779)
GAo GHA. GH
779 FORMAT (1H o3Fl0a5)
171 AK=EQ*GH*GA/GHA
SOLVING QUADRATIC
C
CHA=(CAT+CHT+{l./AK)-SQRT(((CAT+CHT+(le/AK))**2)-{4e*CHT*CAT)))/
18
12.0
2 0 CH=CH T-CHA
22 CA=CAT-CHA
24 AU=(ZA*ZA*CA+(ZA-1.0)*(ZA-leO)*CHA+ZA*CAT+CH+CHT-2.0*HE*VOLI/VOL

26
28
30
32
34
36
38

C

40
42
44
46

1) /2.

0

SMU=SQRT(AU)
B=ABS{(AK-DK)/AK)
IF(B-.0010)38.38032
AUI=AU
DK=AK
GOT016
CONTINUE
IF(TIME.GToOeO)GOT040
CHAI=CHA
TIME=ao.o
GOT02
HEAT OF DILUTION
D048KBU=lol2
IF(SQMU(KBU).LT.SMU)GOT048
OIL=(((SMU-SQMU(KBU-l))*(TOIL(KBU)-TOIL(KBU-1)))
1/(SQMU(KBU)-SQMU(KBU-l)))+TOIL(KBU-1)
GOT050

....

~

48
50
52
53
54

CONTINUE
PIL=(OIL-HDILT)*(le5*TIME*TITOR*CTIT)
CORR=OELTl*(THERM/AMP)*TITOR*1500.*CPTIT*TIME
APT=TIME/40.
K=APT

STIRRING
ANO NEWTON'S LAW HEAT LOSS CALC4L
55 0056N=l,K
56 S(N)=(SLOPA*CPCAL)+((((SLOPO*(CPCAL+(TIMET*1500e*TITOR
l*CPTIT)))-SLOPA*CPCAL))*T(N))/TEMPT
58 HL(l)=(SLOPA*CPCAL+S{l))/2.0
60 0062N=2,K
62 HL{N)=(S(N-l)+S(N))/2e0
64 aL=o.o
66 0068N=l ,K
68 QL=QL+HL(N)*40.0*(THERM/AMP)
70 Q=T(K)*{THERM/AMP)*(CPCAL+(TIME*TITDR*1500e*CPTIT))
72 QC=-a+aL-PIL-CORR
IT=TIME/40.0
XHA(IT)=CHA*VOL
XQC(IT)=QC
74 OH=QC/(CHA*VOL-CHAI*VOLI)
SUMB=SUMB+DH
750 PHA=(CHA/(CHA+CA))*lOO.O
751 PA=too.o-PHA
752 PHB=(CHA/CHT)*lOO.O
C
STORING INFORMATION
EH(K)=OH
ES{K)=SMU
EHA{K)=PHA
EA(K)=PA
EB(K)=PHB
80 TIME=TIME+4o.d
XXXXX=NUMB*40
82 IF(TIME-XXXXX)2,2,801
801 YYY=NUMB-1

C

C

AVERAGING

3965

.....

"j

AVG=SUMB/YYY
00802K1=2,NUMB
SDEV=SDEV+((AVG-EH(K1)}**2)
802 CONTINUE
C
STANDARD DEVIATIONS
STOEV=SQRT(SDEV/(YYY-1.0))
\1RITE(6,104)ZYX
WRITE(611llO)NRUN
WRITE(6.llll)
820 00821K=2,NUM8
WRITE(6,1110)K.EH(K),ES(K),EHA(K),EA(K),EB(K)
821 CONTINUE
=sF7el//4X.
1112 FORMAT(lH0,15X,9H---------//6Xs9HAVERAGE
lllHSTD.
DEV. =,F7el)
WRITE(6.lll2)AVG,STOEV
NUM=NUMB
00822IT=2.NUM
IK=IT+l
XOH{IK
):(XQC{IT+l)-XQC(IT))/(XHA(IT+l)-XHA(IT))
822 CONTINUE
1113
FORMAT(lH
,10X,12o5X,F7ol
)
008231=3.NUMB
WRITE( 6,1113)I,XDH(I)
823 CONTINUE
GOT0800
84 END
SENTRY
000000668713470146402016021140232602583028340293403174032960
000270440470555560570610620620630630
1
ACETIC ACID DELTA H
+665400-03+854500-05+103480+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+571400+05
+166900+01+167900+01+100000+03+991000+00+618000+03+440000+03+500000-01+512300-01
+0970+1510+2050+2590+3110+3660+4200+4740+5120+5650+6180+0000
+0830-0010+0040+0010
1
ACETIC ACID DELTA H
+665400-03+854500-05+104440+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+571400+05

....

"'-:I

\.n

+838571+00+867777+00+500000+02+991000+00+286500+03+440000+03+500000-01+512300-01
+03S0+0620+0965+1105+1350+1595+1845+2095+2360+2620+2865+0000

+0840+0040+0040+0010
1

ACETIC

ACID DELTA H

+665400-03+854500-05+103480+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+571400+05
+940000+00+918888+00+500000+02+991000+00+301500+03+440000+03+500000-01+512300-01
+0270+0555+0815+1095+1365+1630+1900+2185+2465+2755+3015+0000

+0850+0000+0040+0010

1.
ACETIC
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+571400+05
+305676-01+304347-01+100000+01+393100+00+134000+02+475000+03+200000-01+204800-01
+0015+0024+0039+0049+0055+0070+0080+0088+0100+0114+0124+0000
25100+0058+0050+0010
1
ACETIC

+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+571400+05
+168000+01+162231+01+500000+02+393100+00+707100+03+475000+03+200000-01+204800-01
+0685+1305+1900+2496+3081+3668+4236+4810+5380+5950+6537+0000
25110+0480+0050+0010
1
ACETIC

+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+571400+05
+567838+00+567667+00+200000+02+393100+00+251700+03+476000+03+200000-01+204800-0l
+0254+0455+0669+0879+1085+1295+1496+1704+1912+2119+2320+0000
25120+0100+0050+0010
1
ALPHA ALANINE

+665400-03+854500-05+103480+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+139080+03
+173140+00+165970+00+100040+02+991000+00+403200+03+438500+03+000000+00+500900-01
+0572+1037+1482+1912+2317+2702+3037+3352+3612+3837+0000+0000
+1090+0000+0050+0000
1
ALPHA ALANINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103480+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+139080+03
+166600-01+158300-01+100000+01+991000+00+375000+02+439000+03+000000-01+500900-01
+0048+0093+0135+0176+0218+0251+0283+0313+0336+0362+0000+0000
+0730-0015+0050+0000
1
ALPHA ALANINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103480+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+139080+03
+179600+00+162000+00+100040+02+991000+00+412800+03+438800+03+000000+00+500900-01

.....

--,J

°'

+0560+1044+1495+2034+2364+2750+3104+3424+3696+3934+4133+0000
+0910+0000+0050+0000
1
ALPHA ALANINE
+665400-03+854500-05+104440+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+139080+03
+158500+00+156400+00+100040+02+991000+00+403100+03+439000+03+000000+00+500900-01
+0512+1026+1468+1901+2304+2681+3027+3340+3609+3839+4039+0000
+0920+0050+0050+0000
l
ALANINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103930+03+100000+01+340000+02+999700-01+139000+03
+700000+00+639098+00+200000+02+393100+00+542000+03+477000+03+200000-01+197400-0l
+0590+1150+1695+2170+2670+3120+3560+3960+4370+4735+5090+0000
32180+0660+0050+0010
l
ALANINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103630+03+100000+01+340000+02+999700-01+139000+03
+323529-01+342105-01+100000+01+393100+00+270000+02+480000+03+200000-01+197400-01
+0025+0060+0085+0110+0135+0160+0185+0200+0210+0240+0255+0270
32150+0015+0050+0010
1
ALANINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103930+03+100000+01+340000+02+999700-01+139000+03
+673611+00+650000+00+200000+02+393100+00+539000+03+476000+03+200000-01+197400-01
+0585+1130+1675+2190+2690+3130+3595+4025+4420+4805+5160+0000
32160-0050+0050+0010
1
ALANINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103630+03+100000+01+340000+02+999700-01+139000+03
+693548+00+661111+00+200000+02+393100+00+552000+03+476000+03+200000-01+197400-01
+0605+1170+1720+2235+2740+3180+3640+4050+4460+4840+5190+0000
32170+0010+0050+0010
1
BETA ALANINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103480+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+355870+04
+911300-01+760000-01+500200+01+991000+00+399200+03+438500+03+000000+00+500000-01
+0454+0879+1299+1719+2124+2527+2924+3294+3624+3864+0000+0000
+0890+0040+0050+0000
1
BETA ALANINE
+665400-03+854500-05+104440+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01¼355870+04
+788200-01+660000-01+500200+01+991000+00+392200+03+4399000+03000000+00+500000-0l
+0442+0867+1282+1692+2090+2492+2874+3242+3560+3797+0000+0000

.....

~

A
~

+0880+0100+0050+0000
1
BETA ALANINE
+665400-03+854500-05+104440+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+355870+04
+834900-01+690000-01+500200+01+991000+00+388500+03+438500+03+000000+00+500000-0l
+0443+0858+1273+1676+2076+2468+2850+3213+3538+3767+0000+0000
+0900-0020+0050+0000
1
BETA ALANINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103630+03+100000+01+340000+02+999700-01+355870+04
+335821+00+324324+00+100040+02+393100+00+431000+03+476000+03+100000-01+197900-0l
+0445+0900+1340+1760+2170+2580+2970+3340+3665+3940+4155+0000
32540+0345+0050+0000
1
BETA ALANINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103630+03+100000+01+340000+02+999700-01+355870+04
+352381+00+335570+00+100040+02+393100+00+476000+03+432500+03+100000-01+197900-01
+0445+0885+1310+1740+2155+2565+2970+3325+3655+3930+4155+0000
32520+0015+0050+0000
BETA ALANINE
1
+665400-03+854500-05+103930+03+100000+01+340000+02+999700-01+355870+04
+322581+00+305556+00+100040+02+393100+00+418000+03+476000+03+100000-01+197900-0l
+0440+0865+1290+1585+2100+2495+2875+3235+3560+3820+4025+0000
32530+0120+0050+0000
1
BETA ALANINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103930+03+100000+01+340000+02+999700-01+355870+04
+307692-01+325581-01+100000+01+393100+00+430000+02+475000+03+100000-01+197900-0l
+0040+0090+0130+0180+0220+0255+0290+0330+0360+0390+0415+0000
32510-0020+0050+0000
1

BENZOIC

+665400-03+854500-05+103480+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+161290+05
+902320+00+837200+00+500000+02+991000+00+695000+03+320000+03+489000-01+489000-0l
+0960+1820+2680+3520+4390+5230+6070+6950+0000+0000+0000+0000
+0870+0000+0050+0010
1

BENZOIC

+665400-03+854500-05+104440+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+161290+05
+813000+00+750000+00+500000+02+991000-00+795000+03+440000+03+500000-01+489000-01
+0840+1660+2470+3290+4090+4920+5730+6560+7130+7670+7950+0000
+0860+0500+0050+0010

.....

~

BENZOIC
1
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+161290+05+195500-01
+674200+00+643900+00+200000+02+400000+00+357400+03+477900+03+200000-01+195500-01
+0359+0704+1047+1384+1715+2052+2376+2694+3008+3284+3549+0000
25090+0080+0050+0010
1
BENZ0IC
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+161290+05
+606800+00+597500+00+200000+02+400000+00+357400+03+478000+03+200000-01+195500-0l
+0326+0654+0965+1284+1604+1926+2232+2543+2840+3102+3355+0000
25080-0060+0050+0010
1
BENZ0IC
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+161290+05
+626500+00+636500+00+200000+02+400000+00+365400+03+478500+03+200000-01+195500-01
+0344+0672+1003+1319+1643+1962+2277+2594+2897+3169+3411+0000
25070-0100+0050+0010
1
BENZ0IC
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+161290+05
+301600-01+283600-01+100000+01+400000+00+178000+02+477000+03+200000-01+195500-0l
+0018+0036+0050+0068+0084+0096+0110+0124+0142+0156+0167+0000
25060-0010+0050+0010
1
ALPHA BR0M0-PR0PI0NIC
ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+934570+03
+318750+00+380800+00+100040+02+991000+00-798100+03+439000+03+503500-01+503400-01
-0677-1595-2549-3488-4386-5247-6040-6742-7316-7735+0000+0000
+2590-0020+0050+0010
1

ALPHA BR0M0-PR0PI0NIC

ACID

l

ALPHA BR0M0-PR0PI0NIC

ACID

+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+934570+03
+357429+00+359615+00+100040+02+991000+00-794000+03+438400+03+503500-01+503400-0l
-0659-1595-2535-3478-4360-5211-5996-6710-7279-7685+0000+0000
+2600+0140+0050+0010
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+934570+03
+336364+00+389655+00+100040+02+991000+00-792500+03+438300+03+503500-01+503400-01
-0678-1516-2555-3470-4366-5226-6002-6709-7281-7682+0000+0000
+2610+0000+0050+0010
l
ALPHA BR0M0-PR0PI0NIC
ACID

.....

-'1

'°

+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+934570+03
+306905-01+343750-01+100000+01+991000+00-788000+02+439000+03+503500-01+503400-0l
-0060-0152-0254-0345-0428-0511-0598-0676-0720-0761+0000+0000
+2590+0000+0050+0010
l
ALPHA BROMOPROPIONIC
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+934570+03+196700-0l
+606500+00+609714+00+200000+02+393100+00-212100+03+475400+03+200000-01+201300-0l
-0294-0661-1052-1413-1757-2038-2229-2338-2365-2320-2227+0000
31880+0970+0050+0010

1

ALPHA BROMOPROPIONIC

l

ALPHA BROMOPROPIONIC

+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+934570+03+196700-0l
+578824+00+594256+00+200000+02+393100+00-202100+03+475800+03+200000-01+201300-01
-0292-0642-1023-1391-1723-1975-2168-2262-2285-2234-2142+0000
31890+0060+0050+0010
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+934570+03+196700-0l
+632941+00+633824+00+200000+02+393100+00-189800+03+475500+03+200000-01+196700-0l
-0289-0642-1014-1353-1676-1930-2103-2192-2198-2135-2031+0000
31900+0230+0050+0010
1
BETA BROMO-PROPIONIC
ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+980390+04
+265957-01+310559-01+100000+01+991000+00-331000+02+439000+03+488400-01+488300-0l
-0024-0062-0101-0142-0183-0226-0251-0286-0316-0331-0000-0000
+2510+0020+0050+0010

1

BETA BROMO-PROPIONIC

ACID

1

BETA BROMO-PROPIONIC

ACID

1

BETA BROMO-PROPIONIC

ACID

+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+980390+04
+608387+00+760000+00+200000+02+991000+00-641400+03+438100+03+488400-01+488300-0l
-0863-1612-2382-3123-3872-4594-5288-5923-6390-6456+0000+0000
+2520+0130+0050+0010
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+980390+04
+594333+00+708936+00+200000+02+991000+00-607800+03+438500+03+488400-01+488300-01
-0776-1523-2266-2988-3720-4423-5093-5715-6134-6191+0000+0000
+2530-0020+0050+0010
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+980390+04

....

0)

0

+635517+00+776190+00+200000+02+991000+00-575200+03+438800+03+488400-01+488300-0l
-0725-1422-2142-2856-3555-4244-4912-5500-5876-5894+0000+0000
+2540-0060+0050+0010
1
BETA BROMOPROPIONIC
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+980390+04+189900-0l
+633333+00+636364+00+200000+02+393100+00+273000+03+480000+03+200000-01+195400-0l
+0240+0440+0640+0860+1100+1315+1560+1790+2030+2260+2485+2730
31920+0090+0050+0010
1
BETA BROMOPROPIONIC
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+980390+04+189900-01
+638709+00+606667+00+200000+02+393100+00+262500+03+480000+03+200000-01+195400-0l
+0220+0410+0600+0805+1040+1245+1480+1710+1940+2155+2400+2625
31930+0000+0050+0010
l
BETA BROMOPROPIONIC
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+980390+04+189900-01
+661538+00+645161+00+200000+02+393100+00+279000+03+480000+03+200000-01+195400-0l
+0235+0440+0635+0865+1110+1350+1590+1830+2075+2320+2560+2790
31940+0140+0050+0010
1
BUTYRIC ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+660060+05
+643846+00+683214+00+200000+02+991000+00-692800+03+438500+03+482500-01+482400-01
-0795-1584-2371-3154-3903-4668-5387-6104-6777-7030+0000+0000
+2090+0400+0050+0010
1
BUTYRIC ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+660060+05
+666667+00+695273+00+200000+02+991000+00-693600+03+439600+03+482500-01+482400-01
-0783-1575-2359-3146-3900-4652-5391-6108-6791-7060+0000+0000
+2100+0700+0050+0010
1
BUTYRIC ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+660060+05
+631667+00+678644+00+200000+02+991000+00-703300+03+438500+03+482500-01+482400-01
-0812-1613-2407-3202-3963-4716-5465-6181-6854-7116+0000+0000
+2110+0900+0050+0010
1
BUTYRIC
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+660060+05+189900-0l
+588235+00+593750+00+200000+02+393100+00-575000+02+475000+03+200000-01+192600-0l

....
~

-0115-0250-0385-0525-0640-0775-0895-1005-1085-1005-0795+0000
30480+0315+0050+0010
1
BUTYRIC
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+660060+05+189900-0l
+635714+00+655556+00+200000+02+393100+00-345000+02+475000+03+200000-01+192600-01
-0105-0210-0335-0445-0560-0660-0765-0855-0925-0815-0575+0000
30490+0205+0050+0010
1
BUTYRIC
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+660060+05+189900-0l
+576923+00+588235+00+200000+02+393100+00-600000+02+475000+03+200000-01+192600-0l
-0120-0250-0395-0525-0650-0780-0900-1010-1100-1010-0790+0000
30500+0060+0050+0010

1

ALPHA CHLOROPROPIONIC

ACID

+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000¼01-475000+02+999000-01+757575+03+494900-01
+304054-01+361445-01+100000+01+991000+00-828000+02+432000+03+495000-0l+495100-0l
-0099-0197-0300-0396-0488-0573-0654-0720-0782-0811+0000+0000
+1900+0000+0050+0010
1
ALPHA CHLOROPROPIONIC
ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+757575+03+494900-0l
+311111+00+350993+00+100040+02+991000+00-833400+03+438800+03+495000-0l+495100-0l
-0946-1945-2943-3908-4827-5691-6475-7160-7693-8086+0000+0000
+1930+0015+0050+0010
1
ALPHA CHLOROPROPIONIC
ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+757575+03+494900-0l
+339564+00+391129+00+100040+02+991000+00-835200+03+438900+03+495000-01+495100-0l
-0971-1976-2972-3938-4865-5739-6525~7200-7741-8117+0000+0000
+1940+0260+0050+0010
1
ALPHA CHLOROPROPIONIC
ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+757575+03+494900-01
+319444+00+360902+00+100040+02+991000+00-834700+03+438800+03+495000-01+495100-01
-0964-1960-2960-3919-4846-5701-6492-7178-7717-8101+0000+0000
+1950+0375+0050+0010
1
ALPHA CHLOROPROPIONIC
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+757575+03+196700-01
+615385+00+666667+00+200000+02+393100+00-333000+03+476000+03+200000-01+197800-01
-0425-0925-1430-1880-2310-2680-2990-3200-3345-3400-3390+0000

....
(X)

N

•
30540+0730+0050+0010
l
ALPHA CHLOROPROPIONIC
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+757575+03+196700-0l
+312500-01+541666-01+100000+01+393100+00-155000+02+480000+03+200000-01+197800-0l
-0010-0035-0055-0080-0105-0120-0130-0145-0150-0155-0155-0155
30510+0010+0050+0010
1

ALPHA CHLOROPROPIONIC

+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+757575+03+196700-01
+641975+00+656250+00+200000+02+393100+00-329000+03+477000+03+200000-01+197800-0l
-0430-0920-1415-1880-2310-2670-2960-3180-3310-3370-335+0000
30520+0180+0050+0010
1.
BETA CHLOROPROPIONIC
ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+990090+04+478200-01
+335195-01+351351-01+100000+01+991000+00-236000+02+439000+03+478300-01+478400-0l
-0012-0040-0068-0101-0128-0172-0188-0217-0234-0236+0000+0000
+2000+0010+0050+0010

1

BETA CHLOROPROPIONIC

ACID

+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+990090+04+478200-0l
+631429+00+668000+00+200000+02+991000+00-497200+03+439400+03+478300-01+478400-01
-0544-1133-1734-2335-2939-3536-4119-4656-5018-5067+0000+0000
+2010+0440+0050+0010
1
BETA CHLOROPROPIONIC
ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+990090+04+478200-0l
+682500+00+700800+00+200000+02+991000+00-490700+03+438400+03+478300-01+478400-0l
-0548-1124-1726-2323-2916-3512-4099-4625-4995-5008+0000+0000
+2020+0050+0050+0010
1
BETA CHLOROPROPIONIC
ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+990090+04+478200-01
+623333+00+654667+00+200000+02+991000+00-495800+03+439100+03+478300-01+478400-0l
-0551-1131-1741-2342-2941-3535-4106-4661-5014-5058+0000+0000
+2030+0000+0050+0010

1

BETA CHLOROPROPIONIC

+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+990090+04+189700-0l
+607477+00+545918+00+200000+02+393100+00+201500+03+480000+03+200000-01+195900-0l
+0165+0290+0390+0470+0560+0700+0905+1120+1340+1560+1790+2015
30600+0420+0050+0010

....

0)
v)

1

BETA CHLOROPROPIONIC

1

CYCLOHEXANE CARBOXYLIC

1

CYCLOHEXANE CARBOXYLIC

1

CYCLOHEXANE CARBOXYLIC

+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+990090+04+189700-01
+728477+00+659341+00+200000+02+393100+00+223500+03+480000+03+200000-01+195900-01
+0185+0325+0450+0550+0655+0820+1030+1260+1500+1730+1990+2235
30610+0410+0050+0010
1
BETA CHLOROPROPIONIC
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+990090+04+189700-01
+590909+00+588235+00+200000+02+393100+00+194500+03+480000+03+200000-01+195900-0l
+0165+0290+0390+0465+0545+0685+0875+1085+1305+1510+1745+1945
30620+1005+0050+0010
1
CYCLOHEXANE CARBOXYLIC
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+793650+05+176200-01
+250000-01+344828-01+100000+01+393100+00+350000+01+475000+03+200000-01+178000-01
+0085+0080+0070+0060+0050+0040+0030+0020+0015+0015+0025+0000
32070+0000+0050+0010
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+793650+05+176200-0l
+162500+01+161905+01+500000+02+393100+00-389000+03+477000+03+200000-01+178000-0l
-1740-2250-2820-3370-3900-4410-4900-5390-5520-5010-4430+0000
32080+2900+0050+0010
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+793650+05+176200-0l
+709091+00+666667+00+200000+02+393100+00-102500+03+476000+03+200000-01+178000-01
-0260-0470-0680-0870-1080-1270-1475-1665-1690-1500-1230+0000
32090+0140+0050+0010
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+793650+05+176200-0l
+628571+00+678571+00+200000+02+393100+00-115000+03+477000+03+200000-01+178000-0l
~0310-0540-0770-0950-1190-1410-1620-1805-1860-1640-1385+0000
32100-0130+0050+0010
1

FORMIC

1

FORMIC

+665400-03+854500-05+104440+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+549450+04+496700-0l
+937770+00+965000+00+500200+02+991000+00+440000+03+440000+03+496700-01+496800-0l
+0500+0900+1350+1750+2170+2550+2900+3250+3620+4020+4400+0000
+1270+0000+0050+0010

.....

i

+665400-03+854500-05+104440+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+549450+04+496700-0l
+172400-01+195400-01+100000+01+991000+00+117000+02+440000+03+496700-01+496800-01
+0015+0028+0038+0048+0060+0069+0080+0089+0099+0110+0117+0000
+1250-0030+0050+0010
1

FORMIC

ACID

+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+549450+04
+168960+01+164615+01+500000+02+991000+00+298900+03+436700+03+496800-01+496700-0l
+0320+0603+0877+1148+1404+1663+1922+2181+2440+2715+0000+0000
+1620+1000+0050+00!0
l
FORMIC ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+549450+04
+158889+01+158741+01+500000+02+991000+00+280300+03+438700+03+496800-01+496700-0l
+0322+0570+0816+1067+1313+1550+1800+2055+2307+2559+0000+0000
+1610+0400+0050+0010
1

FORMIC

+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+549450+04
+151846+01+146500+01+500000+02+393100+00+711800+03+476000+03+200000-01+198300-01
+0683+1284+1867+2454+3033+3067+4197+4790+5384+5985+6589+0000
25150+0050+0050+0010
1
FORMIC
+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+549450+04
+154571+01+16~077+01+500000+02+393100+00+764300+03+475600+03+200000-01+198300-0l
+0714+1359+1990+2628+3253+3881+4495+5105+5713+6359+7028+0000
25160+0000+0050+0010
1
FORMIC
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+549450+04
+149500+01+145429+01+500000+02+393100+00+649400+03+475400+03+200000-01+198300-0l
+0610+1150+1697+2234+2763+3292+3816+4359+4904+5449+5993+0000
25170+0000+0050+0010
1

GLYCINE

+665400-03+854500-05+103480+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+223710+03
+193070+00+171210+00+100040+02+991000+00+630200+03+439500+03+000000+00+497100-01
+0771+1511+2224+2901+3546+4144+4686+5181+5620+5983+0000+0000
+1110+0674+0050+0000
1
GLYCINE
+665400-03+854500-05+104440+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+223710+03

~

\ft

+179160+00+175260+00+100040+02+991000+00+643200+03+440000+03+000000 ♦ 00+497100-01

+0780+1520+2230+2890+3540+4150~4710+5220+5680+6075+6432+0000
+1120+0145+0050+0000
1
GLYCINE
+665400-03+854500-05+104440+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+223710+03
+165420+00+155760+00+100040+02+991000+00+584800+03+439000+03+000000+00+497100-01
+0723+1413+2158+2683+3278+3738+4343+4813+5218+5556+0000+0000
+1100-0070+0050+0000
1

GLYCINE

+665400-03+854500-05+103480+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+223710+03
+148100-01+130000-01+100000+01+991000+00+592000+02+438500+03+000000-01+497100-01
+0073+0148+0216+0278+0338+0396+0447+0490+0529+0564+0000+0000
+0750+0060+0050+0000
1
GLYCINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103930+03+100000+01+340000+02+999700-01+223710+03
+626667+00+600000+00+200000+02+393100+00+680000+03+477000+03+100000-01+225700-01
+0760+1450+2100+2750+3355+3850+4500+5020+5520+5990+6425+0000
31960+0250+0050+0000
1
GLYCINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103630+03+100000+01+340000+02+999700-01+223710+03
+730000+00+611111+00+200000+02+393100+00+687000+03+476000+03+100000-01+225700-0l
+0760+1450+2130+2780+3410+4000+4550+5100+5590+6040+6490+0000
31970+0340+0050+00000
1
GLYCINE
+665400-03+854500-05+103930+03+100000+01+340000+02+999700-01+223710+03
+652174+00+607143+00+200000+02+393100+00+682500+03+476000+03+100000-01+225700-01
+0760+1440+2120+2765+3370+3970+4520+5060+5545+6010+6460+0000
31980+0000+0050+0000
1

GLYCOLIC

ACID

+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+677500+04
+322580-01+344827-01+100000+01+991000+00+940000+01+439000+03+490500-01+490500-01
+0015+0034+0035+0050+0051+0056+0060+0074+0077+0083+0000+0000
+1480+0010+0050+0010
1
GLYCOLIC ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+677500+04
+159462+01+155923+01+500000+02+991000+00+393700+03+439000+03+490500-01+490500-0l

.....
0:,
(1\

+0670+1121+1516+1870+2178+2487+2789+3080+3373+3665+0000+0000
+1490+0700+0050+0010
1
GLYCOLIC ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+677500+04
+130313+01+131613+01+500000+02+991000+00+330800+03+439000+03+490500-01+490500-0l
+0608+1017+1347+1730+1909+2161+2405+2644+2871+3092+0000+0000
+1510+0400+0050+0010

1

GLYCOLIC

+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+677500+04+189900-0l
+333333-01+303030-01+100000+01+393100+00+!95000+02+480000+03+200000-01+195700-0l
+00!5+0030+0045+0065+0085+0100+0120+0135+0150+0165+0180+0195
30390-0055+0050+0010
1
GLYCOLIC
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+677500+04+189900-0l
+600000+00+600000+00+200000+02+393100+00+370500+03+477000+03+200000-01+195700-0l
+0350+0690+1030+1360+1680+2010+2335+2640+2950+3240+3475+00000
30400+0280+0050+0010

GLYCOL IC

1

+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+677500+04+189900-0l
+623235+00+624000+00+200000+02+393100+00+375400+03+477000+03+200000-01+195700-01
+0351+0694+1035+1361+1696+2035+2363+2679+2985+3246+3515+0000
30410+0600+0050+0010
1
GLYCOLIC
+665400=03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+677500+04+189900-0l
+586486+00+572703+00+200000+02+393100+00+369000+03+473200+03+200000-01+195700-0l
+0438+0767+1082+1411+1733+2062+2378+2682+2962+3236+3487+0000
30420-0600+0050+0010
1
PROPIONIC
ACID
+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+746260+05+480500-0l
+158370+01+159231+01+500000+02+991000+00-127000+03+437200+03+481300-01+482100-01
-0160-0353-0554-0747-0932-1119-1297-1454-1587-1513+0000+0000
+1550+0300+0050+0010
1

PROPIONIC

ACID

+665400-03+854500-05+104610+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+746260+05+480500-0l
+136710+01+142345+01+500000+02+991000+00-192900+03+438200+03+481300-01+482100-0l
-0180-0447-0713-0980-1235-1485-1715-1909-2123-2090+0000+0000

....

0,

"'1

+1570+1300+0050+0010

1

PROPIONIC

ACID

+665400-03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01-475000+02+999000-01+746260+05
+676875+00+669259+00+200000+02+991000+00-543000+02+336600+03+478200-01+478100-01
-0078-0158-0243-0321-0406-0478-0555-0628-0684-0652+0000+0000
+1700-0100+0050+0010

1

PROP IONIC

1

PROP IONIC

+665400=03+854500-05+103560+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+746260+05+189900-0l
+155800+01+157500+01+500000+02+393100+00+522700+03+476000+03+200000-01+190800-0l
+0567+0950+1336+1720+2089+2464+2839+3219+3618+4076+4678+0000
30450+2100+0050+0010
+665400=03+854500=05+104610+03+100000+01+340000+02+999000-01+746260+05+189900-0l
+166900+01+165700+01+500000+02+393100+00+503300+03+476000+03+200000-01+190800-0l
+0504+0894+1251+1623+1990+2344+2707+3078+3461+3926+4504+0000
30440+1750+0050+0010

$l8SYS

=
......

SIBFTC

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
11111

100
101
102
104
105
106

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES OH VALUES FOR THE REACTIONS
AND H+ + HA{ZA+l)
= H2A(ZA+2)
ZAIS
CHARGE ON ANION
ABSe MAGNITUDE
AKl
EQUILo CONST. FOR H2A = H + HA
AK2
EQUIL.
CONST. FOR HA= H+ A
HE=
CCAT-CONCo NAOH
OHH20
DHFOR H +OH=
MOH
TE
TEMPRISE FROM H+ +OH- =H20
UNITS
THERM
THERMISTER CONSTANT
DEG
HEAT CAPACITY OF THE INITIAL
SYSTEM
CPCAL
HEAT CAPACITY OF THE TITRANT
CPTIT
INITIAL
CONCENTRATION IN CALORIMETER
CCAT
DCA
A IN DEBYE EQUATION
.TITRANT DELIVERY RATE
TITOR
INITIAL
VOLUME
VOLi
HN}
TEMPERATURE AT 40 UNIT INTERVALS
RUN NUMBER
RUN
TEMP OF SOLN - TEMP OF TITRANT AT TIME ZERO
DEL Tl
TOTAL TIME
TIMET
TEMPT
TOTAL TEMPERATURE RISE
CONCENTRATION OF TITRANT
CTIT
AMPLIFICATION
AMP
SLOPO
FINAL STIRRING
SLOPE
SLOPAINITIAL
STIRRING
SLOPE
HDILT
PARTIAL MOLAR ENTHALPY OF TITRANT
DIMENSION XPA(12)eXPHA(l2)oXPH2A(12)~XDH1(6.12).XDH2(6e12)v
1XDH3(6o12)
.
DIMENSION SQMU(12).TOIL(12)0T(t2).S(12)•HL(12).ZYX(13)
1.TIM{2),0C(2)oTITLE(l3)oHA1(12),H2A1(12),0H1(12),SAU(l2)
FORMAT(lHOe6E11.4)
FORMAT(8E8e4)
FORMAT{12F5.1)
FORMAT(14A6)
FORMAT(lH0,2110)
FORMAT(12F5.5)

\.

H+ +A(ZA)

• HA(ZA+l)

CALORIES/DEGREE
CAL/ML
MOLES/LITER
ANGSTROMS
LITERS/SECOND
LITERS
UNITS
UNITS
UNITS
MOLES/LITER
TEMP UNITS/TIME
TEMP·UNITS/TIME
CAL/MOLE

.....

UNITS

UNITS
UNITS

:

C
C

107
109
1000
1003
1008
802
803

C
11100

11102
804
805
806

FORMAT(12F4el)
FORMAT(9E8e4)
FORMAT(9E8o4)
FORMAT{13A6)
FORMAT(1H0.6Elle4)
SQUARE ROOT OF MU CORRESPONDING TO TOILS
REAOC5.106)SQMU(lJ.SQMU(2).SOMU(3)oSOMU(4).SQMU(5).SQMU(6),
1SQMU{7JoSOMU(8)oSOMU(9)eSOMU(lO),SQMU(ll)eSOMU{12)
APPARENT PARTIAL MOLAR ENTHALPY CORRESPONDING TO SQMUS
READ{5glQ7)TDIL(l).TDIL{2)oTOIL(3)oTDIL(4)oTDIL(5)oTDIL(6)eTDIL(
17)oTDIL{8)oTDIL(9)gTDIL(lO)oTDIL(ll),TOIL(12)
TITLE CARD
1 GOES IN COLUMN 1
REA0(5el003)TITLE
READ(5,lOOO)ZAwDCAwAKloAK2.TITDR.CTIT.CCAT.HE,VOLI
REA0(5910l)THERM9
CPCAL,CPTIT,HDILT
REA0{5,101}SLOPA,SLOPO,
TEMPT,TIMET,AMP
READ{5.102)T{l),T(2),T(3}.T(4).T{5),T{6).T{7)eT(8),T(9)oT{lO)o
1TUU.TU2)
REAOC5,10l)RUN.DELTI.OHH20,TE"
NRUN=RUN
NUMB=9
XYDHl=0o0

C

C
C
C

6001
6002
6003

XYDH2=0 .. 0
XYDH3=0.0
DEVl=OoO
DEV2=0o0
DEV3=0.,0
FIND NOo OF REAL T{N) VALUES
D06003N1=10.12
IF(T(Nl).EOoOoO)GOTOl
NUMB=NUMB+l
CONTINUE
CORRECTS HEAT FOR HYDROLYSIS
A+H2O=HA+OH
HA+H2O=H2A+OH
IF(HEoLT.OeO)GOT080

....
'°
0

C

C
C

u
IONIC STRENGTH
1 Ull=(ZA*ZA*CCAT+ZA*CCAT}/2.0
3 SMUl=SORT(Ull)
ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT
INITIAL
SPECIES
DISTRIBUTION
4 GAI=10•**((-0.5092*ZA*ZA*SMUI)/(1.0+0o3281*OCA*SMUI))
5 GHAl=lOo**((-0.5092*(ZA-leO)*(ZA-loO)*SMUI)/(leO+Oo3281*DCA*SMUI))
6 GH2AI=10o**((-0.5092*(ZA-2oO)*(ZA-2oO)*SMUl)/(l.O+Oo3281*DCA*SMUI)
1)

7 GHI =10o**({=Oo5092*SMUl)/(loO+Oo3281*DCA*SMUI)}
OK2=AK2*GHAI/(GAl*GHI)
0Kl=AK1*GH2Al/{GHl*GHAI)
OK12=DK1*0K2
DW=lOo**{-1309982)/(GHI*GHI)
Al=1 .. 0.IOK12
Bl=(lo0/DK2
)+(2oO*CCAT/DK12)-HE/DK12
CCAT/DK2
CI=loO=(HE/DK2)-(DW/DK12)+
DI=-HE-OW/DK2
EI=-DW
CHil=!0.,**(-2)
8 CHl2=CHI1-((AI*(CHI1**4)+Bl*(CHI1**3)+Cl*(CHI1**2}+Dl*CHll+EI)/
1(4oO*AI*(CHl1**3)+3.0*Bl*(CHl1**2)+2.0*Cl*CHll+DI))
IF(ABS{le0-CHI1/CHI2)-0c001)10~10.9
80 CAI=CCAT
CHAl=OoO
CH2AI=Oo0
COHI==HE
GOT0220
9 CHI1=CHl2
GOTOS
10 CAI=CCAT/(t.O+CHI2/DK2+CHl2*CHl2/0K12}
CHAl=CHl2*CAI/DK2
CH2AI=CHl2*CHAI/DK1
COHI=OW/CHl2
18 Ul2={ZA*ZA*CAl+{ZA-1.0}*(ZA-loO)*CHAl+(ZA-2.0)*(ZA-2.0l*CH2Al+COHI
1+ZA*CCAT-HE+CHl2}/2e0

....
'°....

19
20
22
220
221
222

C
C
C
C
C
C

23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
320
330
34
35
36

IF(ABS(l.O-Ull/UI2)-0.001)220e220,20
Ull=Ul2
GOT03
HAI=VOLI*CHAI
H2Al=VOLI*CH2AI
OHI=VOLl*COHI
PAI=CAI/CCAT
PHAI=CHAI/CCAT
PH2AI=CH2AI/CCAT
SPECIES
DISTRIBUTION
H+A=HA
HA+A=H2A
TIME=40.,0
VOL
VOLUME
CAT
A TOTAL
MOLES/LITER
TITRANT TOTAL
CHT
MOLES/LITER
VOL=VOLI+TIME*1•5*TITDR
CAT={CCAT*VOLI}/VOL
CHT=(CTIT*TIME*lo5*TITOR+HE*VOLI)/VOL
CL04=(CTIT*TIME*l•5*TITOR)/VOL
IF(CAT-CHT)30v30e28
Ul=((CAT-CHT)*ZA*ZA+CHT+CHT+ZA*CAT)/2e0
GOT031
Ul=((2oO*CAT-CHT)*(ZA-I.O)*(ZA-loO)+CHT+ZA*CAT)/2.0
CONTINUE
SMU=SQRT(Ul)
)/(l.O+Oo328l*OCA*SMU
))
GA =10o**((-Oo5092*ZA*ZA*SMU
)/(loO+Oo3281*DCA*SMU
GHA =10c**((-Oo5092*(ZA-loO}*(ZA-loO)*SMU
)/(le0+0.328l*OCA*SMU)
GH2A =10o**((-Oo5092*(ZA-2.0)*(ZA-2oO)*SMU

1)

GH =10.**((-0o5092*SMU
OK2=AK2*GHA/(GA*GH)
OKl=AKl*GH2A/(GH*GHA)
OK12=0K2*DK1
ow~1.008*(10.**(-14))/(GH*GH)
A=t.O/OK12

)/(1.0+0o3281*DCA*SMU

))

,

))

.....

\()

N

B=l.O/DK2-CHT/DK12+2.0*CAT/OK12
C=l.O-CHT/OK2-0W/UK12+CAT/DK2
O=CHT+OW/OK2

E=DW

41

42
43
44
440
45
46
47
49
510
511
512
517
518
519

C

52

CHl=CHT
CH2=CHl-({CHl*CHl*CHl*CHl*A+B*CHl*CH1*CHl+C*CHl*CH1-D*CHl-E)/
1(4oO*A*CHl*CHl*CH1+3oO*B*CHl*CH1+2oO*C*CH1-0))
IF(ABS{loO-CH1/CH2)oLToOa001)GOT042
CHl=CH2
GOT041
CA=(CAT)/{loO+(CH2/DK2)+(CH2*CH2/(DKl*DK2)))
CHA=CH2*CA/DK2
CH2A=CH2*CHA/DK1
COH=(lo008*10o**(-14))/(CH2*GH*GH)
U2=(ZA*ZA*CA+(ZA-loO)*{ZA-loO)*CHA+(ZA-2.0)*{ZA-2eO)*CH2A
l+CH2+COH+CL04+ZA*CAT-HE*VOLI/VOL)/2.0
IF{ABS{loO-Ul/U2).LToOo001)GOT0510
Ul=U2
GOT032
PA=(CA/CAT)*lOO.O
PHA=lOOeO*CHA/CAT
PH2A=lOO.O*CH2A/CAT
HA=CHA*VOL
H2A=CH2A*VOL
OH=COH*VOL
STORING INFORMATION
LSMFT=l
ITIME=TIME/40
.. 0
HA 1 ( I T I ME ) =HA
H2Al(ITIME)=H2A
OH 1 ( I TI ME) =OH
SAU ( I Tl ME) =SMU
XPA(ITIME)=PA
XPHA ( I Tl ME) =PHA
XPH2A(ITIME)=PH2A
IF(TIME-480.0)53.531.531

.....

'IC
\.t)

53
530
531
532
533

535
536
1002
108

1001

C

889
4999
5000

TIME=TIME+40.0
GOT024
005361=2.6
00535M=7,NUMB

CALL OIACID(SQMUeTDILeTeDELTleSAU(I)eSAU{M)eDHH20eDHleOH2,
10H3,I.M,
THERM,TITDR,CPCAL,CPTIT,HOILT,VOLI
2,TE
eSLOPA,SLOPD,
CTIT,TEMPT.TlMET,AMP
3,HAI.H2AI,OHI,HA1(1),H2Al{l).OHl(I),HAl(M),H2Al(M),OHl(M))
XOHl(I,M)=DHl
XDH2(I.M)=DH2
XDH3(I.M)=DH3
XYOHl=XYOHl+XOHl(IeM)
XYDH2=XYDH2+XDH2(I,M)
XYOH3=XYDH3+XOH3(I,M)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
FORMAT(lH
.IX,12,lH.,12.
3(Fllol),2{F8c4)o6(F5ol))
FORMAT{lHOo7X,7HRUN
N0.,15,13H
AT 25 OEGo C)
WRITE(6,1003)TITLE
WRITE(6,108)NRUN
WRITE(6ol001)
FORMAT{1H0,3X,4HDATA,11X,13HDELTA
H FOR--ol1X,5HSQMU1e3X,5HSQMU2,
120X,llH--PERCENT--/4X,4HPTSo,5X,6HH+A=HAo4X,8HH+HA=H2Ao2Xo9H2H+A=
2H2A.13X,2HA1,4X,2HA2,4X,3HHA1,3X,3HHA2,3X.4HH2Al,2X,4HH2A2)
0050001=2,6
004999M-=7s,NUMB
WRITE(6,1002)I,M,XOHl(I,M).XDH3(1,M),XOH2(1,M),SAU(l),SAU(M),
1XPA(I).XPA{M),XPHA(I),XPHA{M)oXPH2A(I),XPH2A(M)
FORMAT(3F8ol)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
STATISTICAL
TREATMENT
XNUM=S*(NUMB-6)
AVDHl=XYOHl/(XNUM)
AVDH2-=XYOH2/(XNUM)
AVOH3=XYOH3/(XNUM)

~

'g

00500111=2,6
D05002Ml=7,,NUMB
OEVl=OEVl+(AVDHl-XOHl(ll,Ml)}**2
DEV2=DEV2+(AVDH2-XOH2(11.M1})**2
OEV3=DEV3+(AVOH3-XDH3(11,Ml))**2
5002 CONTINUE
5001 CONTINUE
STDl=SQRT(DEVl/(XNUM-laO))
STD2=SQRT(DEV2/{XNUM-lo0))
ST03=SQRT(OEV3/(XNUM-lo0))
5003 FORMAT(1H0,,13X,,6H------,,4X.,6H------114X.,6H------//2X.,8HAVERAGES"
13X,,3{Fllol)//2X"8HSTD.OEV.,,3X,,3(Fllol))
WRITE(6e5003)AVDH1,,AVOH3,AVDH2,,STD111ST02,ST03
54 GOTOlllOO
55 END
$IBFTC
OIACDS
C
CALCULATE Q CORRECTED
SUBROUTINE DIACID{SQMU,TOIL.,T.DELTI.,SAU
1 ,SAU 2 "OHH20.,0H1.DH2,
1DH3,,I,,M,,
THERM,,TITOR11CPCAL.,CPTIT,,HDILT,VOLI
211TE
,,SLOPA.SLOP011
CTIT,,TEMPT,,TIMET,,AMP
3
,,HAI,,H2AI,OHlcHA1,H2Ale0Hl.HA2eH2A2,0H2
)
11111
DIMENSION SQMU(l2),,TOIL{l2),,T(l2),,S{12),,HL{12),,ZYX(14),,SAU(2)
l 11 T I M( 2 ) ,, QC { 2 )
37 FORMAT(lH0,,6Ello4)
SAU( 1 )=SAUi
SAU(2)=SAU2
TIM(l)=I*40
TIM(2)=M*40
38 0072LL=1112
39 TIME=TIM(LL)
390 SMU=SAU(LL)
40 0048KBU=l,
12
42 IF(SQMU(KBU).LToSMU)GOT048
44 DIL=(((SMU-SQMU(KBU-l))*(TDIL(KBU)-TDIL{KBU-1)})
1/(SQMU(KBU)-SQMU(KBU-l)))+TOIL(KBU-l)
46 GOT050

.....

'°

\.n

48
50
52
53
54
55
56

CONTINUE
PIL=CDIL-HOILT)*(l.S*TIME*TITOR*CTIT)
CORR=DELTl*(THERM/AMP)*TITDR*1500.*CPTIT*TIME
APT=TIME/40.
K=APT
D056N=ls,K
S(N)=(SLOPA*CPCAL)+f{((SLOPD*(CPCAL+(TIMET*1500e*TITDR
l*CPTIT)))-SLOPA*CPCAL)*T{N))/TEMPT)
58 HL(1)={SLOPA*CPCAL+S(1))/2o0
60 0062N=2s,K
62 HL(N)=(S(N-l)+S{N))/2.0
64 QL=OoO
66 D068N=l•K
68 QL=QL+HL(N)*40oO*(THERM/AMP)
VK=T(K)-TE
70 Q=VK
*(THERM/AMP)*(CPCAL+(TIME*TITDR*1500o*CPTIT))
72 QC{LL)=-Q+QL-PIL-CORR
73 CONTINUE
74 A=QC(1)+(0H1-0HI)*DHH20
75 B=QC{2)+(0H2-0Hl)*OHH20
76 Al=HAl-HAI
77 A2=HA2-HAI
78 B1=H2Al-H2AI
79 B2=H2A2-H2Al
80 DH2=(A*A2-B*A1)/(A2*B1-Al*B2)
81 0Hl=(A-B1*0H2)/Al
82 OH3=DH2-0H1
84 RETURN
85 END
SENTRY
000000668713470146402016021140232602583028340293403174032960
000270440470555560570610620620630630
1
ADIPIC
ACID
+2000+01+5000+01+3820-04+3870-05+8545-05+9910+00+2445-01+1000-04+9990-0l
+6654-03+1044+03+1000+01-4750+02
+1504-01+1543-01-3000+02+4310+03+1000+01

~

°'

-0040-0080-0122-0159-0192-0226-0251-0271-0295-0300+0000+0000
+1140+03-1590+03-1343+05
1

ADIPIC

ACID

1

ADIPIC

ACID

+2000+01+5000+01+3820-04+3870-05+8545-05+9910+00+2445-01+1000-04+9990-0l
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01-4750+02
+6068+00+7012+00+5453+03+4382+03+2000+02
-0778-1552-2282-2977-3597~4160-4661-5106-5492-5605+0000+0000
+1520+03+4000+01-1343+05
+2000+01+5000+01+3820-04+3870-05+8545-05+9910+00+2445-01+1000-04+9990-01
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01-4750+02
+6179+00+6476+00-5440+03+4401+03+2000+02
-0756-1524-2271-2950-3590-4136-4630-5067-5438-5562-5440+0000
+1530+03-2600+02-1343+05
1
AOIPIC ACID
+2000+01+5000+01+3820-04+3870-05+8545-05+9910+00+2445-01+1000-04+9990-0l
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01-4750+02
+6455+00+6995+00-5394+03+4387+03+2000+02
-0771-1538-2275-2965-3584-4122-4622-5062-5432-5542+0000+0000
+1540+03-2000+02-1343+05
1

ASPARTIC

1

ASPARTIC

+1000+01+5000+01+8900-02+1350-03+8545-05+9910+00+2472-01+1300-02+9990-0l
+6654-03+1035+03+1000+01-4750+02
+1739+00+1446+00+5941+03+4388+03+1000+02
+0745+1500+2245+2957+3615+4186+4665+5081+5426+5709+0000+0000
+7700+02-7800+03-1343+05
l
ASPARTIC
+1000+01+5000+01+8900-02+1350-03+8545-05+9910+00+2472-01+1300-02+9990-0l
+6654-03+1044+03+1000+01-4750+02
+1640+00+1478+00+5818+03+4389+03+1000+02
+0740+1483+2207+2898+3548+4096+4568+4972+5306+5589+0000+0000
+7800+02-6500+03-1343+05
+1000+01+5000+01+8900-02+1350-03+8545-05+9910+00+2472-01+1300-02+9990-0l
+6654-03+1035+03+1000+01-4750+02
+1691+00+1463+00+5918+03+4386+03+1000+02

...

'°

-...J

+0769+1521+2247+2964+3612+4179+4664+5073+5510+5795+0000+0000
+7900+02-8000+03-1343+05

1

DL ASPARTIC

1

DL ASPARTIC

1

DL ASPARTIC

+1000+01+5000+01+8900-02+1350-03+8545-05+3931+00+9300-02+3000-03+9997-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+2500-01+2500-01+0425+03+4800+03+1000+01
+0040+0075+0115+0155+0190+0235+0265+0305+0335+0365+0395+0425
+3239+04+0000+00-1338+05
+1000+01+5000+01+8900-02+1350-03+8545-05+3931+00+9300-02+3000-03+9997-0l
+6654-03+1039+03+1000+01+3400+02
+6452+00+5917+00+8505+03+4755+03+2000+02
+0815+1605+2385+3150+3935+4685+5435+6125+6815+7410+8005+0000
+3240+04-1500+01-1338+05
+1000+01+5000+01+8900-02+1350-03+8545-05+3931+00+9300-02+3000-03+9997-0l
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+6376+00+5813+00+8540+03+4765+03+2000+02
+0810+1590+2390+3175+3940+4710+5440+6160+6840+7455+8040+0000
+3241+04+4500+02-1338+05
1
DIETHYL MALONIC
+2000+01+5000+01+615o=02~5100-07+8545-05+3931+00+1028-01+2000-03+9997-0l
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1560+01+1647+01-2750+03+4730+03+5000+02
-0530-1100-1690-2220-2700-2940-3120-3190-3180-3100-2910+0000
+3228+04+2730+03-1338+05
1
DIETHYL MALONIC
+2000+01+5000+01+6150-02+5100-07+8545-05+3931+00+1028-01+2000-03+9997-01
+6654-03+1039+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1633+01+1618+01-2485+03+4730+03+5000+02
-0475-1045-1605-2125-2620-2845-2985-3055-3005-2895-2695+0000
+3229+04+5150+02-1338+05
1

DIETHYL

MALONIC

+2000+0l+S000+01+6150-02+5100-07+8545-05+3931+00+1028-01+2000-03+9997-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1598+01+1667+01-2425+03+4750+03+5000+02

....

'cl

-0475-1025-1585-2085-2545-2785-2935-2985-2955-2825-2645+0000
+3230+04+4450+02-1338+05
1
DIETHYL
MALONIC
+2000+01+5000+01+6150-02+5100-07+8545-05+3931+00+1028-01+2000-03+9997-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+6652+00+6763+00-9970+02+4743+03+2000+02
-0202-0421-0627-0836-1007~1109-1177-1206-1202-1165-1080+0000
+3214+04+2000+01-1338+05
l
ETHYL ISOAMYL MALONIC ACID
+2000+01+5000+01+5620-02+2820-07+8545-05+3931+00+8655-02+1530-02+9990-01
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01+3400+02
+3457-01+2857-01-5000+00+4750+03+1000+01
+0003+0003+0002-0002-0006-0006-0006-0012-0012-0012-0012+0000
+3183+04+0000+00-1343+05
1
ETHYL ISOAMYL MALONIC ACID
+2000+01+5000+01+5620-02+2820-07+8545-05+3931+00+8655-02+1530-02+9990-0l
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1511+01+1509+01-1640+02+4756+03+5000+02
-0091-0202-0317-0523-0797-0950-0997-0964-0854-0664-0427+0000
+3185+04+5000+02-1343+05
1
ETHYL ISOAMYL MALONIC
+2000+01+5000+01+5620-02+2820-07+8545-05+3931+00+8655-02+1530-02+9990-0l
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1417+01+1444+01-3100+02+4760+03+5000+02
-0100-0220-0320-0460-0730-0920-1000-0990-0890-0740-0530+0000
+3186+04+2600+02-1338+05
C
FORAODEO SALTS ONLY
(FOLLOWS CARO 18)
2+0.06
FORADDtD SALTS ONLY
(FOLLOWS CARO 45)
C
2+0.06
1
ETHYL ISOAMYL MALONIC IN .06
KN03
+2000+01+5000+01+7080-02+4900-07+8545-05+3931+00+1009-01+8000-04+9997-0l
+6654-03+1039+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1613+01+1620+01+1910+03+4760+03+5000+02
+0390+0625+0845+1070+1290+1180+1130+1165+1260+1420+1650+0000
+3260+04+3500+02-1338+05

i

1
ETHYL ISOAMYL MALONIC IN e06 KN03
+2000+01+5000+01+7080-02+4900-07+8545-05+3931+00+1009-01+8000-04+9997-0l
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1696+01+1667+01+2090+03+4760+03+5000+02
+0410+0640+0880+1100+1360+1260+1225+1290+1410+1610+1840+0000
+3261+04+2100+02-1338+05
1
ETHYL ISOAMYL MALONIC IN .06 KN03
+2000+01+5000+01+7080-02+4900-07+8545-05+3931+00+1009-01+8000-04+9997-01
+6654-03+1039+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1632+01+1610+01+1940+03+4760+03+5000+02
+0380+0600+0810+1030+1255+1120+1090+1140+1240+1440+1680+0000
+3262+04+2400+02-1338+05

1

FUMARIC

ACID

+2000+01+5000+01+8040-03+2500-04+8545-05+9910+00+2499-01+0000+00+9990-0l
+6654-03+1035+03+1000+01-4750+02
+3577+00+3720+00-3149+03+4281+03+2000+02
-0885-1743-2500-3096-3468-3617-3600-3492-3353-3230+0000+0000
+7100+02-3200+04-1343+05

1

FUMARIC

ACID

1

FUMARIC

ACID

+2000+01+5000+01+8040-03+2500-04+8545-05+9910+00+2499-01+0000+00+9990-0l
+6654-03+1044+03+1000+01-4750+02
+3234+00+3405+00-3121+03+4296+03+2000+02
-0887-1725-2466-3064-3440-3588-3578-3474-3333-3203+0000+0000
+7200+02-3000+04-1343+05
+2000+01+5000+01+8040-03+2500-04+8545-05+9910+00+2499-01+0000+00+9990-0l
+6654-03+1044+03+1000+01-4750+02
+3168+00+3367+00-2850+03+4271+03+2000+02
-0865-1684-2411-2981-3319-3443-3396-3265-3104-2943+0000+0000
+7600+02-3400+04-1343+05

1

FUMARIC

+2000+01+5000+01+8040-03+2500-04+8545-05+3931+00+1066-01+0000+00+9997-0l
+6654-03+1039+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1563+01+1527+01+2736+03+4700+03+5000+02
-0308-0682-0958-1106-1030-0708-0219+0341+0980+1616+2262+2736
+3236+04+3500+02-1338+05

i0

FUMARIC
1
+2000+01+5000+01+8040-03+2500-04+8545-05+3931+00+1066-01+0000+00+9997-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1544+01+1616+01+2831+03+4706+03+5000+02
-0312-0654-0936-1076-0993-0680-0207+0396+1019+1637+2314+0000
+3237+04+3500+02-1338+05
1

FUMARIC

+2000+01+5000+01+8040-03+2500-04+8545-05+3931+00+1066-01+0000+00+9997-01
+6654-03+1039+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1573+01+1547+01+2735+03+4708+03+5000+02
-0295-0665-0965-1110-1034-0725-0221+0337+0977+1614+2234+0000
+3238+04+1500+03-1338+05
1
GLUTARIC ACID
+2000+01+5000+01+4535-04+3800-05+8545-05+9910+00+2093-01+1220-02+9990-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01-4750+02
+6313+00+6750+00-2411+03+4389+03+2000+02
-0682-1281-1817-2229-2515-2685-2780-2780-2678-2546+0000+0000
+1560+03+6000+01-1343+05
1

GLUTARIC

ACID

+2000+01+5000+01+4535-04+3800-05+8545-05+9910+00+2093-01+1220-02+9990-01
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01-4750+02
+6348+00+6471+00-2433+03+4390+03+2000+02
-0672-1292-1817-2226-2514-2696-2785-2784-2687-2556+0000+0000
+1590+03-6000+01-1343+05
1
GLUTARIC ACID
+2000+01+5000+01+4535-04+3800-05+8545-05+9910+00+2093-01+1220-02+9990-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01-4750+02
+6754+00+6965+00-2292+03+4394+03+2000+02
-0665-1261-1784-2186-2470-2634-2712-2701-2581-2440+0000+0000
+1600+03-3800+02-1343+05
1
GLUTARIC
+2000+01+5000+01+4535-04+3800-05+8545-05+3931+00+1158-01+4400-03+9997-01
+6654-03+1039+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1613+01+1529+01+1550+03+4760+03+5000+02
-0190-0400-0560-0640-0650-0560-0390-0140+0200+0590+1040+0000
+3244+04+5800+02-1338+05

~

~

GLUTARIC
1
+2000+01+5000+01+4535-04+3800-05+8545-05+3931+00+1158-01+4400-03+9997-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1636+01+1611+01+1910+03+4760+03+5000+02
-0180-0360-0480-0550-0540-0410-0200+0080+0450+0870+1350+0000
+3245+04+4600+02-1338+05
1

GLUTARIC

+2000+01+5000+01+4535-04+3800-05+8545-05+3931+00+1158-01+4400-03+9997-01
+6654-03+1039+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1619+01+1600+01+1780+03+4750+03+5000+02
-0200-0380-0510-0590-0580-0490-0280+0020+0360+0760+1260+0000
+3246+04+7700+02-1338+05
1
MALEIC
+2000+01+5000+01+1230-01+4650-06+8545-05+3931+00+9700-02+4100-03+9997-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1613+01+1593+01+1828+03+4764+03+5000+02
-0593-1183-1785-2390-2543-1903-1264-0627+0003+0633+1263+0000
+3250+04-3000+01-1338+05
1
MALEIC
+2000+01+5000+01+1230-01+4650-06+8545-05+3931+00+9700-02+4100-03+9997-01
+6654-03+1039+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1561+01+1536+01+1731+03+4758+03+5000+02
-0622-1214-1829-2441-2578-1941-1303-0696-0063+0566+1200+0000
+3249+04+1700+03-1338+05
1

MALEIC

+2000+01+5000+01+1230-01+4650-06+8545-05+3931+00+9700-02+4100-03+9997-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1710+01+1635+01+2158+03+4760+03+5000+02
-0607-1189-1868-2353-2434-1749-1070-0414+0140+0917+1555+2158
+3248+04+7300+02-1338+05
1
MALEIC ACID
+2000+01+5000+01+1230-01+4650-06+8545-05+9910+00+2329-01+4000-04+9990-01
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01-4750+02
+6137+00+6495+00-3872+03+4378+03+2000+02
-1096-2171-3213-4237-4724-4581-4437-4294-4151-4007+0000+0000
+2370+03-1000+02-1343+05

~
N

1
MALEIC ACID
+2000+01+5000+01+1230-01+4650-06+8545-05+9910+00+2329-01+4000-04+9990-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+0l-4750+02
+6207+00+6875+00-3861+03+4383+03+2000+02
-1098-2173-3221-4243-4740-4593-4445-4296-4148-4001+0000+0000
+2380+03+0000+00-1343+05

1

MALEIC ACID

+2000+01+5000+01+1230-01+4650-06+8545-05+9910+00+2329-01+4000-04+9990-0l
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01-4750+02
+5766+00+6004+00-3980+03+4389+03+2000+02
-1105-2179-3247-4270-4774-4641-4509-4376-4243-4110+0000+0000
+2390+03+1100+02-1343+05
1
MALONIC
+2000+01+5000+01+1490-02+2014-05+8545-05+3931+00+9950-02+2300-03+9990-01
~6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+6845+00+6509+00+1248+03+4754+03+2000+02
-0192-0461-0750-1024-1176-0865-0468-0088+0276+0623+0967+0000
+3024+04+1500+02-1338+05
1

MALONIC

1

MALONIC

+2000+01+5000+01+1490-02+2014-05+8545-05+3931+00+9950-02+2300-03+9990-01
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01+3400+02
+6373+00+6385+00+8440+02+4762+03+2000+02
-0245-0545-0861-1166-1329-1060-0700-0349-0019+0294+0588+0000
+3025+04+1100+02-1338+05
+2000+01+5000+01+1490-02+2014-05+8545-05+3931+00+9950-02+2300-03+9990-0l
~6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+6359+00+6553+00+9750+02+4754+03+2000+02
-0218-0509-0820-1117-1284-1010-0643-0274+0072+0400+0717+0000
+3026+04-1100+02-1338+05
1

MALONIC ACID

+2000+01+5000+01+1490-02+2014-05+8545-05+9910+00+2481-01+2100-03+9990-0l
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01-4750+02
+6734+00+6868+00-3188+03+4392+03+2000+02
-1136-2379-3610-4817-5546-5194-4708-4226-3808-3462+0000+0000
+1650+03+2100+02-1343+05

~

\->

1
MALONIC ACID
+2000+01+5000+01+1490-02+2014-05+8545-05+9910+00+2481-01+2100-03+9990-0l
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01-4750+02
+5900+00+6011+00-3382+03+4392+03+2000+02
-1191-2432-3677-4890-5607-5289-4807-4353-3956-3625+0000+0000
+1660+03-6500+02-1343+05

I

MALONIC ACID

+2000+01+5000+01+1490-02+2014-05+8545-05+9910+00+2481-01+2100-03+9990-0l
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01-4750+02
+6826+00+7090+00-3123+03+4386+03+2000+02
-1176-2394-3620-4820-5531-5178-4658-4176-3746-3394+0000+0000
+1670+03+8000+01-1343+05
1 OXALIC
+2000+01+5000+01+5360-01+5400-04+8545-05+9910+00+2497-01+0000+00+9990-01
+6654-03+1044+03+1000+01-4750+02
+8384-01+1005+00-2583+03+4376+03+5002+01
-0511-1015-1514-1976-2318-2446-2500-2536-2557-2574+0000+0000
+8000+02-8150+03-1343+05
1
OXALIC
+2000+01+5000+01+5360-01+5400-04+8545-05+9910+00+2497-01+0000+00+9990-0l
+6654-03+1035+03+1000+01-4750+02
+8493-01+9813-01-2488+03+4368+03+5002+01
-0498-0996-1489-1945-2280-2402-2444-2469-2481-2489+0000+0000
+8100+02-8250+03-1343+05
1
OXALIC
+2000+01+5000+01+5360-01+5400-04+8545-05+3931+00+9770-02+0000+00+9990-01
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1546+01+1588+01-3571+03+4763+03+5000+02
-1472-2988-4472-5744-6495-6444-6083-5611-5116-4601-4080+0000
+2819+04+2700+02-1338+05
1
OXALIC
+2000+01+5000+01+5360-01+5400-04+8545-05+3931+00+9770-02+0000+00+9990-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1560+01+1658+01-2496+03+4763+03+5000+02
-1493-2946-4313-5500-6136-5972-5499-4968-4361-3764-3111+0000
+2520+04+4300+02-1338+05

~
.(::"

1

OXALIC

+2000+01+5000+01+5360-01+5400-04+8545-05+3931+00+9770-02+0000+00+9990-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1583+01+1635+01-2740+03+4754+03+5000+02
-1509-2966-4372-5627-6273-6131-5676-5091-4508-3924-3313+0000
+2521+04+4720+03-1338+05
1
PIMELIC
+2000+01+5000+01+3280-04+3770-05+8545-05+3931+00+1012-01-1200-03+9997-0l
+6654-03+1039+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1596+01+1579+01+3210+03+4760+03+5000+02
+3800+3500+3170+2910+2690+2490+2350+2230+2170+2220+2700+0000
+3204+04+3900+02-1338+05+3960+03
1
PIMELIC
+2000+01+5000+01+3280-04+3770-05+8545-05+3931+00+1012-01-1200-03+9997-0l
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1600+01+1537+01+3130+03+4760+03+5000+02
+3740+3380+3110+2850+2630+2450+2290+2180+2120+2170+2600+0000
+3205+04+6000+02-1338+05+3850+03
1
PIMELIC
+2000+01+5000+01+3280-04+3770-05+8545-05+3931+00+1012-01-1200-03+9997-0I
+6654-03+1039+03+1000+01+3400+02
+6364+00+6176+00+1220+03+4760+03+2000+02
+1500+1370+1250+1150+1060+0970+0910+0860+0830+0850+1030+0000
+3206+04+6300+02-1338+05+1560+03

1

PIMELIC

+2000+01+5000+01+3280-04+3770-05+8545-05+3931+00+1012-01-1200-03+9997-01
+6654-03+1039+03+1000+01+3400+02
+6140+00+6000+00+8050+02+4770+03+2000+02
+1080+0985+0850+0740+0640+0550+0480+0430+0400+0420+0590+0000
+3232+04+7900+02-1338+05+1120+03
1
PIMELIC
+2000+01+5000+01+3280-04+3770-05+8545-05+3931+00+1012-01-1200-03+9997-0l
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+6435+00+6452+00+8900+02+4760+03+2000+02
+1070+0960+0850+0760+0660+0590+0530+0480+0460+0480+0660+0000
+3233+04+3300+02-1338+05+1100+03

=

\ft

I

PIMELIC

+2000+01+5000+01+3280-04+3770-05+8545-05+3931+00+1012-01-1200-03+9997-01
+6654-03+1039+03+1000+01+3400+02
+6111+00+6176+00+8100+02+4760+03+2000+02
+1050+0950+0825+0730+0640+0575+0500+0445+0415+0430+0605+0000
+3234+04+3200+02-1338+05+1080+03
1
SUBERIC
+2000+01+5000+01+3040-04+3950-05+8545-05+3931+00+7890-02+1600-03+9990-01
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01+3400+02
+5572+00+5717+00+1710+02+4740+03+2000+02
-0108-0248-0362-0477-0579-0666-0727-0697-0493-0266-0027+0000
+3200+04+3400+02-1338+05
1
SUBERIC
+2000+01+5000+01+3040-04+3950-05+8545-05+3931+00+7890-02+1600-03+9990-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1727+01+1700+01+1409+03+4750+03+5000+02
-0190-0442-0667-0860-1016-1141-1211-1045-0458+0181+0829+0000
+3201+04+3500+02-1338+05
1
SUBERIC
+2000+01+5000+01+3040-04+3950-05+8545-05+3931+00+7890-02+1600-03+9990-01
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01+3400+02
+1574+01+1665+01+1069+03+4746+03+5000+02
-0256-0504-0764-0994-1187-1329-1435-1291-0720-0084+0525+0000
+3202+04+9000+01-1338+05
1

1

SUCCINIC

ACID

1

SUCCINIC

ACID

+2000+01+5000+01+6180-04+2285-05+8545-05+9910+00+2482-01+2000-04+9990-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01-4750+02
+3416-01+3021-01+3640+02+4390+03+1000+01
+0014+0029+0048+0069+0103+0149+0197+0254+0309+0350+0000+0000
+1920+03-2000+01-1343+05
+2000+01+5000+01+6180-04+2285-05+8545-05+9910+00+2482-01+2000-04+9990-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01-4750+02
+5712+00+5871+00+6978+03+4390+03+2000+02
+0258+0528+0850+1281+1878+2763+3770+4873+5976+6760+0000+0000
+2060+03+2000+01-1343+05

~

°'

1
. SUCCINIC
ACID
+2000+01+5000+01+6180-04+228~705+8545-05+9910+00+2482-01+2000-04+9990-0l
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01-4750+02
+6417+00+6066+00+7071+03+4390+03+2000+02
+0262+0530+0861+1300+1930+2788+3812+4930+6046+6850+0000+0000
+2070+03-9000+01-1343+05
1

SUCCINIC

ACID

+2000+01+5000+01+6180-04+2285-05+8545-05+9910+00+2482-01+2000-04+9990-0l
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01-4750+02
+6445+00+6113+00+7098+03+4390+03+2000+02
+0266+0540+0876+1323+1954+2837+3833+4965+6086+6885+0000+0000
+2080+03-5000+01-1343+05,
1

SUCCINIC

+2000+01+5000+01+6180-04+2285-05+8545-05+3931+00+9920-02+1300-03+9990-0l
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01+3400+02
+2970-01+2972-01+2470+02+4770+03+1000+01
+0012+0027+0040+0059+0081+0107+0135+0166+0196+0222+0236+0000
+3027+04+3000+01~1338+05

1

SUCCINIC

1

SUCCINIC

1

SUCCINIC

+2000+01+5000+01+6180-04+2285-05+8545-05+3931+00+9920-02+1300-03+9990-0l
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+6488-00+6204-00+5036+03+4750+03+2000+02
+0280+0567+0871+1328+1659+2191+2782+3399+4006+4496+4808+0000
+3028+04+0000+00-1338+05
+2000+01+5000+01+6180-04+2285-05+8545-05+3931+00+9920-02+1300-03+9990-01
+6654-03+1046+03+1000+01+3400+02
+6017+00+5947+00+4819+03+4750+03+2000+02
+0273+0532+0818+1157+1579+2084+2650+3261+3850+4323+4610+0000
+3029+04-5000+01-1338+05
+2000+01+5000+01+6180-04+2285-05+8545-05+3931+00+9920-02+1300-03+9990-01
+6654-03+1036+03+1000+01+3400+02
+6174+00+6262+00+5014+03+4750+03+2000+02
+0281+0559+0870+1216+1657+2175+2765+3375+3981+4466+4795+0000
+3030+04+2400+02-1338+05

l\)
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Table 20
Mater.ials Used in Study III
Compound

Companyand Grade

Sod:1:amAcetate

Baker 'Analyzed'

Adipic acid

Matheson, Coo Inc. Reagent

dl-Alanine

Cal-Bi.o-ChemGrade A

~Alanine

Matheson, Coleman, and Bell Reagent

Aspartic

Reagent

Eastman White Label

Acid

Benzoic acid

Eastman W'hite Label

a.-Bromopropionic acid

Eastman White Label

acid

~Bnmopropionic

Butyric acid

Eastman Wbi te

Label

Fisher Highest Purity

a.-Chloropropionic

acid

Eastman White Label

$,,-Chloropropionic acid

B. F. Goodrich Reagent

Cyclohexane Carbo:x;ylic acid

Eastman White Label

Di.ethy1malonic acid

Obtained from Dr. Edward Eyring,
University of Utah

Ethylisoamylmalonic

acid

Obtained from Dr. Edward Ey'ring,
University of Utah

Formic acid

Baker ' .Analyzed' Reagent

Di.sodium fumarate

Cal-Bl.o-Chem, Grade A

Gl11tirte acid

Eastman White Label

G;.ycine

Cal-Bio-Chem Grade A

Glycolic acid

Matheson, Coleman, and Bell Reagent
(Continued on following page)
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Compound

Companyand Grade

D1sodium maleate

Eastman White Label

Malonic acid

Matheson0 Ccleman0 and Bell Reagent

D1sodi Wl1 o:xalate

Baker nAnalyzed n Reagent

Pimelic acid

Columbia Organic Chemicals Il'lc.

Propionic

acid

Suberic acid
SUccinic

acid

(M.P. 103,.105)

Eastman White Label
Matheson0 Coleman, and Bell Reagent
(M.Po 140...142)

Matheson, Ccleman, and Bell Reagent

Sodium J{ydro:xide

Baker I.Analyzed• Reagent, Carbonate
Free ;l.}f, Solution

Perchlorie

Baker and AdamsonReagent

Acid
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ABSTRACT

The design,
thermometric

constru.ction,

titration

and calibration

calorimeter

rimeter

was tested

by determining

ization

of water.

The result,

ard de'Viation),
values.

is described.
the enthalpy

This calochange £or ion-

13.34':it0.03 kcal/mole

(staml.-

is in exact agreement with the best literature

This standard

calorimeter,

of a precision

de'Viation indicates

that,

using this

fl. H values can be determined w1th an accuracy of

:t0.0.5 kcal/mole.
A calorimetric

procedure

ul taneous determination.
thalpy

has been developed

of the equilibrium

change, and the entropy

from a single

titration

This procedure

constant,

the en-

change tor a chemical reaction

(Entropy Titration).

has been tested

and ll,S for proton ionization

from

od has also been used to determine

for proton ionization

for thE, sim-

by determining

pK, .l!.H,

HPOt and Hso
4. The metbl.
pK, ll.H, and 11S val.ues

:f'rom Adenosine and Ribeae.

The result-

ant pK tor each system has an accuracy of about :i:0.05 pK unit.
Enthalpy
been determined

and entropy

changes for proton ionization

for twenty-six

are _discussed in terms of three

1

carboJcy"lic acids,
previous

approeches

ha\re

The results
{i.e.

in.-

2

du.ctive,

electrostatic,

and .6 S°) •

theories

The results

and the linear

relation

are shown not to fit

between .6ll°

any of these

well and reasons .for this are proposed.

An alter.

nate explanation is proposed based on the observed fit of the
carbo:x;ylic acid data to a linear

The site o.f proton ionization
lished to be the ribose moiety.
1

b.G• vs

~s•

plot.

.from adenosine is estab..
It is also shown that both

the 2 1 and 3 hydro:x;y-1groups are necessary for this acidity
to exist in aqueous solution.
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